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Sommaire

L’imagerie par résonance magnétique de diffusion est une technique non invasive
permettant de connaître la microstructure organisationnelle des tissus biologiques.
Les méthodes computationnelles qui exploitent la préférence orientationnelle de la
diffusion dans des structures restreintes pour révéler les voies axonales de la matière
blanche du cerveau sont appelées tractographie. Ces dernières années, diverses mé-
thodes de tractographie ont été utilisées avec succès pour découvrir l’architecture de
la matière blanche du cerveau. Pourtant, ces techniques de reconstruction souffrent
d’un certain nombre de défauts dérivés d’ambiguïtés fondamentales liées à l’infor-
mation orientationnelle. Cela a des conséquences dramatiques, puisque les cartes de
connectivité de la matière blanche basées sur la tractographie sont dominées par des
faux positifs. Ainsi, la grande proportion de voies invalides récupérées demeure un
des principaux défis à résoudre par la tractographie pour obtenir une description
anatomique fiable de la matière blanche. Des approches méthodologiques innovantes
sont nécessaires pour aider à résoudre ces questions.

Les progrès récents en termes de puissance de calcul et de disponibilité des don-
nées ont rendu possible l’application réussie des approches modernes d’apprentissage
automatique à une variété de problèmes, y compris les tâches de vision par ordinateur
et d’analyse d’images. Ces méthodes modélisent et trouvent les motifs sous-jacents
dans les données, et permettent de faire des prédictions sur de nouvelles données.
De même, elles peuvent permettre d’obtenir des représentations compactes des ca-
ractéristiques intrinsèques des données d’intérêt. Les approches modernes basées sur
les données, regroupées sous la famille des méthodes d’apprentissage profond, sont
adoptées pour résoudre des tâches d’analyse de données d’imagerie médicale, y com-
pris la tractographie. Dans ce contexte, les méthodes deviennent moins dépendantes
des contraintes imposées par les approches classiques utilisées en tractographie. Par
conséquent, les méthodes inspirées de l’apprentissage profond conviennent au change-
ment de paradigme requis, et peuvent ouvrir de nouvelles possibilités de modélisation,
en améliorant ainsi l’état de l’art en tractographie.

Dans cette thèse, un nouveau paradigme basé sur les techniques d’apprentissage
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Sommaire

de représentation est proposé pour générer et analyser des données de tractographie.
En exploitant les architectures d’autoencodeurs, ce travail tente d’explorer leur ca-
pacité à trouver un code optimal pour représenter les caractéristiques des fibres de la
matière blanche. Les contributions proposées exploitent ces représentations pour une
variété de tâches liées à la tractographie, y compris (i) le filtrage et (ii) le regroupe-
ment efficace sur les résultats générés par d’autres méthodes, ainsi que (iii) la recons-
truction proprement dite des fibres de la matière blanche en utilisant une méthode
générative. Ainsi, les méthodes issues de cette thèse ont été nommées (i) FINTA (Fil-
tering in Tractography using Autoencoders), (ii) CINTA (Clustering in Tractography
using Autoencoders), et (iii) GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle Tractography
using Autoencoders), respectivement. Les performances des méthodes proposées sont
évaluées par rapport aux méthodes de l’état de l’art sur des données de diffusion syn-
thétiques et des données de cerveaux humains chez l’adulte sain in vivo. Les résultats
montrent que (i) la méthode de filtrage proposée offre une sensibilité et spécificité
supérieures par rapport à d’autres méthodes de l’état de l’art ; (ii) le regroupement
des tractes dans des faisceaux est fait de manière consistante ; et (iii) l’approche
générative échantillonnant des tractes comble mieux l’espace de la matière blanche
dans des régions difficiles à reconstruire. Enfin, cette thèse révèle les possibilités des
autoencodeurs pour l’analyse des données des fibres de la matière blanche, et ouvre
la voie à fournir des données de tractographie plus fiables.

Mots clés: apprentissage profond, classification, filtrage, apprentissage par re-
présentation, imagerie de diffusion par résonance magnétique, tractographie, regrou-
pement de faisceaux, autoencodeur, connectome
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Abstract

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging is a non-invasive technique providing in-
sights into the organizational microstructure of biological tissues. The computational
methods that exploit the orientational preference of the diffusion in restricted struc-
tures to reveal the brain’s white matter axonal pathways are called tractography.
In recent years, a variety of tractography methods have been successfully used to
uncover the brain’s white matter architecture. Yet, these reconstruction techniques
suffer from a number of shortcomings derived from fundamental ambiguities inher-
ent to the orientation information. This has dramatic consequences, since current
tractography-based white matter connectivity maps are dominated by false positive
connections. Thus, the large proportion of invalid pathways recovered remains one
of the main challenges to be solved by tractography to obtain a reliable anatomical
description of the white matter. Methodological innovative approaches are required
to help solving these questions.

Recent advances in computational power and data availability have made it pos-
sible to successfully apply modern machine learning approaches to a variety of prob-
lems, including computer vision and image analysis tasks. These methods model and
learn the underlying patterns in the data, and allow making accurate predictions on
new data. Similarly, they may enable to obtain compact representations of the intrin-
sic features of the data of interest. Modern data-driven approaches, grouped under
the family of deep learning methods, are being adopted to solve medical imaging data
analysis tasks, including tractography. In this context, the proposed methods are less
dependent on the constraints imposed by current tractography approaches. Hence,
deep learning-inspired methods are suit for the required paradigm shift, may open
new modeling possibilities, and thus improve the state of the art in tractography.

In this thesis, a new paradigm based on representation learning techniques is
proposed to generate and to analyze tractography data. By harnessing autoencoder
architectures, this work explores their ability to find an optimal code to represent
the features of the white matter fiber pathways. The contributions exploit such
representations for a variety of tractography-related tasks, including efficient (i) fil-
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Abstract

tering and (ii) clustering on results generated by other methods, and (iii) the white
matter pathway reconstruction itself using a generative method. The methods is-
sued from this thesis have been named (i) FINTA (Filtering in Tractography using
Autoencoders), (ii) CINTA (Clustering in Tractography using Autoencoders), and
(iii) GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle Tractography using Autoencoders),
respectively. The proposed methods’ performance is assessed against current state-
of-the-art methods on synthetic data and healthy adult human brain in vivo data.
Results show that the (i) introduced filtering method has superior sensitivity and
specificity over other state-of-the-art methods; (ii) the clustering method groups
streamlines into anatomically coherent bundles with a high degree of consistency;
and (iii) the generative streamline sampling technique successfully improves the white
matter coverage in hard-to-track bundles. In summary, this thesis unlocks the po-
tential of deep autoencoder-based models for white matter data analysis, and paves
the way towards delivering more reliable tractography data.

Keywords: deep learning, classification, filtering, representation learning, diffu-
sion magnetic resonance imaging, tractography, bundling, autoencoder, connectome
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Introduction

The understanding of the human brain is still incomplete. Imaging advances in the
last decades have accelerated the discoveries towards a multi-scale, integral under-
standing of the mechanisms behind human behavior. Neurobiologists are able to
image and study the human brain, either in vitro, ex vivo or in vivo, at unprece-
dented level of detail. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data and its analysis are
an essential part of such a wide array of tools in current brain research. The functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) modality allows to study the brain’s response in
particular situations, and diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) and struc-
tural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) data allow to describe the healthy and
non-healthy brain’s anatomy at a macroscopic level. It is widely accepted that the
structure must provide an architectural support to the function. Yet, tighter links
and evidence are missing between functional, diffusion and structural MRI.

dMRI is the only imaging modality available today to study the human brain
white matter (WM) fibers in vivo and non-invasively. Since its advent in the early
90s, it has allowed to image the white matter anatomy at an increasing level of detail,
a large part of its results being confirmed by ex vivo dissection and histology studies,
or studies in non-human primates. Current white matter mapping techniques (usually
referred to as tractography) yield raw results that still require a non-negligible amount
of post-processing and hand-crafted work to provide satisfying results. Thus, there
is a need for new methodological image analysis approaches to overcome the current
limitations.

The last decade has witnessed the emergence of a new family of machine learn-
ing (ML) methods that have been successfully applied to computer vision and image
analysis problems, among others. The increase of computational power and the avail-
ability of massive amounts of annotated data, together with new modeling approaches,
has resulted in the rise of the field that has been termed deep learning (DL). These
approaches have brought dramatic improvements in terms of task performance over
non-deep learning-based state-of-the-art methods. The increasing efforts to develop
and to use deep learning methods on diffusion MRI data may allow to enhance the
reliability and accuracy of in vivo white matter analysis.
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Motivation
Current dMRI-based analysis methods face limitations inherent both to the imaging
techniques and models used to analyze the imaging data. Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg
[Jba11] provide an excellent and in-depth review of these limitations.

Some of these limitations stem from their attachment to local orientation infor-
mation, which hinder the variety of connectivity configurations that can be revealed.
Similarly, when comparing against a synthetic ground truth, the specificity and sen-
sitivity of tractograms is dependent on the tracking method to a large extent [Jba15],
as shown by the findings in [Tho14] or the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
results [MaiHei17].

As shown in [Fil11], tracking algorithms often incur locally wrong direction prop-
agation decisions when going through crossing regions, which leads to invalid stream-
lines that are a mixture of two streamlines belonging to different bundles. Similarly,
it is observed that less curved and longer streamline trajectories tend to be favoured,
which results in a misleading larger volume occupancy rate [Jon10].

Several other works [Sch17, Sch19c] have demonstrated that tractography suffers
from a number of problems inherent to uncertainty in diffusion data. It has been
demonstrated [Sch17] that these issues persist at higher resolutions. Hence, they are
intrinsically linked to the fundamentals of the diffusion imaging technique and/or the
current tractography models. Nevertheless, despite these limitations, reconstruction
based on dMRI data is currently the only tool to map short- and long-range structural
brain connectivity in vivo.

Hence, potential advances achieved in tractography methods have an important
impact in order to build anatomically correct human structural connectomes. Thus,
the purpose of this dissertation work is to provide a deep learning-based framework
that will allow to overcome many of the existing limitations of current tractography
methods. The limitations that are addressed by this thesis can be summarized as
follows:

• Different labeling criteria impact dramatically the tractography post-processing
and labeling results. Restrictive anatomical criteria may reject an excessively
large proportion of streamlines that may lead to inconclusive interpretation
of scoring systems [MaiHei17]. Several confounding factors, such as the used
anatomical exclusion boundaries or the very sequence of filtering steps, may
influence labeling a streamline as valid or invalid. This results in rejecting
streamlines that may be a voxel apart from a valid streamline, regardless of other
intrinsic features. Similarly, bundle identification or extraction (i.e., bundling1)

1 The terms “bundling”, (bundle, tractography or white matter) “segmentation”, (tractography or
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is affected by differences in parameterizations across methods [Sch21b]. As a
consequence, the underlying fiber populations may be underestimated.

• Underrepresentation of hard-to-track bundles. Pathways that are more densely
packed or those that do not suffer from adjacent pathway hindrance are more
likely to be recovered, and are recovered consistently [MaiHei17]. Conversely,
some white matter pathways are harder to track (see [Rhe20b] for a study on
how tractography results are affected by numerous effects). This prevents trac-
tography methods from effectively reconstructing the affected trajectories, either
by generating invalid streamlines or streamlines that are stopped prematurely.
Hence, the fiber populations in some bundles may be severely underrepresented.
These effects result in structural connectivity maps that contain excessively high
and low relative hit rates for certain regions, both at an individual level and
group or population level.

• Due to the step-wise nature of fiber tracking methods, the local orientation infor-
mation contained by diffusion data allows for multiple equally likely long-range
pathways to be reconstructed. Unless further a priori anatomical knowledge is
used in the tracking process, this results in reconstructing invalid streamlines,
i.e., streamlines that are either not in the data or are not anatomically possible,
or streamlines prematurely stopping their propagation. Such false positives need
to be eliminated from the resulting tractograms using post-processing methods
while keeping the true positives. These streamlines can be the result of an in-
correct deviation within the expected pathway at a single voxel. Thus, invalid
streamlines are often a composition of two or more (if the deviation is hap-
pens in more than one voxel) otherwise valid trajectories. In other cases, some
tracking methods deviate early from the underlying signal, and may give rise
to dense streamline regions or bundles that may not exist at all.

An unsupervised representation learning-based method may be a better fit for
such purposes for a number of reasons that may be summarized as follows:

• As a data-driven approach, these models impose or may assume less a priori
constraints on the data, and may be more robust to small variations in the data.
For example, the model may not be affected by local noise in the trajectory of a
streamline. Despite such noise being typically seen in raw probabilistic stream-
line reconstructions, fibers describe smooth trajectories. Similarly, the choice of
a local response function may not affect the streamline representation learned

white matter) “parcellation”, “virtual dissection”, and “clustering” (in the tractography context)
all refer to the ability of a method to label (or classify) streamlines into different groups (or classes)
defined according to some anatomical criteria.
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by the model. The estimation of such local response functions to compute the
local orientation field may have a major impact in the tractogram resulting from
conventional streamline propagation methods.

• Following from the representation learning hypotheses, data points that are
close in the input space will provide a similar embedding, and thus, will be
close in the representation space. This implies that if two streamlines belong
to a given class (e.g., plausible or implausible) or bundle, they will bear such
information in the representation space, and a classifier may identify them as
such. In conventional tractography segmentation methods, the constraints al-
lowing to classify streamlines have to be explicitly defined, usually requiring
multi-parametric approaches.

• An unsupervised training regime renders a model that is not limited to a fixed
set of labels or classes: it may be able to provide label predictions on any new
subset or partition within the data. A supervised deep learning model requires
to be retrained to classify data following a new partition.

• Representation learning methods learn useful features from unlabeled data, and
thus, can use such features in the generative process: a representation learning-
based generative model may be able to reconstruct new data with particular
features. For example, unlike a conventional tractography method propagating
a local orientation in the same way regardless of its position, a localized genera-
tive tractography process may yield data having particular or specific attributes
(e.g., streamlines within a given bundle).

Thus, spurred by the success of machine learning tractography methods and more
recent deep learning methods, the ultimate aim of this thesis is to introduce method-
ological innovations to:

• Enhance the discriminating power of tractography filtering methods, increasing
their specificity and sensitivity.

• Provide a tractogram clustering method that is able to accommodate multiple
bundle definitions.

• Increase the tractography white matter coverage through a generative sampling
tractography method.

• Improve the reliability and robustness of the reconstructed structural connec-
tomes.

4
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It must be noted that the works in this thesis require annotated, reference data.
Despite the decisions made on any labeling process, the data-driven principles used
in this thesis may uncover features and patterns that would otherwise go unnoticed,
including inconsistencies in the annotation of the data.

Outline
This document contains an introduction to the relevant topics of this thesis, including
the brain anatomy, diffusion MRI, white matter tractography, and an overview of the
fundamentals of deep learning and representation learning methods. The remainder
of the document includes three chapters dedicated to each first-author, peer-reviewed
publication led by the key works in this thesis. Ch. 2 and Ch. 3 are dedicated to
the use of a representation learning framework for tractography classification and
feature extraction. Ch. 2 covers how autoencoders can be used to efficiently filter
tractograms generated by existing tractography methods. Results show that the pro-
posed method offers an improved performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity
compared to other classical filtering techniques. The resulting filtered tractograms
thus provide more reliable white matter structural connectivity maps. In Ch. 3 the
previous autoencoder framework is leveraged to cluster streamlines into bundles. Re-
sults demonstrate that the same neural network model can be used to successfully
group streamlines into anatomical coherent fascicles through the learned streamline
representations. Ch. 4 is dedicated to demonstrating the generative facet of the
representation space of an autoencoder for tractography. The proposed method har-
nesses the learned streamline representations to generate new data observations that
translate into anatomically plausible streamlines. The proposed method does not
suffer from the limitations of local orientation propagation methods as it reconstructs
streamlines globally. Finally, the Conclusion contains the conclusions and the future
perspectives of this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Background

In this chapter, a high-level description of the human brain anatomy, the foundations
of diffusion magnetic resonance imaging, tractography and deep learning are provided
to serve as the working basis for the rest of the work in this thesis.

1.1 The Human Brain Anatomy
The brain is a soft nervous tissue functioning as the coordinating center of sensation,
intellectual capacity and nervous activity in all vertebrate and almost all invertebrate
living organisms. In vertebrates, it is contained in the skull, and it is located close to
other sensory organs like vision and hearing. It is considered the most complex organ
in a vertebrate’s body, both in terms of its structure and its function.

In a human, the cerebral cortex contains approximately 14–16 billion electrically
excitable cells called neurons, the estimated number of neurons in the cerebellum
being 62–75 billion [Aze09, Bar16]. Each neuron has a long protoplasmic fiber called
an axon: an axon carries electrical impulses (named action potentials) away from
the cell body to other neurons in the brain or specific recipient cells in the body.
An axon transmits action potentials through a specialized structure called a synapse,
a postsynaptic neuron receiving the electrical impulse through short, branched pro-
toplasmic extensions termed dendrites. Each neuron may be connected to several
thousand other neurons. In humans, the average weight of a healthy adult brain is
around 1500 g [Aze09].

Unless otherwise stated, the following paragraphs will be referred to the human
brain. Nonetheless, some of the described features are shared across across mammals,
and more particularly, across both human and non-human primates.

The brain surface has a particularly wrinkled shape, formed by the gyri (folds
and convolutions) and sulci (fissures and depressions). The brain is divided into
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two hemispheres by the the longitudinal fissure. Macroscopically, the hemispheres
are roughly mirror images of each other, with only subtle differences, such as the
Yakovlevian torque seen in the human brain, which is a slight warping of the right
side, bringing it just forward of the left side. As a consequence of this warping, the
right side is slightly bigger than the left side. The brain can thus be described as
being divided into left and right cerebral hemispheres. In mammals, the hemispheres
are chiefly linked by the corpus callosum, a very large bundle of nerve fibers. This
link allows for the information transfer between the two hemispheres to coordinate
localized brain function.

Each of these hemispheres has an outer layer of gray matter (GM), the cerebral
cortex, that is supported by an inner layer of WM. Gray matter is distinguished
from white matter in that it contains numerous cell bodies and relatively few myeli-
nated1 axons, while white matter contains relatively fewer cell bodies and is composed
mainly of long-range myelinated and unmyelinated axons [Pau14, Wal14]. The color
difference arises mainly from the whiteness of myelin, although other structures do
also influence the color contrast [Kna05]. The total myelinated fiber length in young
individuals is between 150 000 to 180 000 km [Pak03].

Each cerebral hemisphere is divided into four main regions, called lobes, limited
by the main commissures. Each of these anatomically distinct regions are involved in
markedly different brain functions:

• Frontal lobe: it sits in the anterior part of the brain, and it is separated from
the parietal lobe by the central sulcus. It is home to the primary motor and
the primary somatosensory cortex.

• Parietal lobe: it is located posterior to the frontal lobe, separated by the
central sulcus, and superior to the temporal lobe. It is involved, among others,
in language processing.

• Occipital lobe: it sits inferior-posterior to the parietal lobe. It is separated
from the parietal lobe by the parieto-occipital sulcus, and the lateral sulcus
(Sylvian fissure) defines its boundary with the temporal lobe. The occipital
lobe is the visual processing center of the mammalian brain.

• Temporal lobe: it is located located beneath the lateral fissure. It is home to
the visual memory, language comprehension, and emotion association functions.

The gyri in each of the lobes does also receive a distinctive name. Such a level of
detail will only be used as required in this thesis.

1 The myelin sheath is a lipid-rich substance that surrounds nerve cell axons to insulate them, and
increase the rate at which electrical impulses are passed along the axon [Sal16].
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Finally, a third distinctive tissue of the brain is the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The
cerebrospinal fluid is a clear, colorless, transcellular fluid that circulates around the
brain in the subarachnoid space, in the ventricular system, and in the central canal
of the spinal cord. It acts as a cushion or buffer, providing basic mechanical and
immunological protection to the brain inside the skull.

The brain has three functionally distinct structures:

• The cerebrum2: fills up most of the skull.

• The cerebellum: sits posterior-inferior to the cerebrum.

• The brainstem (or brain stem): sits inferior to the cerebrum, and immediately
anterior to the cerebellum.

Other structures are also distinguished in the brain (mainly the set of deep nuclei
within the hemispheres), but their explanation is out of the scope of this thesis.

As outlined, cortical regions are linked through groupings of neuronal axons,
named fibers or tracts, traversing the WM. At the same time, these fibers are ar-
ranged anatomically into larger groups called fascicles3 or bundles. Three main fas-
cicle groups exist: (i) association fibers connect regions within the same hemisphere
of the brain; (ii) commissural fibers connect the two hemispheres of the brain; and
(iii) projection fibers connect each region to other parts of the brain or to the spinal
cord.

The major, long-range fiber systems existing4 in the human brain are:

• Association fibers

– Arcuate fascicle (AF)
– Cingulum (Cing)
– Frontal aslant tract (FAT)
– Inferior longitudinal system (ILS) [Man18]:
– Inferior fronto-occipital fascicle (IFOF)
– Internal capsule (IC)
– Middle cerebelar peduncle (MCP)
– Middle longitudinal system (MLS) [Man18]:

2 To facilitate the reading, the term brain may be used to refer to the cerebrum in this thesis. Other
brain parts will be named as required throughout the text.

3 The term “fascicle” and its original Latin “fasciculus” are both used in the white matter analysis
literature.

4 The list is not exhaustive and the naming of some of these bundles varies across scientific works.
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– Superior longitudinal system (SLS) [Man18]:
– Uncinate fascicle (UF)

• Commissural fibers

– Anterior commissure (AC)
– Corpus callosum (CC)
– Fornix (Fx)
– Posterior commissure (PC)

• Projection fibers

– Acoustic radiation (AR)
– Anterior thalamic radiation (ATR)
– Corticospinal tract (CST)
– Inferior cerebellar peduncle (ICP)
– Parieto-occipital pontine tract (POPT)
– Optic radiation (OR)
– Superior cerebellar peduncle (SCP)

The naming of these major bundles has been proposed either in relation to the
cortical structure they connect or in relation to their shape and/or their location. A
further detailed taxonomy exists for most of these major bundles according to the
gyri or other brain structures they connect. Such an exhaustive classification is out
of the scope of this thesis, and will only be used as required.

The above fiber systems correspond to the deep white matter (DWM), which
encompasses the long-range axonal projections between the neuronal cell bodies in the
gray matter. Other short-range fiber systems exist in the brain lying in the superficial
white matter (SWM), and connecting cell bodies in (usually) two contiguous gyri
[Kir20, Gue20]. Such fiber systems are commonly referred to as U-shaped fibers.
U-shaped fibers do not have a special taxonomy yet. Fig. 1.1 shows the human brain
fiber systems.

Physiologically, the brain exerts a centralized control over the body’s other organs.
It acts on the rest of the body both by generating patterns of muscle activity and by
driving the secretion of chemicals called hormones. This centralized control allows
rapid and coordinated responses to changes in the environment. Some basic types
of responsiveness such as reflexes can be mediated by the spinal cord or peripheral

9
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Human brain fiber systems: (a) association fibers; (b) commissural fibers;
(c) projection fibers; and (d) U-shaped fibers. Data corresponds to the population-
averaged HCP-1021 template [Yeh18]. Not all bundles are included, and bundle
densities may not reflect the density that can be reconstructed on healthy subject
human brain in vivo data.
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ganglia, but sophisticated purposeful control of behavior based on complex stimuli
(sensory input) requires the information integrating capabilities of the brain.

Although the macrostructure of the two cerebral hemispheres appears to be al-
most identical, the non-uniform cytoarchitecture of the cerebral cortex (i.e., its cellular
composition and neuronal network), and differentiated quantities of neurotransmit-
ter levels and receptor subtypes, allow for specialized functions in each hemisphere
[Hut03]. Most scientific evidence for such an asymmetry relates to low-level perceptual
functions rather than the higher-level functions. In addition to this lateralization of
some functions, the low-level representations also tend to represent the contralateral
side of the body.

The operations of individual brain cells are now understood in considerable de-
tail, but the way they cooperate in ensembles of millions is yet to be solved. Thus,
despite the current large scientific endeavors to study the human brain, such as The
Brain Initiative and The Human Brain Project, a detailed description of the brain’s
structural and functional coupling is still elusive.

1.2 Diffusion MRI of the Brain
The raw data source used this dissertation is issued by the diffusion magnetic reso-
nance imaging modality. The terms diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(DW-MRI), diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), or diffusion imaging all refer to the
same image generating modality, and are the primary data source for deriving trac-
tography and the structural brain connectivity data.

Different techniques can be used to acquire data to study the brain. The data
provided by these techniques can be classified based on their spatial resolution [Spo05]:

• Microscale: corresponds to single neuron and synaptic connectivity measures.
Its resolution is in the range of a few micrometers (∼ µm).

• Mesoscale: provides sufficient resolution to study neuronal groups or popula-
tions with a spatial resolution of hundreds of micrometers (∼ a few 100’s µm).

• Macroscale: represents a very large number of neuron populations forming
distinct brain regions that are interconnected by inter-regional pathways. Its
resolution floor is in the order of millimeters (∼ mm).

The white matter looks homogeneous on structural MRI data. dMRI, however,
is sensitive to the orientational distribution of tissues, and it allows to study the
macroscopic organization [Mar11, Zem14, DeBen16, Hau17] of the brain. Thus, com-
pared to structural MRI, diffusion-weighted imaging provides much richer anatomical
information about the white matter structure of the brain.
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1.2 Diffusion MRI of the Brain

Images generated by dMRI systems are based on a microscopic mass transport
mechanism of particles in liquids or gases, called Brownian motion, by virtue of which
molecules exhibit erratic trajectories in a medium. These random kinematics are a
consequence of the thermal energy of the medium, and is present even when liquids
or gases have a uniform and stable concentration of particles. Brownian motion is
a process that occurs constantly in human tissues. The erratic motion of the Brow-
nian motion is best described in statistical terms by the displacement distribution.
The displacement distribution (that is, the displacement probability density function
(PDF)) describes the proportion of molecules that undergo displacement in a specific
direction and to a specific distance. The word “displacement” is often replaced with
the term “diffusion” within this context.

The displacement PDF p of Brownian particles diffusing in an homogeneous and
unrestricted medium can be expressed in the one-dimensional case as [Ein05]

p(x, t) = N√
4πDt

e− x2
4Dt , (1.1)

where x is the particle position; t is the time elapsed; N is the number of particles;
and D is the diffusivity of the medium.

Hence, from Eq. 1.1, it can be concluded that diffusion in a homogeneous and
unrestricted medium is described as having a Gaussian probability distribution.

In the above equation, the mobility of molecules is characterized by a physical
property called the diffusivity (also called diffusion coefficient) (mm2/s), D, which
depends on the intrinsic properties of the medium according to the expression

D = kT

6πηa , (1.2)

where k is the Boltzmann constant (1.380 648 52 ×10−23 J/K); T is the temperature
of the medium; η is the viscosity of the medium; and a is the radius of the diffusing
particles. For water at 37 ◦C, D ≈ 3 × 10−3 mm2/s.

The diffusion coefficient is related to the root mean square displacement of the
molecules over a given time, tdiff , via the so-called Einstein equation:

⟨x2⟩ = 2dDtdiff , (1.3)

where d accounts for the dimensionality of the problem (d = 3 in a three-dimensional
space).

In the above formalism, the diffusion of particles is assumed to be unrestricted
by barriers at the time-scale of the measurement. In this case, the diffusion is called
isotropic. However, in biological tissues, particle displacement might not be constant
along different spatial directions: the geometry of the random motion of particles in a
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1.2 Diffusion MRI of the Brain

tissue is constrained by biological barriers, such as macromolecules, cell membranes,
or other surrounding microstructure. Hence, regional differences in biological fiber
orientation are revealed by the diffusion displacement preference of water molecules.
This dependence of the diffusion process on the direction in which it is measured
is called anisotropy. Therefore, by measuring diffusion, diffusion-weighted imaging
opens up possibility of revealing the underlying microstructure [Tur90].

This is the case of diffusion in brain white matter, which comprises a proportion
of myelinated axons [Mos90]. Such microscopic tissue orientational heterogeneity
captured by dMRI allows to determine the white matter pathway trajectories. Gray
matter, on the other hand, exhibits low diffusion anisotropy. At the white matter-gray
matter interface some degree of structural transition is observed.

It is still unclear whether the observed diffusion anisotropy in WM arises from
the intra-axonal compartment (usually termed restricted diffusion), the extra-axonal
compartment (generally named hindered diffusion), or some combination thereof.
There is a body of experimental evidence that suggests [Bea94] that myelin sheaths
are not necessary determinants for anisotropic water diffusion in axons, structural
features other than myelin being sufficient to give rise to anisotropy [Bea02]. Evidence
suggests that axonal membranes play a primary role in restricted water diffusion in
WM, while myelin modulates the degree of anisotropy. The relative contributions
of the various structural components of white matter to the anisotropy of the water
diffusion in the brain are yet to be determined.

1.2.1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
The dMRI data generation process essentially adds two diffusion-weighted gradient
pulses to the standard MRI spin echo (SE) sequence. Magnetic resonance (MR) sig-
nals are sensitive to the magnetic dipole orientation of the hydrogen nuclei (protons)
in water and fat present in biological tissues. This magnetic dipole, known as spin, has
a random orientation in free conditions, but can align itself to an externally applied
magnetic field. As a consequence, in the absence of an externally applied magnetic
field, the individual, randomly oriented magnetic moments cancel each other, and the
sum of the magnetic momenta (i.e., the net magnetization) is zero.

In MRI systems, such as the one shown in Fig. 1.2, an adequately applied magnetic
field influences the phase of the spins, with the degree of influence depending on the
strength of the field. MRI systems maintain a constant, strong, primary magnetic
field B0 (typically measured in tesla (T)). MR data are collected by changing on
and off, for a brief duration and at regular intervals, such varying magnetic fields.
This prescribed sequence of gradients is known as pulse sequence. The pulse sequence
determines the content, quality, contrast and resolution of the image.

The Larmor equation states that the precessional frequency (usually given in MHz)

13



1.2 Diffusion MRI of the Brain

Figure 1.2: 3 T MRI scanner installed at the Centre intégré universitaire de santé et de
services sociaux de l’Estrie - Centre hospitalier universitaire de Sherbrooke (CIUSSS
de l’Estrie - CHUS) (Shebrooke, Canada). This scanner is used both for clinical and
research purpose acquisitions.

of the spins excited by a magnetic field is proportional to the strength of the magnetic
field B0:

ω = γB0 , (1.4)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, an intrinsic constant to a nucleus, given in rad s−1 T−1

in SI units.
Proton spins can precess (i.e., rotate) with a direction parallel (spin-up) or an-

tiparallel (spin-down) to the direction of the B0 magnetic field, and due to the unique
energy levels of both states, the population of protons in both states is different.
When excited, spins can transfer and absorb energy from the opposite state if it
matches their energy difference. For hydrogen nuclei, this difference is proportional
to the Larmor frequency, which is in the range of radiofrequencies. Therefore, in
MRI, electromagnetic radio frequency (RF) coils are used to excite proton spins.

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the larger proportion of spin-up
oriented spins results in an effective non-zero net magnetization vector M , called the
longitudinal magnetization component, parallel to the external B0 magnetic field.

The homogeneous B0 magnetic field in an MR system is disturbed linearly by
using varying magnetic fields (called gradients) oscillating at RF at a given intensity.
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When protons absorb the RF energy, the increase of the proportion of spin-down spins
results in a decrease of the net magnetization’s longitudinal component. Moreover,
since the varying magnetic field associated with the RF makes proton spins precess in
phase, an effective rotating magnetization component is generated perpendicularly to
the main magnetic field B0. This component is known as the transverse magnetization
component. Some time after the application of the RF pulses, spins go back to their
initial longitudinal configuration.

This process results in an energy exchange than can effectively be measured as
a signal. Since the two magnetization components are associated with different en-
ergy deposition mechanisms, their changes after the RF emission are quantified using
two different time intervals. While the recovery of the longitudinal magnetization
component is characterized by the relaxation time T1 (time taken for this component
to recover to 63% of its maximum intensity), the decrease of the transverse mag-
netization component is characterized by the relaxation time T2 (time take for this
component to drop to 37% of its maximum value). Different tissues have different
relaxation properties. Hence, depending on the tissue of interest, the pulse sequence’s
parameters, namely the echo time (TE) and the repetition time (TR), are adjusted
to privilege either of the two contrasts.

The intensity of the signal detected by the RF receiver coils depends directly on
the transversal magnetization component, and thus 90◦ (π/2) RF pulses are used in
standard SE sequence. In addition to the 90◦ RF pulse of the gradient echo (GE)
sequence, the standard SE sequence adds a 180◦ (π) RF pulse to avoid the loss of spin
precessing phase coherence derived from the inhomogeneities of the magnetic field or
tissue susceptibility effects.

The MR image is the result of the application of gradients in different directions
and with different intensities at specific moments of the acquisition sequence. To
reconstruct an MR image, the signal emitted by protons has to be selectively labeled
at different spatial locations. The image slice is first selected by applying a slice
selection gradient, an RF pulse together with a linear magnetic field gradient so that
only the protons of the selected slice have the specific Larmor frequency to be excited.
This gradient is followed by a second gradient called frequency encoding which is
orthogonal to the former, and allowing to label proton spins with different precessing
frequencies. Finally, a third gradient, called phase encoding gradient, is applied with
varying intensities across different acquisition repetitions to encode positions with
different phases. The measured signal by the RF coils can then be reconstructed
from the magnitude of the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform (FT). Fig. 1.3
shows sagittal slices of an MRI acquisition in an in vivo human brain.
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Figure 1.3: Sagittal slice of an in vivo MRI acquisition corresponding to a subject
of the BIL&GIN dataset [Maz16, Che19]. Views correspond to different slices. The
images have been processed to remove the non-brain tissue.

1.2.2 Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Diffusion experiments are usually performed by spatially labeling spins at two different
times during an MR experiment. These labeling periods are separated by a time
interval (known also as the diffusion time, ∆) during which the spin’s displacement
is quantified. The measured signal decay will depend on the strength of the labeling
(referred to as the q-value) and the diffusion time.

To describe diffusion, every voxel position is assigned a diffusion PDF. The re-
sulting image encodes the proportion of molecules in a given voxel position that have
been displaced a certain distance. To depict the displacement distribution, diffusion
must be related to the signal intensity as measured by the magnetic resonance image.

While there are many diffusion-sensitizing MR acquisition protocols, the most
common is the Pulsed-Gradient Spin Echo (PGSE) experiment as described in [Ste65].
Magnetic resonance measurements of diffusion are sensitive to molecular displace-
ments along the axis of the diffusion-sensitizing gradients applied in a standard PGSE
sequence. Spins moving in the magnetic field gradient direction are exposed to dif-
ferent magnetic field strengths depending on their position along the gradient axis.
The diffusion of water along different directions in tissue can be readily assessed by
varying the direction of the diffusion-sensitizing gradients.

As displayed in Fig. 1.4, in a PGSE sequence, in addition to the 90◦-180◦ spin
echo RF pulse pair of the standard SE sequence, two additional diffusion-encoding
gradient pulses are added to introduce a phase shift proportional to the molecular
displacement along the gradient direction. The key idea is to excite the spin system
with a 90◦ pulse, encode the spin position with a time-constant magnetic field gradient
of duration ∆, invert the spin phase with a 180◦ pulse, apply a second magnetic field
gradient with equal intensity and duration to the previous gradient at a time ∆ after
the first gradient pulse, and then acquire the image at time t = TE.

The first gradient pulse introduces a phase shift that is dependent on the strength
of the gradient at the position of the spin at the initial instant. Before the application
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1.2 Diffusion MRI of the Brain

Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of a PGSE diffusion sequence showing the
diffusion gradients, their strength (G), the radio frequency (RF) pulses, the gradient
pulse width δ, and the diffusion time interval ∆. TE is the echo time.

of the second gradient pulse, which induces a phase shift depending on the spin
position at time ∆, a 180◦ RF pulse is applied to reverse the phase shift introduced
by the first gradient pulse. Since the diffusion-encoding gradient causes the field
intensity (i.e., phase shift) to vary with position, all spins that remain at the same
location along the gradient axis during the pulses will return to their initial state.
However, if a given spin moves by diffusion between the time of the first and second
gradients, then it will be weighted by a different field strength during the second
pulse, and therefore, will not return to its original orientation. Due to the increased
disorder of the spin phase distribution, the spin echo signal, which is proportional to
the mean phase difference, will be smaller relative to the case in which there was no
gradient. Hence, the decrease in the spin echo magnitude will reflect the amount of
diffusion which occurred between the two diffusion gradient pulses. The longer the
displacement distance, the higher the phase shift, and the greater the signal decrease.
Hence, the resultant image shows low signal intensity in regions where diffusion along
the applied diffusion gradient is high.

A single application of the pulsed-gradient sequence produces one brain image
with a given diffusion weighting that corresponds to one position in q-space or, more
precisely, that exhibits the diffusion-weighted signal intensity in a specific position
q for every voxel in the brain. Repeated applications of this sequence, each with a
different diffusion weighting (i.e., varying the gradient strength and direction), are
necessary to sample the q-space. The result is a collection of images, each of which
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reflects the particular diffusion weighting used, and corresponds to one point in q-
space. In every position, a Fourier transform relates the raw q-space data to the
diffusion PDF.

A diffusion gradient can be represented as a three-dimensional (3D) vector q,
called spin displacement wave vector (or simply wave vector) or reciprocal vector,
which is sensitive to the diffusion in the same orientation, and whose magnitude, the
wave number, is proportional to the gradient strength:

q = γδg , (1.5)

with δ the diffusion-encoding gradient duration; and g the diffusion gradient wave
vector.

The attempts to describe the dMRI signal in terms of the q-value were originally
developed in [Cal88] and [Cor90]. In the original approach, features of the measured
displacement probability distribution were extracted by a Fourier transformation of
the signal attenuation profile with respect to q. Nevertheless, the the diffusion weight-
ing gradient strength is more commonly expressed in terms of a scalar quantity named
the diffusion-sensitizing gradient factor or b-value (b) (s/mm2) [LeBih85], which is
proportional to the product of the square of the gradient strength q and the diffusion
time interval ∆ (b ∝ q2∆).

The b-value is a function of the strength, duration, temporal resolution, and timing
parameters of the specific acquisition scheme. Hence, it summarizes the amount of
diffusion sensitizing gradient history. For a typical diffusion experiment, its value is
in the range from 0 to 5000 s/mm2, though some acquisition paradigms can call for
values of b up to or beyond 10 000 s/mm2.

In a PGSE experiment using rectangular diffusion-encoding gradient pulses of
duration ∆, and amplitude G, separated in time by ∆ and applied, for example,
along the g direction, the classical Stejskal-Tanner expression for the b-value at the
time of readout reads [Ste65]:

b = γ2G2δ2
(︄

∆ − δ

3

)︄
(1.6)

= q2
(︄

∆ − δ

3

)︄
, (1.7)

where G is the gradient strength; δ denotes the pulse width (timing of the diffusion-
sensitizing gradients); and ∆ is the diffusion time interval.

1.2.3 The Measurement of Diffusion
As mentioned, molecular diffusion in the presence of a magnetic field gradient reduces
the magnitude of the observed echo signal [Hah50]. The PGSE sequence allows the
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quantitative measurement of the molecular diffusion coefficient using the measured
signal. The PGSE signal S can be understood as a superposition of the transverse
spin magnetizations, each with a phase φ,

S = S0⟨eiφ⟩ , (1.8)

where S0 = S(0, τ) is the spin echo signal in the absence of any applied diffusion
gradient; τ is the diffusion time; and ⟨·⟩ denotes the ensemble average.

The spin displacement wave vector can also be expressed in terms of the spin
phase as φ = qTR.

Fig. 1.5 shows a sagittal slice at different diffusion gradient encoding directions of
an in vivo human brain. It can be seen that the different gradient encoding directions
produce a different signal (image).

Stejskal and Tanner showed that the spin echo magnitude S(q, τ) from a PGSE
experiment is directly related to the spin displacement PDF P (R, τ) by a Fourier
relation

S(q, τ) = S0

∫︂
P (R, τ)eiqT RdR

= S0F [P (R, τ)] , (1.9)

where R = r − r′ is the relative spin displacement from the initial position r′ of the
spin at the time of the first gradient to the position r of the spin at diffusion time τ ;
q is the spin displacement wave vector introduced previously; and F is the Fourier
transform with respect to the relative spin displacement vector R.

The PDF P (R, τ), which is referred to as the ensemble average (diffusion) propa-
gator (EAP), expresses the mean probability to observe a relative spin displacement
R in the experimental diffusion time τ in a volume element (voxel).

Eq. 1.9 illustrates the Fourier reciprocal relationship between the PGSE signal
and the EAP: the wave vector q plays the important role of the Fourier reciprocal

Figure 1.5: Sagittal slice of an in vivo dMRI acquisition corresponding to a subject of
the BIL&GIN dataset [Maz16, Che19]. All views correspond to the same slice at dif-
ferent diffusion gradient encoding directions. The first image in the series corresponds
to the S0 acquisition. The images have been processed to remove the non-brain tissue.
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1.3 Local Orientation in Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging

vector to the relative spin displacement vector R. This relationship is key and forms
the basis of all diffusion MRI experiments. In particular, the Fourier relationship
allows for direct reconstruction of the EAP through the inverse FT of the diffusion
signal with respect to the displacement wave vector

P (R, τ) = S−1
0

∫︂
S(q, τ)e−iqT Rdq

= S−1
0 F−1[S(q, τ)] , (1.10)

where the inverse Fourier transform F−1 is taken with respect to the reciprocal vector
q.

The EAP can be measured on the basis of PGSE experiments independent of any
assumptions on the form of the underlying diffusion process.

It can be demonstrated that, under the Brownian motion premise, the diffusion
signal strength for isotropic diffusion can be written as

S(q) = S0 exp(−bD) . (1.11)

The scalar Stejskal-Tanner relation in Eq. 1.11 contains two unknowns, namely,
the unattenuated echo signal S0 and the diffusion coefficient D. Hence, the diffusion
coefficient can be quantitatively estimated from at least two measurements of the
signal each with different b-value magnitudes. If we take the natural logarithm of the
spin echo signal, then the diffusion coefficient can be obtained from a set of diffusion
experiments by standard linear regression methods. This model cannot, however, de-
scribe the anisotropic Gaussian diffusion that is observed in fibrous biological tissues.
In such cases, the diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) experiment is called for.

1.3 Local Orientation in Diffusion Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging

One of the main interests in a diffusion MRI experiment lies in knowing the way
the measured diffusion signal depends on the underlying orientation of the fibers.
Finding the intra-voxel fiber orientations is the goal of local reconstruction methods
upon which white matter tractography methods are grounded.

Diffusion tensor imaging was the first technique proposed to model the underlying
architecture and spatial orientation of the white matter fibers in the brain. However,
the assumptions of the tensor model on the homogeneous Gaussianity of the diffusion
process in a voxel were soon found to fall short to model the complexity of fiber path-
ways in the human brain. The diffusion MRI community has developed a variety of
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strategies to overcome such a limitation. From the diffusion signal acquisition proto-
col point of view, the HARDI scheme was proposed by Tuch et al. [Tuc02] to provide
high resolution data to resolve this intra-voxel orientation heterogeneity. HARDI
involves acquiring diffusion information for a single b-value (single shell) in several
gradient directions uniformly spread on a sphere. In addition, several local reconstruc-
tion methods have been proposed to extract more sophisticated mathematical entities
(most notably, the orientation distribution function (also referred to as orientation
density function) (ODF)) that allow to resolve complex fiber configurations.

1.3.1 Diffusion Tensor Imaging
DTI, introduced by Basser, Mattiello, and Le Bihan [Bas94], was the most popular
diffusion MRI reconstruction algorithm until the late 2000’s, and is still used to
extract some features from dMRI data. The key assumption in DTI reconstruction
algorithms is that the direction of maximum diffusivity is an estimate of the major
fiber orientation.

It can be demonstrated that the spin echo signal may be computed as

S(q) = S0 exp(−bgTDg) , (1.12)

where D is the diffusion tensor we wish to measure; and g is a unit-vector pointing
in the same direction as q.

DTI provides two key insights into material microstructure. First, it provides
rotationally invariant statistics of the anisotropy of the PDF of particle displacements
over a fixed time, such as the fractional anisotropy (FA), which reflects the anisotropy
of the microstructure. Second, the principal eigenvector of D can provide an estimate
of the dominant fiber orientation of the underlying microstructure [Ale05].

Diffusion tensor (DT) MRI measures the apparent water self-diffusion tensor under
the premise of Gaussian diffusion (see Sec. 1.2). Based on the eigenstructure of
the measured diffusion tensor, it is possible to infer the orientation of the diffusion
compartments within the voxel so that, for example, the major eigenvector of the
diffusion tensor is parallel the mean fiber orientation.

The diffusion tensor is a three-dimensional, symmetric, rank-2 tensor, and there-
fore has 6 unique coefficients: the 3 diagonal elements, and the 3 off-diagonal elements
of the tensor

D =

⎛⎜⎝Dxx Dxy Dxz

Dyx Dyy Dyz

Dzx Dzy Dzz

⎞⎟⎠ ,

where Dxy = Dyx;Dxz = Dzx;Dyz = Dzy.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic representation of the DT in a voxel with two crossing fiber
populations. The local orientation information computed by DTI would yield the
planar disc (light gray) isoprobability surface as the result of the intra-voxel orien-
tatinal heterogeneity of the crossing fiber populations (black sticks).

The tensor reconstruction can be formulated as a linear inversion problem. The
diffusion tensor can be decomposed into the eigensystem

D = RΛRT ,

where R = (e1e2e3) is a column matrix of the orthonormal diffusion tensor eigenvec-
tors eν ; and Λ = Diag (λ1λ2λ3) is a diagonal matrix of the diffusion tensor eigenvalues
λi. The eigenvectors e1, e2, e3 are often referred to as the major, medium, and minor
eigenvectors, respectively.

The diffusion tensor eigensystem can be conceptualized in terms of the diffusion
isoprobability surface which represents the surface on which a spin at the origin will
diffuse to with equal probability. For a Gaussian diffusion process, the isoprobability
surface is a three-dimensional ellipsoid. The isoprobability ellipsoid thus represents
the surface on which the Gaussian diffusion function has a constant value. The DTI
model assumes a single principal intra-voxel orientation, and thus it is unable to
successfully resolve fiber crossings, as depicted in Fig. 1.6.

The axes of the isoprobability ellipsoid are oriented in the direction of the tensor
eigenvectors and have lengths proportional to the diffusion distance along the corre-
sponding eigenvectors. Since the diffusion distance is proportional to the square root
of the diffusion eigenvalues, this is equivalent to scaling by the square root of the
diffusion tensor eigenvalues.

All diffusion images must be compared to a reference image that is not diffusion
weighted (i.e., a standard SE image): in other words, one for which the strength of
the diffusion gradient is zero (q = 0 and b = 0). Consequently, at least 7 image
acquisitions are required to reconstruct the diffusion tensor: 6 to obtain the 6 unique
tensor elements, and 1 to estimate the unattenuated signal magnitude S0.
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Most DTI measurement schemes acquire more than the minimum 7 measurements
to reduce the effects of noise. The standard approach is to acquire M measurements
with q = 0, and N measurements with non-zero wave numbers qi, i = 1, . . . , N .
The |qi| are all equal and the diffusion time t, and hence the diffusion weighting
factor b = t|q2|, is fixed for all the S(qi). The gradient directions qî are unique and
distributed uniformly over the sphere. We refer to this kind of measurement scheme
spherical acquisition scheme, since the qi all lie on a sphere in q-space .

1.3.2 The Orientation Distribution Function
The technique that is able to resolve the intra-voxel fiber heterogeneity involves the
computation of the spin displacement ODF from the displacement distribution. An
ODF may be considered a spherical polar plot whose radius in a given direction is
proportional to the integral of the diffusion PDF in that direction.

The ODF expresses the probability of a spin displacing into a differential solid
angle about a possible fiber direction û at each individual diffusion MR image voxel:
it is the projection of the diffusion function onto the sphere through the integration
over the radial coordinate of the diffusion function. Thus, it sacrifices all the radial
information but keeps the relevant directional information.

For a given propagator P (rû), the ODF (denoted ψ) is obtained via the radial
projection transformation

ψ(û) =
∫︂ ∞

0
P (rû)r2dr , (1.13)

where û is a unit normal vector; and r is the radial coordinate in the diffusion space
coordinate system.

The ODF is a function on the sphere. The sphere is usually sampled at evenly dis-
tributed points on a discrete spherical grid. The reconstruction task lies in correctly
estimating the points (i.e., directions) where the value of the ODF is maximum to
identify the direction of the underlying fibers. The correspondence between the ori-
entational maxima of the ODF and those of the underlying fiber orientation density
at each voxel location was demonstrated by Tuch et al. [Tuc02].

1.3.3 The Fiber Orientation Distribution Function
The diffusion ODF introduced until now is only an approximation to the underlying
fiber distribution [And05, Des09], which is estimated more closely by the fiber ori-
entation distribution function (fODF) (or simply, the fiber orientation distribution
(FOD)). The fODF gives the fraction of fibers within the sample that are aligned
along the direction (θ, ϕ), expressed in spherical coordinates, and therefore, contains
all the volume fraction information. Hence, the ODF is sometimes referred to as the
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diffusion orientation distribution function (dODF) to draw a clear distinction from
the fODF.

If we assume equal diffusion characteristics across all fiber populations in the
brain, the diffusion-weighted signal attenuation that would be measured from a sin-
gle coherently oriented fiber population can be represented by an axially symmetric
response function R(θ) (assuming the fibers are aligned with the Z-axis). We can then
express the observed diffusion signal S(θ, ϕ) that would be measured from a sample
containing several distinct fiber populations as the sum of the response functions of
each population, weighted by their respective volume fractions, and rotated such that
they are aligned along their respective orientations:

S(θ, ϕ) =
N∑︂

i=1
fiÂiR(θ) , (1.14)

where fi is the volume fraction for the i-th fiber population; Âi is the operator
representing a rotation onto the direction (θi, ϕi); and N is the total number of fiber
populations.

This can be expressed as the convolution5 over the unit sphere of the response
function R(θ) with a fiber orientation distribution function F (θ, ϕ)

S(θ, ϕ) = F (θ, ϕ) ⊗R(θ) , (1.15)

where ⊗ denotes the convolution operation.
Eq. 1.15 allows thus to recover the fODF from the measured diffusion MR signal

using an estimate of the fiber response function. This set of methods, known collec-
tively as spherical deconvolution (SD) methods, were originally proposed in [Tou04]
and [Tou07] (the latter introducing a non-negativity constraint on the FODs and
giving rise to constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) methods). The inter-fiber
angular resolution achieved by these methods has been improved by several other
works imposing different constraints (such as different regularization techniques; see,
for example, [Dad14b], [CanRod15], or [CanRod19]). Fig. 1.7 depicts a fiber crossing
modeled as an FOD. As it can be seen, the model is able to successfully reconstruct
the intra-voxel orientation heterogeneity (up to a given inter-fiber angle). Compare
to the local orientation information provided by the DTI model in Fig. 1.6.

It is worthwhile mentioning that SD techniques were primarily designed for data
acquired with a single constant diffusion weighting. Hence, when multi-shell data
is available, these techniques typically use only the outer shell data, discarding po-
tentially valuable information from the other shells. Similarly, the use of a single
5 A convolution is a mathematical operation on two functions that produces a third function ex-

pressing how the shape of one is modified by the other.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic representation of an ODF (colored lobes) in a voxel with two
crossing fiber populations (light blue lines).

(a) (b)

Figure 1.8: Local orientation reconstruction on an axial slice near the anterior horns
of the lateral ventricles of the Stanford HARDI human in vivo brain data [Rok15]
using: (a) DTI; and (b) CSD. The underlying voxels show the diffusion data belonging
to a given gradient encoding direction in the area of interest.

fiber response function has been shown to vary across the white matter [Sch19b], and
hence, it is an approximation. Thus, multi-shell, multi-tissue SD approaches have
been proposed [Jeu14] to overcome such limitations. Fig. 1.8 shows the result of the
local orientation reconstruction on an axial slice near the anterior horns of the lateral
ventricles on human in vivo brain data.

Finally, growing efforts are being put by the scientific community to interpret
and quantitatively relate the dependency of the diffusion process (or any other fea-
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ture computed from dMRI) with the underlying tissue microstructure and properties.
Early works that have attempted to describe such features can be found in [Ass05],
[Jen05], [Zha11], [Zha12], or [Dad15a]. The advent of other, increasingly sophisticated
local reconstruction and compartment models, or still, advanced acquisition or sam-
pling sequences, such as the multi-dimensional dMRI encoding schemes introduced
in [Wes16] and in [Top17], which use non-linear q-space trajectories, is opening new
frontiers to retrieve microstructure features from diffusion data.

It is worthwhile mentioning that the orientation distribution seen in dMRI data
has been confirmed by histology studies [Sch18]. Hence, despite any limitations,
diffusion MRI is currently the only tool to map short- and long-range structural
brain connectivity in vivo, and is pivotal in neuroscience research to study, among
others, the healthy and non-healthy brain, development and lifespan changes in the
brain, and the brain differences across species.

1.4 White Matter Tractography
The objective of the tracking process on diffusion MRI data is to obtain the pathways
described by groups of neuronal axons throughout the brain white matter from the
computed local orientation data. Tracking methods use the local diffusion of water
throughout the brain to estimate the course of WM fiber pathways. One of the earliest
works on white matter tracking was shown in [Wed95].

Models that capture anisotropic diffusion as measured by MR enable fiber path-
ways in the in vivo brain to be estimated as a collection of curves. The collec-
tion of space curves yielded by the tracking process is called a tractogram. The
curves contained in a tractogram are commonly referred to as streamlines (also re-
ferred to as tracks). Hence, a streamline is an ordered sequence of points s =
{r1, r2, . . . , rns}, ri ∈ R3 that represents of a package of similarly oriented fibers
and describing a pathway within the brain white matter. A tractogram representing
a set of M streamlines is thus mathematically expressed as T = {s1, s2, . . . , sM}. A
typical, whole brain tractogram of a healthy adult contains in the order of 105–106

streamlines [Pre15, Fra17]. Tractography is the study of tracking techniques to reveal
the fiber pathways from dMRI data. Further down the analysis pipeline, tractome-
try allows the quantitative assessment of white matter features along specific tracts
[Bel11].

Tracking algorithms integrate local estimates of the diffusion direction. Once the
local orientation of the fibers at every voxel is known, these directions can be joined
to reconstruct complete long-range fiber trajectories, and hence, approximate the
anatomical pathways in the WM. The most essential tracking process assumes that
each imaging voxel is characterized by a single predominant fiber orientation, and
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1.4 White Matter Tractography

Figure 1.9: A schematic representation of the streamline propagation procedure in
white matter tracking. The red arrows represent the local orientation vector at each
voxel, and the light blue curve represents the reconstructed streamline.

pieces together these local orientations to infer global fiber trajectories. Mathemati-
cally, the set of local fiber orientations can be considered as a 3D vector field and the
global fiber trajectories as its streamlines. Formally, a streamline is any curve that
along its trajectory is tangent to the vector field and that can be represented as a 3D
space curve r(s) = (x(s), y(s), z(s)), parameterized by its arc length s. Fig. 1.9 shows
a depiction of the tracking process. In order for a streamline to align with the vector
field, the tangent at arc length s has to be equal to the vector at the corresponding
position:

dr(s)
ds

= v[r(s)] , (1.16)

where r(s) denotes the 3D position along the streamline and v is the 3D vector field,
representing the eigenvector —primary direction— of a (diffusion) tensor model or a
different one.

Tractograms are essentially solutions to the first-order differential equation Eq. 1.16.
Mathematically, the most intuitive way to perform this is by integrating Eq. 1.16 us-
ing numerical integration methods: the integral curve r(s) passing through a given
point r0 for s > 0 and s < 0 (i.e., in both directions, forward and backward) is the
solution to:

r(s) =
∫︂

s0
r[(s)]ds , (1.17)

where r(s0) = r0 represents the starting point (initial conditions) of the streamline,
which is often referred to as the seed point.

The computed local orientations can then be integrated into streamlines in a step-
wise (iterative) fashion. Starting at a given seed point r0, obtaining the corresponding
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local fiber orientation v(r0), and then following that direction for a short distance
0 < ∆ ≤ 1, called the (integration) step size, the next point r1 = r0 + ∆v(r0) on the
streamline is obtained. This method, known as Euler integration, can reconstruct the
entire pathway by iteratively performing this procedure:

ri+1 = ri + ∆v(ri) , (1.18)
where 0 < ∆ ≤ 1 defines the integration finite step.

Using the the Euler integration method to perform the tracking process was pro-
posed by [Con99]. Note that Euler integration is a first-order integration method,
that is, it uses only the first two terms of the Taylor expansion. Also, it assumes
that the orientation v(ri) is constant at the length scale of step size ∆, which makes
the presented approach highly susceptible to overshoots in highly curved regions,
especially for larger step sizes. In [Bas00], authors used a higher-order numerical
integration scheme, the 4th order Runge-Kutta scheme, to allow to take into account
the variations of v between ri and ri+1. Such higher-order approximations are much
less susceptible to integration errors [Jeu19]. Variants of these methods have been
proposed by several authors (see, for example, [Tou10], or [Gar12a]).

Thus, essentially, a continuous vector field is assumed where the track is prop-
agated by the solution of a system of differential equations subject to some initial
conditions. Tracking algorithms can be either (i) deterministic, or (ii) probabilistic.
The above methods correspond to deterministic tracking methods6. Fundamentally,
deterministic algorithms propagate tracks by making a series of discrete, locally op-
timal decisions. These are fast and simple methods; however, they are vulnerable to
local noise.

A track propagation algorithm belongs to the probabilistic domain if the stream-
line model that is being used incorporates uncertainty, i.e., models errors in estimating
the orientation of the streamline at every spatial location. Probabilistic tractogra-
phy aims to identify all the possible tracks in a voxel by assigning a weight to each
one of them. All the weights of all the tracks in a voxel sum to 1. This is possible
by generating samples from a probability distribution for every voxel. For popular
probabilistic methods, see [Beh07] or [Jeu11].

Deterministic tractography methods generate less invalid7 tracks than probabilis-
tic tractography [Côt13] at the cost of a reduced spatial coverage, which results in a
6 A pioneer deterministic method that does not use numerical integration methods was proposed

in [Mor99]. The method is initiated at an arbitrary point in the volume, and then propagates in
both directions i.e., forward and backward, following the primary eigenvector from voxel to voxel.
When the fiber trajectory reaches the edge of the voxel, the direction of the trajectory is changed
to match the primary eigenvector of the next voxel. The method is able to track only one of the
major pathways in crossing areas.

7 The term “invalid” is used interchangeably with “implausible” to refer to streamlines that describe
trajectories that are unlikely or known not to exist, as opposed to “valid” or “plausible” streamlines.
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sparse connectivity matrix.
Other, more recent techniques have been proposed to incorporate different a pri-

ori information to either post-process the tractograms issued by existing tracking
methods or to guide the tracking process. In [Gir14] the propagation of pathways is
weighted using partial volume estimation maps. The tracking process is modeled as
a Markov Chain, where state of the system (the tracking position, the propagation
direction, and the tracking status) is evolving over time using noisy measurements.
When a streamline prematurely stops after a step, a backtracking process is performed
and new possible streamlines are proposed drawing samples from a probability distri-
bution. Such trajectories are weighted using the estimated partial volume maps and
the propagation continues using the most probable pathway.

The method proposed in [Rhe19] incorporates anatomical and orientational prior
knowledge during the streamline propagation process. The anatomical information is
extracted from a bundle-specific prior template containing the shape and position of
the bundle. These template maps are further modified using dilated versions of the
bundles’ endpoints and the volume spatial coverage maps. Finally, orientation priors
are used to modify the fiber orientation distributions according to a priori bundle
directions in a bundle-wise fashion. When tracking streamlines following a specific
fiber population, the local orientation histogram from nearby streamline segments
is computed at every voxel, and these features allow to keep the most well-aligned
fiber orientation. This strategy allows the tracking process to have a guideline when
traversing hard-to-track regions, including crossings, fannings, or bendings.

St-Onge et al. [StOng18, StOng21] consider a tracking process guided by the
cortical surface geometry (vertices, normals, areas, and curvatures) extracted from
the structural MRI acquisition to improve tractography results near the cortex. Based
on the curvature flow information from the cortical surface, the method initiates the
tracking process from the white matter-gray matter interface imposing orthogonality
and surface maximization priors. The streamlines are then propagated using other
existing tracking methods. This method allows to reconstruct the fanning structure
of the WM fiber pathways near the cortex, reduces the gyral bias, the length bias,
and the amount of false positive streamlines produced by tractography.

Other families of tractography algorithms exist, namely those using a global ap-
proach, and those using geodesic principles. Global tractography methods [Pou00,
Kre08, Man13] are techniques that seek to minimize a global energy function to re-
trieve long-rage connections. The components of the signal are discrete line entities
whose contribution to the cost function is measured in terms of a simulated diffusion
signal, adjusted to be aligned to the measured signal. Although they have been suc-
cessful in some tractography benchmarking contests [Fil11], their adoption is lower
compared to that of the probabilistic approaches.

Geodesic approaches compute the geodesics (defined as the shortest path through
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a tensor-warped space) to find potential fiber connections. The first geodesic methods
were proposed in [ODo02], [Len06], and [Jba08], and they were later extended to use
HARDI data [Péc09, Sep09, Goh11]. They have been shown to produce good results
and are generally more robust to noise than other tracking methods. Additionally,
these methods show the property of symmetry, that is, tracking from one point to
another yields the exact same streamline when tracking in the opposite direction.
This is not necessarily the case for other tracking techniques. Yet, they are generally
unable to find multiple solutions in voxels with fiber crossings.

Tractography has important applications in both clinical and basic neuroscience
research. Tractograms provide a valuable non-invasive window into the internal struc-
ture of white matter. Studies have shown [Hol20] that the cognitive ability is associ-
ated with global structural connectivity, including the white matter, in both healthy
and non-healthy individuals.

It is important to stress the scale of the anatomical information contained in a
tractogram. To provide a rough estimate, and although the radius of axons varies
across the brain, at a typical 1 mm3 voxel size that current MR scanners provide, a ra-
dial cross-section of an individual streamline accounts for the signal of approximately
300 000 to 400 000 axons in the human corpus callosum [Edg09].

Finally, it should be made clear that while the white matter fibers are physical
entities from the viewpoint of the neuroanatomy taxonomy, streamlines yielded by
the tracking methods are virtual entities that are an indirect proxy to such fibers.
Hence, despite the techniques above have been developed to obtain the streamlines
from the diffusion data, the connectivity maps (also referred to as connectomes and
introduced by [Hag05] and [Spo05]) derived from the tractograms do not yield quanti-
tative information about the connection of the brain regions, and care must be taken
when interpreting results.

1.5 Deep Learning
Deep learning (DL) refers to a field in artificial intelligence (AI) that encompasses
concepts from linear algebra, probability theory, information theory, and numerical
optimization. Deep learning methods use artificial neural networks (ANNs) (termed
neural networks (NNs) for short) to build systems that are able to improve with
experience and data to achieve a particular goal based on a obtaining successive
features from the input data meaningful for that task. Although the earliest successful
uses of deep learning methods were in computer vision, its applications have grown
and include virtually any field in science and industry, including those related to
speech and text processing, bioinformatics, finances and trading, manufacturing, etc.

Although no consensus exists about what formally qualifies a model to be “deep”,
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it is generally accepted that a deep learning method is one that requires a greater
amount of composition of either the learned functions or concepts compared to tra-
ditional ML methods.

A deep learning method has the following basic components:

• A set of inputs and outputs.

• A model or function, which is encoded by a neural network architecture, and
which provides a mapping of the input data to the output data.

• A cost function that embodies a loss function quantifying the disagreement
between the target (or ground truth) data and the output of the neural network8.

The training stage of a deep learning method consists of optimizing the cost func-
tion to learn the model’s parameters. The training process is considered to be com-
pleted once the desired accuracy or stopping criterion has been met. In the prediction
stage, the neural network provides estimates on new data using the learned model
parameters. At this time, the performance of the model can be assessed using the
appropriate statistical measures. The training of a DL method can generally follow
three paradigms: (i) supervised learning uses data labels9 provided along with the
data; (ii) unsupervised learning does not use labels to train the model; and (iii) rein-
forcement learning methods imply the use of an agent that takes a series of actions
based on the states provided by an environment, and where the optimization is driven
by a reward function to learn the optimal policy (i.e., decision strategy) to solve the
task. Other training regimes include variations to the former strategies: for instance,
self-supervised strategies compute labels from the data to influence the training pro-
cess, and in weakly supervised methods, only noisy, imprecise, or limited labels are
available.

The simplest type of neural network is a feed-forward neural network. A feed-
forward network is an acyclic graph that accepts an input x and produces an output
y through intermediate computations that define the mapping function f : x → y.
The function is most often represented by a set of parameters θ such that y = f(x;θ).
This expression can be re-written as y = f(x;θ,w) = ϕ(x;θ)Tw, where ϕ is the
function that transforms the input to some intermediate representation, and w is the
set of parameters that allow to map that representation to the output. Deep learning

8 In this notation, a loss function measures the error between the value predicted by the neural
network and the actual value of the target data for a data point; the cost function measures the
average error between the predictions and their actual values across an entire training dataset, and
may include several loss terms. The terms are used interchangeably in some texts.

9 The terms “labeled data” and “annotated data” are used interchangeably.
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Figure 1.10: Artificial neural network. A schematic representation of a fully connected
neural network. The depicted network contains one input layer, two hidden layers,
and one output layer. The first hidden layer contains four neurons, the last hidden
layer contains three neurons, and the output layer contains two neurons.

methods seek to learn the parameters θ (and therefore, the function ϕ) that minimize
a cost function J :

J(θ) = E(θ,y)∼p̂data
L(f(x;θ), y) , (1.19)

where p̂data is the empirical distribution of the data; and L represents the loss function
[Goo16]. Note that this notation introduces the notion of using different sets of data
and computing the loss over all learning sets.

The basic unit of a neural network is called a neuron. In AI, a neuron is a
mathematical function that takes one or more inputs that are multiplied by some
weights10 and added together. A bias term is then added to the addition, and the
resulting value is passed to a non-linear function, known as activation function, to
become the neuron’s output. Such activation functions are non-linear, enabling the
model to learn non-linear relationships in the data. Neural networks can be regarded
as a collection of layers where these neurons are stacked together, giving rise to a set of
functions or computations. Three types of layers are named, (i) the input layer, which
receives the input data; (ii) the hidden layers, which are the collection of intermediate
layers connection the input to the output; and (iii) the output layer, providing the
final value of the model. Fig. 1.10 depicts a fully connected (FC) feed-forward neural
network. In a FC network (also named multilayer perceptron (MLP)), all neurons
are connected to each other.

10 By extension, the learnable parameters of a neural network are often called weights, although the
learnable parameters also include the biases.
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The use of non-linear activation functions in a neural network causes the cost func-
tion minimization to become a non-convex optimization problem. Neural network
models do not provide an explicit solution to such functions, neither do they pro-
vide a mathematical guarantee of convergence; instead, neural networks are trained
in an iterative fashion to drive the cost function value at a sufficiently low value.
Additionally, neural networks are sensitive to the initialization parameters, and the
values of the hyperparameters11 of the network and the optimization method. The
current understanding of how a given initialization or hyperparameter choice affects
the optimization and the generalization ability12 is limited. Different initialization
strategies have been proposed to provide some degree of guarantee or improved per-
formance, but initialization strategies and hyperparameter calibration are an active
area of research.

DL models are mainly characterized by the use of convolution13 operations. In
the context of neural networks, the input data at a layer is convolved with a kernel
or filter to provide the so-called feature maps, which are collections of vectors or
matrices representing the input data, and contain meaningful attributes about it.
The feature maps at the output of a layer act as the input for the next downstream
layer, as shown in Fig. 1.11. As the network gets deeper, the spatial dimensions of
the input data are reduced, and more complex features are contained in an increasing
number of feature maps computed through the convolution operation. The kernels
or filters effectively hold the weights that are learned during the training process.
Essentially, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) allow to share the weights across
neurons, which reduces the number of parameters of the network (i.e., the number
of weights), and thus, limits the memory footprint. CNNs were proposed in [Fuk80],
and a more modern re-interpretation was provided in [LeC98].

Other interspersed functions are also used between layers of a DL model, such as
those that allow to pool or reduce the dimensionality of the feature maps computed
in the hidden layers, or other functions that act as network regularizers.

When the feed-forward neural networks are extended to include feedback connec-
tions, they give rise to recurrent neural networks (RNNs). RNNs were introduced
in [Rum86] as a means to preserve the history across layers by sharing the same
weights across several time steps. This type of architecture is especially useful to

11 In a deep learning method, the hyperparameters control the learning process. Examples of hy-
perparameters are the batch size, the learning rate (step size) of the optimizer, or the size of the
network.

12 Generalization refers to the ability of a machine learning algorithm to perform well on new data.
13 Note that the convolution operation used in DL models is akin to the convolution operation that

is assumed to extract the orientation functions from dMRI data. Most DL models perform the
convolution operation on a Cartesian grid, but models performing convolutions on the sphere have
also been proposed [Coh18].
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Figure 1.11: Convolutional neural network. A schematic representation of a one-
dimensional (1D) convolutional neural network depicting a series of convolutional
layers and a final fully connected layer. The feature maps computed are depicted as
the depth in each layer.

model spatial or temporal dependencies in the input data.
Neural networks are most often trained using gradient descent methods, governed

by the basic chain rule in calculus. Improvements to classical gradient descent meth-
ods have been proposed to allow for a faster convergence (e.g., when the problem
is badly conditioned), a higher sensitivity to small gradient changes as the method
approaches the minima of the cost function, or an increased ability to a deal with
singular points of the loss function landscape, among others.

In a neural network, the step where the input is used to compute the value of the
cost function is called forward pass, whereas the step where the information about
the cost function flows backward through the network to compute the gradient is
called backward pass. The term backpropagation [Rum86] generalizes the gradient
computation methods.

Neural networks are usually considered as being universal function approximators
[Cyb89, Hor89] for their ability to learn an implicit, non-linear mapping function
between an input and the output. According to this theorem, there exists a network
large enough to achieve any degree of accuracy that is desired, but does not provide
bounds for the size of the network. Hence, neural networks are able to represent any
function, but are not guaranteed that the training algorithm will be able to learn that
function.

From the point of view of the application, neural networks can be interpreted
as machines that achieve statistical generalization, while providing insight about the
observed data. DL methods became definitely popular after Krizhevsky, Sutskever,
and Hinton [Kri12] introduced a deep neural network that showed almost a two-fold
increase in accuracy compared to the competitors (not based on deep artificial neural
networks) in the 2012 ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC).

DL methods do not attempt to build exhaustive models or descriptors of the
generative process of the input data; instead, they rely on assumptions or prior beliefs
on the statistical properties of the data. This allows these methods to adapt better
to other, similar tasks. However, the ability to learn a good set of features by a deep
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learning model require large amounts of data, among others. From the computational
point of view, deep learning architectures are harnessed with automatic differentiation
tools that make it possible to train the models. These toolboxes offer a layer of
abstraction to automatize the differentiation and backpropagation of the gradients
through the network to update its weights.

1.5.1 Representation learning
Often times, it is difficult to know what features should be extracted from a set of
data for a computer-based prediction method to be successful in a given task. One
of the distinguishing characteristics of deep learning methods is automatic feature
extraction. A well designed neural network should be able to extract the most dis-
criminative features to achieve a good performance in a given task.

The deep learning techniques that explicitly exploit this ability are known as
representation learning. Representation learning seeks to discover the features that
optimally characterize the input data without explicitly modeling which these features
are or how they can described. Such methods often show a superior performance and
increased generalization capabilities than the obtained with manually designed repre-
sentations [Goo16]. The hypotheses underlying representation learning methods can
be summarized as follows: (i) smoothness: for two data points x and x′ ∈ X that are
close in the input space (x ≈ x′), the transformation function f to be learned yields
f(x) ≈ f(x′); (ii) manifolds14: the input space is composed of multiple, low-dimen-
sional manifolds on which data points lie; and (iii) natural clustering: different values
of categorical variables are associated with separate manifolds, and examples of dif-
ferent classes are separated by low-density regions [Ben13, Eng20]. Representation
learning methods should also disentangle the variation factors in the input data15.

Autoencoders (AEs), introduced by Hinton and Salakhutdinov [Hin06], are an
example of representation learning methods. They consist of an encoder function,
which transforms the input data into a different, low-dimensional space, and a decoder
function, which converts the representation back into the original space. They are
trained to preserve as much information from the input as possible, while providing
a representation space16 where relevant tasks can be accomplished. Fig. 1.12 shows
an illustration of an autoencoder.

AEs thus exploit the idea that high-dimensional space, real-world data concen-
trates in the vicinity of a low-dimensional manifold or set of manifolds [Ben13]. The
training allows the encoder to learn a mapping or representation function that maps
14 A manifold is a topological space that is locally Euclidean.
15 A disentangled representation should separate distinct informative factors of variation in the

data [Ben13].
16 The term “representation space” is used interchangeably with “latent space”.
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Figure 1.12: A schematic diagram of an autoencoder showing the encoder and decoder
neural networks, and the encoded data lying in the latent space. The input and the
output data lie in an Rn space; the encoder projects the input data to an Rm space,
where m ≪ n, and the decoder reconstructs the data back to the original space.

a sample from the input space to the embedding, or latent space. The reconstruc-
tion in the decoder allows to ensure that data points that are probable in the input
distribution can be successfully reconstructed. Learning a low-dimensional represen-
tation forces the AE to capture the most salient features of the training data. The
assumption that the data lies along a low-dimensional manifold may not always be
accurate, but it is assumed that the hypothesis holds in tasks where deep learning is
used [Goo16].

Regular AEs are solely trained to encode and decode with as little information loss
as possible, no matter how the latent feature space is organised. The only constraints
to the latent space are architectural. Variational autoencoders (VAEs) [Kin14], on
the other hand, impose an explicit a priori to the distribution of the latent space.

AEs are able to project the input data onto a non-orthogonal basis if this is
found to explain the data better. In contrast, principal component analysis (PCA), a
classical machine learning dimensionality reduction method, looks for the best linear
subspace (described by an orthogonal basis of new features) of the initial space such
that the error of approximating the data by their projections on this subspace is as
small as possible. Depending on the application, AEs can be built using either regular
CNN blocks, or RNN blocks if long-range data dependencies need to be modeled.

It is worthwhile noting that the features extracted by representation learning
methods do not necessarily bear any semantic meaning, and are usually hard to
interpret. A framework that would allow to unequivocally identify what makes a
representation of some given data better than another one is missing. Similarly,
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although efforts, e.g., such as the saliency maps pioneered in [Sim14], are made to
gain insight about the features from the input set that are most influential to a neural
network, many of these aspects are not yet understood at a mathematical, theoretical
level. Thus, learning which underlying causes of the observed data are important and
relevant enough to a model is an important active area of research.
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Chapter 2

Tractography Filtering in the
Representation Space: A Balanced
Decision

Summary
This article introduces a tractography filtering method, named Filtering in Trac-
tography using Autoencoders (FINTA), based on a deep convolutional autoencoder
model. The method uses unlabeled streamline data to train an autoencoder in a
fully unsupervised fashion. The latent space of the trained autoencoder is then used
to determine the filtering threshold value based on (i) the Euclidean distance to the
nearest neighbor plausible streamline, and (ii) the optimal sensitivity vs. specificity
value along the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. A labeled subset of
the training data is required for the ROC curve analysis. At prediction time, the
method accepts a raw, to-be-filtered tractogram, projects streamlines into the latent
space of the trained autoencoder, and uses the computed filtering threshold to reject
the implausible streamlines.

Publication Contributions
• Unsupervised training: the deep neural network model training does not require

labeled data.

• Improves the baseline methods in statistical terms.
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• Has a decreased time complexity1 in prediction compared to conventional meth-
ods: it amounts to O(N), where N is the number of streamlines (NoS).

• Is able to filter partial tractography data: implausible data can be rejected on
any given subset of streamlines, as it does not require fitting or computing any
diffusion signal derivative.

• Recovers the underlying structural connectivity with a high degree of accuracy.

Author Contributions
(Refer to the Authorship Statement Coding for an explanation on the authorship
statement coding.)

• Conceptualization: J.H.L. (Jon Haitz Legarreta), M.D. (Maxime Descoteaux),
P.-M.J. (Pierre-Marc Jodoin)

• Methodology: J.H.L., C.L. (Carl Lemaire), M.D., P.-M.J.

• Data Curation: J.H.L., L.P. (Laurent Petit), F.R. (François Rheault), G.T.
(Guillaume Theaud)

• Software: J.H.L., C.L.

• Formal analysis: J.H.L.

• Investigation: J.H.L.

• Visualization: J.H.L.

• Writing - Original Draft: J.H.L.

• Writing - Review & Editing: J.H.L., L.P., M.D., P.-M.J.

• Supervision: M.D., P.-M.J.

1 The time complexity is the computational complexity that describes the amount of computer time
it takes to run an algorithm.
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The article was published in Medical Image Analysis, whose Journal Impact Factor
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2 According to the Journal Citation Reports data: https://jcr.clarivate.com (accessed on November
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Abstract

Current brain white matter fiber tracking techniques show a number of
problems, including: generating large proportions of streamlines that do not
accurately describe the underlying anatomy; extracting streamlines that are
not supported by the underlying diffusion signal; and under-representing
some fiber populations, among others. In this paper, we describe a novel
autoencoder-based learning method to filter streamlines from diffusion MRI
tractography, and hence, to obtain more reliable tractograms. Our method,
dubbed FINTA (Filtering in Tractography using Autoencoders) uses raw,
unlabeled tractograms to train the autoencoder, and to learn a robust rep-
resentation of brain streamlines. Such an embedding is then used to filter
undesired streamline samples using a nearest neighbor algorithm. Our ex-
periments on both synthetic and in vivo human brain diffusion MRI trac-
tography data obtain accuracy scores exceeding the 90% threshold on the
test set. Results reveal that FINTA has a superior filtering performance
compared to conventional, anatomy-based methods, and the RecoBundles
state-of-the-art method. Additionally, we demonstrate that FINTA can be
applied to partial tractograms without requiring changes to the framework.
We also show that the proposed method generalizes well across different
tracking methods and datasets, and shortens significantly the computation

∗ Co-senior author. These authors contributed equally
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time for large (> 1 M streamlines) tractograms. Together, this work brings
forward a new deep learning framework in tractography based on autoen-
coders, which offers a flexible and powerful method for white matter filtering
and bundling that could enhance future tractometry and connectivity.

2.1 Introduction
Tractography uses local orientation information from diffusion Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (dMRI) data to delineate the brain white matter fiber pathways, and hence,
to provide information about its structural connectivity. These connectivity pathways
in tractograms are composed of streamlines virtually representing fascicles of white
matter fibers. Tractography methods face a number of challenges when propagat-
ing streamlines, including avoiding the early termination of the tracking procedure
[Smi12, Gir14], providing streamlines between gray matter regions that are known
to be connected while avoiding spurious streamlines, ensuring the full occupancy of
the white matter volume by the streamlines [Rhe19], and a complete gray matter
surface coverage when streamlines reach the cortex [StOng18]. As a result, and de-
spite the efforts to address these issues, white matter tracking procedures are known
to produce a disproportionately large amount of invalid streamlines (referred to as
“implausibles” in this work, as opposed to “plausible” streamlines). The category of
invalid streamlines spans a broad group of streamlines that are known not to sat-
isfy accepted anatomical constraints. These include streamlines that contain loops
or sharp bends; streamlines that stop in non-gray matter tissues, such as the cere-
brospinal fluid (CSF); streamlines that prematurely stop in the white matter; or
streamlines describing trajectories between gray matter regions that are not con-
nected structurally. An illustration of plausible and implausible streamlines can be
seen in figure 2.1. According to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge bench-
mark [MaiHei17], tracking methods produce a non-negligible proportion of invalid
streamlines as a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. The study reported
that non-existing, false positive connections were present in as many as 64% of the
submissions. Hence, improved filtering strategies are required to detect and remove
anatomically unfeasible streamlines and mitigate some of the limitations derived from
current streamline propagation methods.

Filtering implausible streamlines generated by tracking methods is a necessary
step to avoid biologically unrealistic connectivity patterns and biases in reconstructing
the brain structural connectome from diffusion MRI data [Sot19, Yeh19] (see section
2.1.1). The quality of the tractograms influence various aspects of the connectome
analysis, including the connectivity density, the clustering degree or the existence
of connections themselves, among others [Yeh16]. Hence, tractogram filtering, in
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of plausible and implausible streamlines: (a)
plausible streamlines belonging to the corpus callosum; (b) plausible streamlines be-
longing to the corticospinal tract; (c) implausible streamline containing a loop or a
sharp bend; (d) implausible streamline stopped at the cerebrospinal fluid; (e) im-
plausible streamline stopped in the white matter (or hitting a white matter or atlas
boundary); (f): implausible streamline describing an invalid bundle.

its various forms, is essential towards providing a reliable imaging evidence using
diffusion MRI of how the white matter fascicles are arranged in the brain.

Filtering in tractography can also be regarded as a procedure that separates
streamlines that are useful to serve a certain task from those that are not. As such,
some filtering methods involve a clustering operation which may be used to extract a
predefined set of bundles (see section 2.1.1). While connectomics applications [Sot19]
require every anatomically plausible fiber to be recovered, other applications often
need a more specialized set of fibers. For example, in the human versus macaque
study by [Tak17], only streamlines from the occipital white matter are considered.
In Chenot et al. [Che19] only fibers from the pyramidal tract are retained, while in
Bullock et al. [Bul19] the brain fibers connecting the dorsal and ventral posterior
cortex are the ones of interest.

Streamline filtering can be seen as an application of choice for deep learning
classification methods. Unfortunately, neural networks are not easily applicable to
brain tractography, mostly because of the fundamental difficulty of building a labeled
dataset. In fact, finding irreproachable ground truth streamlines is a very difficult
endeavour, with significant differences in reproducibility measures even among well-
trained expert neuroanatomists, as shown in Rheault et al. [Rhe20a]. Also, depending
on the task at hand, the labeling of the streamlines might vary considerably, and
hence may require time-consuming manual verification and/or relabeling. Classifica-
tion neural networks are trained to predict a fixed number of classes, and thus cannot
be used to predict a different set of classes without being retrained on a newly labeled
set of data.

This work proposes a deep autoencoder for streamline-based tractography filter-
ing. The method, named FINTA (Filtering in Tractography using Autoencoders),
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is trained on non-curated, raw tractograms. Once training is over, the learned la-
tent space is a low-dimensional representation of the input streamlines where similar
streamlines are located next to each other. The filtering process is then carried out
by projecting to the latent space examples of reference streamlines. Then, the to-be-
filtered streamlines are projected to the latent space and labeled according to a nearest
neighbor test. We demonstrate the filtering ability of FINTA on both synthetic and
human brain datasets. Additional quantitative evaluations show its superior per-
formance compared to both anatomy-based tractography filtering methods and the
state-of-the-art RecoBundles [Gar18, Rhe20c] streamline similarity filtering method.
Similarly, FINTA is linear in terms of the streamline count at test time, allowing for
a faster tractogram filtering.

2.1.1 Related work
Filtering plausible versus implausible streamlines

Diffusion MRI tractography methods generate tractograms that may contain several
million candidate streamlines representing white matter fiber populations. Yet, a
large proportion of such streamlines are anatomically implausible, meaning that they
do not comply with neuroanatomical constraints attributed to fiber populations. A
regular tractogram including only anatomically plausible streamlines can contain in
the order of 500 000 to 3 000 000 streamlines [Pre15]. Hence, having an automatic
procedure to filter out implausible streamlines is critical. Tractography filtering is
currently approached based on five main patterns: (i) streamline geometry features;
(ii) region-of-interest-driven streamline inclusion and exclusion; (iii) clustering; (iv)
connectivity-based; and (v) diffusion signal mapping or forward models [Jeu19, Sot19,
Jör21]. The first category of criteria is based on anatomical features of individual
streamlines, such as unfeasible streamline length or local curvature indices. Stream-
line inclusion and exclusion criteria, adopted, for example, in Catani et al. [Cat02],
Wakana et al. [Wak07], Yendiki et al. [Yen11], Wassermann et al. [Was16], and War-
rington et al. [War20], incorporate white matter and/or tissue local and connectivity
constraints for streamline traversal [Sch20b]. Such principles are usually concate-
nated into a sequence of restrictions to form a succession of step-wise refinement
rules [MaiHei17, Sar19, Jeu19, Jör21]. Clustering approaches, such as QuickBun-
dles [Gar12b], use a similarity measure to remove non-meaningful data issued by a
tracking method. These methods are based on the assumption that a properly de-
fined distance measure is able to split apart the relevant streamlines from the rest.
These methods usually require a representative set of streamlines of the population
that is being studied to be built so that they can be used as reference models to
exclude the extraneous streamlines. Connectivity-based approaches, such as the one
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presented by Wang et al. [Wan18a], propose to remove undesired streamlines usually
imposing some regularization constraint on the tractogram-derived connectivity ma-
trices. The forward models, such as SIFT/SIFT2 [Smi13, Smi15], LiFE [Pes14] and
COMMIT/COMMIT2 [Dad15b, Sch20a], posit that only a subset of streamlines in a
whole-brain tractogram are essential or relevant to explain the underlying diffusion
signal. SIFT/SIFT2 is based on modifying the local fiber Orientation Distribution
Function (fODF) based on the diffusion signal, whereas LiFE and COMMIT/COM-
MIT2 use specific local models to weigh the contribution of the signal to the streamline
representation. Anatomical a priori constraints can be incorporated to improve the
accuracy of the reconstructed pathways. Some of these methods have large compu-
tational demands in terms of the time required to filter the tractogram of a single
subject (in the order of hours) [ODo19].

A number of works use deep learning-based methods for tractography filtering.
Lucena [Luc18] used an autoencoder to learn features about the input tractogram, and
then used a residual network to regress on those features. However, their results were
only limited to the uncinate fascicle and no comparison to other filtering methods was
provided. More recently Astolfi et al. [Ast20] proposed a geometrical deep learning
method to filter tractograms. The method implements a supervised geometric model
which builds on streamline graph structures.

Streamline clustering

White matter streamline clustering (also referred to as bundling) allows to assign
every streamline in a tractogram into anatomically coherent bundles [Mad08, Li10,
Was10, Gue11, Gar12b, Jin14, Was16, Sil18, Sha18, Gar18]. It is a procedure where
the streamlines of interest need to be identified from the rest of the streamlines (the
rejection class). The task of attributing a streamline to a bundle needs to address the
fundamental question of how streamlines are similar to, or different from, each other.
One of the challenges lies in finding the appropriate measure to quantify the affinity
of streamlines, the other major difficulty being computing such affinities or distances
in a reasonable time.

Probabilistic model-based methods (e.g. Dayan et al. [Day18]) or traditional ma-
chine learning-based frameworks (e.g. Brun et al. [Bru04], Wang and Shi [Wan18b],
Kumar, Siddiqi, and Desrosiers [Kum19], and Bertò et al. [Ber21]) have also been
proposed to solve the clustering task. However, some of the findings in these works
are limited to clustering a single bundle, require separate learning models for each
bundle, are still affected by the streamline-wise distance computational complexity,
or suffer from the trade-off of the granularity of the arrangement.

Some works [Bru04, ODo06, ODo07, Syd18] have investigated the feasibility of
feature spaces to perform the streamline clustering, and have highlighted the ability
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of such embeddings to overcome some of the limitations of region-of-interest-based
methods.

A number of different strategies have been developed recently to address the
streamline clustering task using deep learning networks, including stacked, bi-directional
siamese networks (FS2Net) [Jha19], regular convolutional neural networks using dif-
ferent streamline re-parameterizations (FiberNet/FiberNet2.0) [Gup17, Gup18], or
custom feature vectors (TRAFIC) [Lam18], (DeepWMA) [Zha20], ensemble models
using fully connected neural networks [Ugu18], or representation learning methods
[Zho20] based on recurrent autoencoders. Yet, many of these methods still work in a
supervised fashion, and thus do not allow to generalize to a variable number of classes,
require a distinctly trained network for each bundle, or present results limited to a
reduced number of bundles.

As opposed to the previous deep learning approaches, a few other ones (Wasserthal,
Neher, and Maier-Hein [Was18b], Pomiecko et al. [Pom19], and Li et al. [Li20]) pro-
vide voxel-wise segmentations representing the locations traversed by a given bundle’s
streamlines. Most of these approaches are based on a U-Net [Ron15] or another form
of classification convolutional neural network using a specialized feature vector or
parameterization. The major drawback of voxel-based bundle segmentation methods
is the need of a separate model (including the need to train it) for each bundle, and
hence, a variable number of models depending on the target classes.

In this work, we describe a novel unsupervised learning framework based on deep
autoencoders to filter streamlines in diffusion MRI tractography. The proposed au-
toencoder is trained in an unsupervised fashion, and an optimal filtering threshold
is computed in the learned representation space using a set of labeled streamlines.
We demonstrate its performance on both synthetic and in vivo human brain tractog-
raphy data, including partial tractograms. We provide evidence that the described
deep learning setting can be applied to filter plausible and implausible streamlines as
well as to multi-label classification problems without requiring to be retrained.

2.2 Material and methods
Autoencoders (AEs) are deep neural networks that have the ability to learn an ef-
ficient representation of the data in an unsupervised fashion using a dimensionality
reduction approach [Hin06]. AEs are trained to reconstruct an input signal through
a series of compressing operations (known as the encoder) followed by a series of de-
compression operations (referred to as the decoder). As shown in figure 2.2, between
the encoder and the decoder there is the so-called latent space, where each point is
an encoded representation of an input data sample. In this work, the input data
is a streamline, which is a sequence of three-dimensional points. A streamline is an
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ordered sequence of points s = {c1, c2, . . . , cns}, ci ∈ R3 that represents a package of
similarly oriented fibers describing a neural pathway within the brain white matter.
A tractogram representing a set of M streamlines is mathematically expressed as
T = {s1, s2, . . . , sM}.

AEs have two major advantages over other types of neural networks. First, they
are trained on raw unlabeled data, which is a major asset in the context of brain
tractography. Second, since the latent representation is obtained by a series of com-
pressing operations, two neighboring points in the latent space correspond to input
data instances that share similar characteristics [Pai19]. Thus, the encoded represen-
tation can be used to redefine the notion of inter-data distance. In the context of
tractography, instead of measuring the distance between two streamlines with a geo-
metric distance function as is usually the case [Sil13], one can project the streamlines
into the latent space and measure their Euclidean distance.

Our filtering approach, shown in figure 2.2, can be summarized by the following
steps:

1. Train an autoencoder with a large, raw, uncurated tractogram.

2. From the training tractogram, label the streamlines of interest. These stream-
lines could be examples of anatomically plausible fibers, streamlines representing
fibers belonging to predefined sets of bundles, or any sorts of streamlines that
are of interest for some application. These streamlines are labeled as positive
streamlines.

3. Project the positive streamlines into the latent space with the encoder network.
The positive latent vectors are illustrated by the golden circles in figure 2.2. Note
that in case of more than two classes (as for a multi-label bundling operation)
streamlines of several classes could also be projected into the latent space.

4. Given a new tractogram that ought to be filtered, project its streamlines into
the latent space (cf. the three bold circles in figure 2.2(b)) and label them
according to the distance to their nearest neighbor.

Hence, FINTA’s filtering process actually takes place in the latent space. The
nearest neighbor discrimination employs a latent space distance cut-off value, herein
named filtering threshold, relative to a (labeled) reference set of streamlines to dis-
criminate the uncurated tractogram’s streamlines. The filtering threshold represents,
thus, the minimum distance at which a streamline is considered to be implausible, and
its value is computed on the separate reference set of streamlines. Section 2.3 provides
details about the criterion adopted to compute the optimal filtering threshold.

The proposed AE is a fully convolutional neural network whose overall structure
is summarized in table 2.1. Our convolutional AE accepts a streamline at its input.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of tractography filtering with FINTA: (a) train-
ing time; (b) test time. Although 1D convolutions are used in the proposed framework,
convolutional blocks are depicted using a 2D shape for illustrative purposes.
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Since raw streamlines have a different number of vertices (long streamlines have more
vertices than shorter ones), we re-sample the streamlines so that they all have an
equal number of 256 vertices. The latent space length was fixed at a value of 32
for all of our experiments. The latent space dimensionality choice was made after
finding an appropriate dimensionality on the “Fiber Cup” dataset (see section 2.2.1)
through a Bayesian search procedure. The value was found to be 16 for the dataset;
the next power of two (32) that fit into the dimensionality reduction scheme was then
used as a safety margin to account for the more complex, human brain tractography
configurations.

Table 2.1: FINTA autoencoder structure. The encoder uses strides of size 2, and the
decoder uses strides of size 1. The decoder’s upsampling stages use an upsampling
factor of 2. The autoencoder uses ReLU activations throughout its convolutional
layers.

Part Type Features Size
input - - 3; 256

encoder

1D conv 32 256
1D conv 64 128
1D conv 128 64
1D conv 256 32
1D conv 512 16
1D conv 1024 8

latent space fully connected 32

decoder

upsampling + 1D conv 1024 8
upsampling + 1D conv 512 16
upsampling + 1D conv 256 32
upsampling + 1D conv 128 64
upsampling + 1D conv 64 128
upsampling + 1D conv 32 256

output - - 3; 256

The autoencoder was trained with an Adam optimizer [Kin15] with a mean squared-
error loss. The hyper-parameters were adjusted using a Bayesian search method. The
learning rate of the optimizer was fixed to a value of 6.68×10−4, and weight decaying
regularization with a 0.13 valued parameter.

2.2.1 Data
Experiments were carried out using the “Fiber Cup” synthetic data [Fil11, Côt13], the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge human-based synthetic dataset [MaiHei15], as
well as the BIL&GIN [Maz16, Che19] and Human Connectome Project (HCP) [Gla16]
in vivo human subject brain datasets.
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“Fiber Cup” synthetic data

A synthetic dataset re-generated (using Fiberfox [Neh14]) from the “Fiber Cup” phan-
tom [Fil11, Côt13] was used as a simplified test set mimicking the human brain white
matter bundle anatomy. The “Fiber Cup” phantom contains 7 bundles, and the
ground truth consists of a total of 7833 streamlines. The raw diffusion data were
generated using 30 gradient directions, a diffusion gradient strength of 1000s/mm2,
and a 3mm isotropic spatial resolution for a 64 × 64 × 3 volume. Figure 2.3(a) shows
the ground truth tractogram for the synthetic “Fiber Cup” phantom.

ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge human-based synthetic data

The ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset of Maier-Hein et al. [MaiHei15]
was used in a further step towards a more complex and realistic scenario. The dataset
consists of a clinical-style, realistic single subject tractogram (approximately 200 000
ground truth streamlines) with 25 ground truth fiber bundles, raw diffusion-weighted
data and a structural T1-weighted MRI volume generated using Fiberfox [Neh14].
The raw dMRI data were generated at a 2mm isotropic spatial resolution, with 32
gradient directions, and a b-value of 1000s/mm2. Figure 2.3(b) shows the sagittal left
view of the ground truth tractogram for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
dataset.

BIL&GIN human data

A sample of 39 subjects of the BIL&GIN (Brain Imaging of Lateralization by the
Groupe d’Imagerie Neurofonctionnelle) human brain dataset [Maz16, Che19] was used
to gauge the performance of FINTA. Acquisitions were done with a Philips Achieva 3
Tesla MR scanner using 21 non-colinear diffusion gradient directions and a diffusion
gradient encoding strength of 1000s/mm2 with four averages and an isotropic spatial
resolution of 2mm. In this work, only the corpus callosum was considered, and within
the bundle, homotopic streamlines lying within any of 26 pairs of gyral-based segments
were considered as plausible streamlines. Additional details about the gyral-based
callosal segments used for the extraction of the streamlines, shown in figure 2.3(c),
are provided in section 2.A.5.

HCP human data

A subject from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset [Gla16] was used to
perform generalization experiments. The data had been acquired using an HCP scan-
ner equipped with high-end hardware enabling diffusion encoding gradient strengths
of 100mT/m at 1.25mm isotropic spatial resolution along 270 gradient directions.
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Figure 2.3: Tractograms corresponding to the considered datasets. Upper row: (a)
ground truth tractogram from the “Fiber Cup” dataset; (b) ground truth tractogram
from the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset; (c) sagittal left view of
the gyrus-wise homotopic callosal streamline models corresponding to the BIL&GIN
dataset. Lower row: test sets corresponding to the tracking performed on each of the
three datasets: (d) view of the “Fiber Cup” test set containing 4963 streamlines; (e)
sagittal left view of ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge test set containing 63615
streamlines; (f) sagittal left view of a randomly picked test subject corresponding to
the BIL&GIN dataset and containing 55160 streamlines.

The available data had been pre-processed for head motion, eddy currents and sus-
ceptibility distortions correction.

2.3 Experimental
The same experiment design was implemented for the datasets. Noise-free diffu-
sion data were used for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
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datasets, and no denoising procedure was required for the BIL&GIN dataset. A Con-
strained Spherical Deconvolution (CSD) [Tou07] method using a spherical harmonics
order of 6 was used to extract the fiber ODFs from the raw dMRI data. Local prob-
abilistic whole brain tractography was performed using white matter seeding (single
seed per voxel; 0.5mm step size; 30◦ maximum aperture angle; default values for
other parameters) for the “Fiber Cup” and the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Chal-
lenge datasets to generate the sets for the autoencoder. The extracted streamlines
were processed and scored to obtain the (anatomically) implausible streamline and
(anatomically) plausible streamline sets. The scoring procedure for the “Fiber Cup”
labelled as plausible streamline instances obeying constrained length (20 − 200mm)
and shape features (bends < 335◦), as well as mask (streamlines contained within
the known bundle masks) and connectivity (streamlines connect the known regions)
criteria. The implausible set, thus, comprised streamlines exceeding the given length
threshold; streamlines whose trajectories described sharp bends; streamlines that did
not reach the corresponding terminal regions; and streamlines connecting regions that
were not actually connected in the ground truth (see examples of such trajectories in
figure 2.1). The ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset was scored according
to the procedure in Maier-Hein et al. [MaiHei17], based on the streamline clustering
strategy proposed in Garyfallidis et al. [Gar12b]. The terms Tractometer_basic and
Tractometer_adv are used, respectively, to refer to the described scoring methods in
section 2.A.7. For the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset, the anterior
commissure (CA) and the posterior commissure (CP) bundles were left out of the
experiments since the tracking algorithm was unable to extract them or the extracted
bundles did not meet the scoring system criteria. Hence, 23 bundles were used in the
experiments.

Probabilistic tractography was performed on the BIL&GIN human brain dataset
using the Particle Filtering Tracking (PFT) method [Gir14] with white matter seeding
(10 seeds per voxel; 0.5mm step size; 20◦ maximum aperture angle; default values
for other parameters). The resulting tractograms were registered [Ava11] to the MNI
template common space using the MNI152 2009 standard-space T1-weighted average
structural 1mm isotropic resolution template image [Fon11]. For the experiments
in this work, only the callosal subset of the generated tractograms was used. The
plausible streamlines within this subset consisted of the streamlines within 26 gyral-
based homotopic callosal segment pairs (see section 2.A.5 for further details about
their definition). The implausible set comprised, as for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM
2015 Tractography Challenge datasets, streamlines that did not reach the cortical
surface, describing sharp bends, having a single endpoint in the callosal region, having
endpoints in non-white matter tissues, or connecting both hemispheres through non-
callosal segments or tissues (e.g. the brainstem). The procedure was supervised by
a neuroanatomist. The procedure yielded, on average, 41838 streamlines per-subject
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(standard deviation: 5648) for the considered callosal dataset. The lower row in
figure 2.3 shows the test set tractograms, including both plausible and implausible
streamlines, corresponding to all three datasets.

The ratio of implausible streamlines over the resulting tractograms was in-line
with the findings in previous studies: 79% for the “Fiber Cup” dataset (similar to
the figures reported by Côté et al. [Côt13] for probabilistic methods); 46% for the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset (see the valid connection ratios across
submissions reported in Maier-Hein et al. [MaiHei17]); and 89% on average (standard
deviation: 2%) for the callosal BIL&GIN dataset. All streamlines were resampled
to contain an equal number of points (256) and their head-to-tail orientations rear-
ranged to make the head vertices closest with respect to the origin for each dataset.
The obtained streamlines were split randomly into training/validation and test sets
using an 80%/20% ratio. The proposed convolutional autoencoder was trained in an
unsupervised manner using the training split of both the plausible and implausible
streamlines issued by the probabilistic tracking methods. A separate training was
performed for each dataset. The filtering threshold was set by finding the optimal
point in the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves evenly rewarding true
positives and penalizing false positives.

2.3.1 Performance measure definitions
FINTA’s performance was graded according to the following measures:

• Accuracy: proportion of correct predictions (true positives and true negatives)
over the total number of streamlines.

• Sensitivity: proportion of relevant instances that are predicted as positives (true
positives) among all positive streamlines in the data.

• Precision: proportion of relevant instances that are predicted as true positives
among all retrieved (predicted) positive streamlines.

• F1-score: harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity.

2.3.2 Comparison to other filtering methods
The quantitative comparison was performed on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset. FINTA
was compared to both anatomy-based tractography filtering methods and two variants
(single-bundle and multi-bundle) of RecoBundles [Gar18, Rhe20c], a state-of-the-art
method applicable to partial data. The anatomy-based filtering methods were applied
successively, each one filtering the previous step’s output, as used in several works
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such as Maier-Hein et al. [MaiHei17] and Sarubbo et al. [Sar19]. The purpose of
including the results of each step of this filtering pipeline (baseline filtering methods
#1 to #4) was to show the successive improvement of the classification performance
scores by using anatomical heuristics. The models of plausible streamlines used for
the RecoBundles experiments were built according to Rheault [Rhe20c], and based
on the 26 gyral-based homotopic callosal segment pairs (see section 2.A.5). The
multi-bundle RecoBundles experiment considered each gyrus-wise homotopic callosal
streamline model as a separate, parameterizable entity, whereas the single-bundle
RecoBundles method considered their concatenation as a single target group. This
yielded a total of 6 tractography filtering methods as baselines:

1. filtering based on streamline length (named length within this text);

2. filtering with loop removal (no_loops);

3. filtering with early stops in cerebrospinal fluid (no_end_in_csf );

4. filtering with early stops in the white matter (end_in_atlas);

5. single-bundle RecoBundles (recobundles_single);

6. multi-bundle RecoBundles (recobundles_multi).

In addition to the measures mentioned in section 2.3.1, the balanced accuracy
was computed on the predictions on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset as the mean of
the sensitivity on the plausible and implausible classes. Similarly, the subscripts m
and w are used (see 2.A.4) to distinguish the unweighted (or macro) and weighted
measures. The last terms account for the class imbalance between the plausible and
implausible streamline classes.

The goodness of the retrieved white matter anatomy was measured in terms of
the ability to preserve homotopic streamlines across the gyral segments of interest.
A filtered tractogram was considered to preserve successfully the underlying white
matter anatomy if at least one homotopic streamline was present in each gyral-based
homotopic callosal segment pair. Thus, the anatomical goodness measure, named
valid gyrus-wise rate (VGR), is defined for a given subject as the ratio between the
number of segments (nV G) containing at least one homotopic streamline after filtering
and the total number of segments containing homotopic streamlines (NV G) in the
underlying ground truth, i.e. nV G/NV G. Note that NV G might be different across
subjects. The measure is bounded in the [0, 1] range. Note also that the preserved
streamlines were recovered from the positives predicted by each method using the
anatomical criteria defined for each segment (see section 2.A.5).
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To estimate the task performance uniquely, a success rate (SR) measure was com-
puted as the unweighted average of the classification measures and the mentioned
valid gyrus-wise rate.

2.3.3 Generalization
In order to test the generalization ability of FINTA, we performed an additional
local deterministic tracking using an ensemble tractography protocol [Tak16] on the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset and a global tracking [Rei11] on the
Human Connectome Project subject. The ensemble local deterministic tractography
was performed using white matter seeding (single seed per voxel), {0.1, 0.5, 1.0}mm
step sizes, and {10, 20, 30, 40}◦ maximum aperture angles. The tractograms resulting
from all permutations of parameters were merged into a single tractogram file. The
global tracking used 900 000 000 iterations, a particle length of 1mm, a particle width
of 0.1mm, and a particle weight of 0.002. Diffusion data was tracked six (6) times
and the resulting whole-brain tractograms were combined into a single set. In each
case 500 000 streamlines were randomly sampled and scored using the same method
as described in the experimental setting earlier. The scoring yielded a plausible-to-
implausible ratio of 57/43% on the ensemble local deterministic tracking data and
6/94% on the global tracking data. For each set the performance measures described
in section 2.3.1 were computed using two different filtering threshold values (i.e. the
latent space minimum distance at which a streamline is considered to be implausible):

• Computed on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset for the local
probabilistic setting (Generalized thr): i.e. the reference streamline set and fil-
tering threshold remained unaltered relative to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography
Challenge local probabilistic experiment.

• Computed on a subset of each new dataset (Specific thr): i.e. the reference
streamline sets were re-defined as new dataset-specific subsets to provide a fil-
tering threshold value.

In either case, the autoencoder remained unaltered (i.e. was not retrained) with
respect to the training done on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge local prob-
abilistic streamlines.

2.3.4 Time requirements
The filtering clock time of FINTA was measured on each of the datasets. For quan-
titative comparison purposes, tractograms of different sizes were generated from the
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ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge data using the same procedure described ear-
lier. In total, six (6) different tractograms (generated using a local probabilistic
method) were generated containing 20 000, 40 000, 100 000, 200 000, 600 000, and
1 000 000 streamlines, respectively. The time required to filter each of these trac-
tograms was measured for both FINTA and RecoBundles three (3) times, and the
mean and standard deviation values were computed for each tractogram and method.
In all cases, solely the time required for filtering was measured, excluding I/O opera-
tion time. All time tests were performed on a conventional desktop machine (Intel(R)
Xeon(R) W-2133 CPU @ 3.60GHz 6 core processor; 16 GB RAM; NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 1080 Ti 12 GB graphics card).

2.4 Results

2.4.1 Tractogram latent space
The autoencoder’s latent space allows to re-interpret the streamline pair-wise dis-
tance. For illustrative purposes, a number of randomly picked plausible streamlines
were assigned to their corresponding bundle (or gyrus-wise homotopic callosal stream-
line group for BIL&GIN), and together with some implausible streamlines, they were
projected into the latent space of a trained autoencoder. Figure 2.4 shows a view of
the latent spaces corresponding to each of the three datasets. The views were gen-
erated by applying a t-SNE dimensionality reduction [Maa08] to the autoencoder’s
latent space vectors. The figure suggests that streamlines belonging to the same bun-
dle (or streamline group) lie at a short distance from each other whereas implausible
streamlines are uniformly distributed. Similarly, it provides evidence supporting that
the autoencoder setting can be generalized and give way to multi-label streamline
classification tasks such as bundling.

Furthermore, the application of mathematical tools in the latent space is straight-
forward. Figure 2.5(a) shows the interpolation principle applied to the latent space.
Interpolating in the latent space allows to explore the space through a series of inter-
mediate representations between any number of input streamlines of choice. Figure
2.5(b) and (c) show streamlines interpolated in the latent space between streamline
pairs corresponding to two distinct sets of bundles of the “Fiber Cup” dataset. This
example stresses the underlying significance of the latent space streamline pair-wise
distance. Our proposed algorithm relies on the underlying hypothesis that the Eu-
clidean distance between the latent representation of two streamlines is a good proxy
to measure their structural similarity. Thus, the fact that a linear interpolation be-
tween two latent vectors leads to a smooth transition between their reconstructed
streamlines underlines that the learned manifolds are smooth and that the latent
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.4: Latent space views using a t-SNE dimensionality reduction. (a) “Fiber
Cup” data; (b) ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge data; (c) Callosal BIL&GIN
human brain data. The number of projected streamlines was limited in each case
for visualization purposes. The callosal BIL&GIN data corresponds to a randomly
picked subject which was missing all streamlines in 8 of the gyral-based segments.

Euclidean distance is a good similarity metric.
The reconstruction of the streamlines at the output of the autoencoder involves

decoding the samples in the latent space. Section 2.A.1 shows the reconstructed
tractograms corresponding to the “Fiber Cup” test set streamlines.

2.4.2 “Fiber Cup” synthetic data
Figure 2.6 (a) and (c) show the nearest neighbor latent space distance distribution
histograms and within-class mean and variance for the “Fiber Cup” dataset. The
figure illustrates the filtering principle of FINTA based on the boundary between the
inliers and outliers: the plausible streamline within-class nearest neighbor distance is
low (close to 0 for the “Fiber Cup”) and shows a reduced variance. As a contrast, the
implausible streamlines show a much higher mean distance to their nearest neighbor
streamline, as well as a higher variance. Note that the distance measure is computed
considering the plausible streamlines from the train set as the reference.

As quantitatively shown in table 2.2, the filtering distance threshold obtained by
means of the autoencoder-based strategy allows to filter out the undesired implausible
streamlines with a high degree of success.

The predicted positive streamlines for the “Fiber Cup” are shown in figure 2.7.
These are the streamlines considered as plausibles by FINTA from the test set, and
hence include both the true positives and the false positives. Qualitatively, looking at
the tractogram bundle color code information, and in agreement with the quantitative
results, the implausibles seem to have been substantially filtered out, implying a
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.5: Latent space interpolation. (a) Schematic representation of latent space
streamlines interpolation. The streamline representation in the latent space allows
to choose a pair of encoded streamlines and fill the space between them through a
series of interpolated streamlines. (b) and (c) “Fiber Cup” latent space streamline
interpolation: streamlines interpolated between the instances at the boundaries of
each series: (b) bundles 1 and 5; (c) bundles 4 and 7 (see the bundle numbering in Côté
et al. [Côt13]). Only the structural shapes of the bundles used for the interpolation
are shown for the sake of clearness. The streamlines are shown with a larger diameter
with respect to the one used for the rest of the figures.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.6: Nearest neighbor latent space distance distribution: histogram (a) and
within-class mean and variance (c) corresponding to the “Fiber Cup” dataset test
set streamlines; histogram (b) and within-class mean and variance (d) corresponding
to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge. The dashed lines indicate the filtering
threshold distance in each case. Note that the vertical axes are in logarithmic scale.

Table 2.2: Filtering performance for the “Fiber Cup” and the ISMRM 2015 Tractog-
raphy Challenge datasets.

Measure Dataset
“Fiber Cup” ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge

Accuracy 0.99 0.91
Sensitivity 0.99 0.91
Precision 0.97 0.91
F1-score 0.98 0.91
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decreased influence of the false positives.

Figure 2.7: Predicted positives on the test set corresponding to the “Fiber Cup”
dataset. Note that, in contrast to the input dataset shown in figure 2.3(d), the filtered
tractogram shows a bundle color code information that matches better the “Fiber
Cup” ground truth shown in figure 2.3(a), implying that implausible streamlines
have been eliminated to a large extent.

Figures 2.8(a) and (b) show, respectively, the false positive and false negative
streamlines as detected by FINTA for the “Fiber Cup” dataset, and color-coded ac-
cording to the latent space nearest neighbor distance. From the figures and the
corresponding highlighted areas it can be drawn that, at least for part of the stream-
lines, FINTA has identified that these streamlines were misclassified in the reference
set: in figure 2.8(a) a large part of the highlighted streamlines seem to be close to
an anatomically plausible streamline within the bundle at issue. Many of these false
positives are labeled so because they end 1 or 2 voxels away from the terminal regions
(which would correspond to the cortical surface or gray matter border on human
subject brain data). Conversely, part of the highlighted streamlines in figure 2.8(b)
describe trajectories that could have been identified as anatomically implausible due
to erratic bends. This illustrates how close from the ground truth our results are.

Training on the “Fiber Cup” dataset took approximately 25 minutes. FINTA
takes around 0.2s to filter the “Fiber Cup” test tractogram.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: False positive and false negative streamlines issued by FINTA on the
“Fiber Cup” dataset test set. (a) false positives: streamlines labeled as plausibles
by FINTA but considered implausibles by the scoring method; (b) false negatives:
streamlines labeled as being implausibles by FINTA but considered plausibles by the
scoring method.
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2.4.3 ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge human-based syn-
thetic data

The nearest neighbor latent space distance distribution histograms and within-class
mean and variance for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset are shown
in figure 2.6(b) and (d). As it is the case with the “Fiber Cup” dataset, although a
larger degree of overlap between classes is observed, our autoencoder-based filtering
strategy allows to obtain a threshold to filter out the undesired implausible streamlines
with a degree of success of approximately 91% over all measures (see table 2.2). Here
again, the latent space similarity metric shows the same behavior in both experiments:
implausible streamlines have a larger distance to the reference nearest neighbor.

For qualitative visualization purposes, figure 2.9 shows the streamline-wise classi-
fication tractograms for some selected cases corresponding to the ISMRM 2015 Trac-
tography Challenge dataset test set, color-coded according to their nearest neighbor
distance in the latent space. In particular, plausible predictions corresponding to
the the corticospinal tract (CST) and the optic radiation (OR) bundles are shown,
together with an example corresponding to implausible streamlines. As it can be
drawn from the scale bar, the latent space dissimilarity distances for the true positive
samples (a) to (f) are below the distance threshold determined shown in figure 2.6(b,
d) (13.634) while the distances for the implausible predictions shown are above that
threshold. The filtered whole brain tractogram is shown in 2.A.2.

Training on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset lasted around 5
hours. FINTA takes around 12s to filter the corresponding test set tractogram.

2.4.4 BIL&GIN human data
FINTA’s filtering ability on in vivo human data is consistent with the results on syn-
thetic datasets. The quantitative results for the comparison to other filtering methods
are shown in table 2.3, and plot in figure 2.103. As it can be drawn from these results,
FINTA achieves a better classification performance than its competitors. Similarly,
compared to any of the baseline methods, it is observed that FINTA shows a reduced
variability in all measures consistently, with the sole exception of the valid gyrus-wise
rate (VGR). Supplementary results of the comparison to the baseline filtering meth-
ods on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset are reported in the appendix sections 2.A.3 and
2.A.4.

3 The reader might notice that methods #1 to #4 in table 2.3 do not have a perfect score of 1.0 for
the VGR measure. This is because such pipeline: (i) involves the use of steps and thresholding
values that might differ from those used by the annotation tool; (ii) is affected by the effects of the
registration; and (iii) uses an atlas that is slightly different from that of the annotator.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 2.9: Streamline classification predictions corresponding to some cases of the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset test set: (a), (b), (c) corticospinal
tract (CST); (d), (e), (f) optic radiation (OR); (g), (h), (i) example corresponding to
implausible streamlines. All axial superior, coronal anterior and sagittal left views.
Streamlines are color-coded according to their nearest neighbor distance in the latent
space. The dashed white lines on the scale bars mark the filtering threshold. The
streamlines corresponding to the implausible class are shown with a larger diameter
with respect to the one used for the rest of the figures.
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The recovery of the existing anatomy, measured by the valid gyrus-wise rate, re-
quires to be interpreted with care. Although results show that the anatomy-based
baseline methods show a superior ability in this aspect, this comes at the expense of
significantly lower scores for the rest of the measures (see section 2.5.2 for a discus-
sion). Yet, FINTA still achieves an average valid gyrus-wise rate of 80%, performing
coherently across all measures.

Table 2.3: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset macro results. Macro mean (standard devia-
tion) values over test subjects. The highest mean score is marked in bold face.

Method Accuracym Sensitivitym Precisionm F1-scorem VGR SRm
#1 length 0.14 (0.02) 0.51 (0.0) 0.56 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01) 0.98 (0.03) 0.46
#2 no_loops 0.19 (0.02) 0.54 (0.01) 0.56 (0.01) 0.19 (0.02) 0.97 (0.03) 0.49
#3 no_end_in_csf 0.21 (0.02) 0.55 (0.01) 0.57 (0.01) 0.21 (0.01) 0.97 (0.03) 0.5
#4 end_in_atlas 0.71 (0.02) 0.67 (0.05) 0.58 (0.02) 0.58 (0.03) 0.96 (0.04) 0.70
#5 recobundles_single 0.83 (0.02) 0.85 (0.03) 0.69 (0.02) 0.73 (0.02) 0.87 (0.1) 0.79
#6 recobundles_multi 0.82 (0.03) 0.8 (0.03) 0.67 (0.01) 0.7 (0.02) 0.96 (0.04) 0.79
#7 FINTA 0.91 (0.01) 0.91 (0.01) 0.78 (0.01) 0.83 (0.01) 0.8 (0.09) 0.84

Figure 2.10: Classification performance measures on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset.
For each of the compared filtering methods, the mean and standard deviation of the
measures are presented. The horizontal dotted lines indicate FINTA’s minimum and
maximum scores across the measures.

Qualitatively, figure 2.11 shows that, compared to FINTA, the single-bundle Re-
coBundles method misses streamlines in the anterior, ventral part of the frontal lobe,
and includes false positives in the occipital lobe (pointed regions).

Table 2.4 reports a gyrus-wise analysis on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset of the
sensitivity measure on the predicted positives for FINTA. The reported data corre-
spond to the averaged values over the test subjects. Given that the callosal BIL&GIN
dataset gyral-based segments allow solely to extract homotopic streamlines, only the
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.11: Predicted positives on a randomly picked test subject corresponding
to the callosal BIL&GIN dataset. Predicted positives represent the passband of the
filtering process. (a) reference streamlines (homotopic connections); (b) single-bundle
RecoBundles; (c) FINTA. All sagittal left views. The pointed regions show areas
where FINTA’s filtered tractogram is qualitatively closer to the reference tractogram
compared to the single-bundle RecoBundles baseline method.

sensitivity is reported (see the appendix section 2.A.6 for further details). The gyral-
based Hippo and TPole segments are not reported since none of the test subjects
contain plausible streamlines in such segments. Similarly, the mean streamline count
being rounded to the nearest integer, some segments contain 0 streamlines on average
(IOG, Ins, LFOG, MFOG, and PHG) and hence are not reported. Also, note that
some others have a very low (as low as 1) streamline count, and thus missing a few
streamlines bears a significant impact on the results. That is the case, for example,
for the FuG segment, where 2 of the test subjects have both 2 streamlines, and an-
other 2 have both 1 streamline, the remaining 4 lacking streamlines in that segment.
As seen in the table, the sensitivity values for these are noticeably lower than for the
segments containing a high streamline density, such as the MFG, PrCu, or SFG, all
of the latter being above 86%.

FINTA was trained for 24 hours on the callosal BIL&GIN dataset. FINTA takes
around 21s, on average, to filter a callosal tractogram corresponding to a BIL&GIN
test subject. The single-bundle RecoBundles baseline method takes, on average, 66s,
in our experiments.

2.4.5 Generalization
Table 2.5 shows the generalization ability of FINTA according to the experimental
setting described in section 2.3.3. Results reveal that the filtering performance de-
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Table 2.4: Gyral segment-wise callosal BIL&GIN dataset sensitivity of FINTA. Mean
(standard deviation; [min, max]) values over test subjects for FINTA. The Count
column contains the mean streamline count for each segment across the test subjects.

Segment Count Sensitivity Segment Count Sensitivity
AG 14 0.14 (0.14) [0, 0.4] PoCG 122 0.98 (0.03) [0.91, 1]

Cing 23 0.81 (0.12) [0.63, 0.96] PrCG 177 0.98 (0.01) [0.95, 1]
Cu 6 0.08 (0.11) [0, 0.3] PrCu 978 0.88 (0.05) [0.77, 0.94]

FuG 1 0 (0) [0, 0] RG 87 0.99 (0.01) [0.98, 1]
IFG 12 0.5 (0.23) [0, 0.74] SFG 3428 0.93 (0.01) [0.9, 0.95]
ITG 1 0 (0) [0, 0] SMG 10 0.64 (0.18) [0.45, 1]
LG 4 0.2 (0.28) [0, 0.75] SOG 23 0.52 (0.14) [0.25, 0.71]

MFG 274 0.87 (0.28) [0.77, 0.93] SPG 142 0.67 (0.22) [0.23, 0.91]
MOG 9 0.21 (0.17) [0, 0.41] STG 5 0.1 (0.17) [0, 0.5]
MTG 4 0 (0) [0, 0]

creases when using the generalized threshold value with respect to the results reported
in table 2.2. Computing a dataset-specific threshold notably improves the filtering
ability of the method.

Table 2.5: Filtering performance ability on generalization.

ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge Human Connectome Project
Deterministic tracking Global tracking

Measure Generalized thr Specific thr Generalized thr Specific thr
Accuracy 0.8 0.94 0.95 0.93
Sensitivity 0.81 0.94 0.67 0.92
Precision 0.82 0.94 0.85 0.72
F1-score 0.8 0.94 0.73 0.78

2.4.6 Time requirements
Figure 2.12 compares the time required by FINTA and RecoBundles to filter trac-
tograms of different sizes corresponding to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
data. For each method, the curves account for the mean filtering time (standard de-
viation values are below 10s in all cases). FINTA requires less time than RecoBundles
to filter a tractogram of the same size. Also, it follows from the curves that FINTA
is linear in terms of the streamline count in a tractogram, whereas RecoBundles re-
quires a time that tends to be several order of magnitudes longer than FINTA as the
streamline count increases.
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Figure 2.12: Filtering time requirements for FINTA and RecoBundles. The curves
demonstrate that FINTA is fast, having linear time complexity with the streamline
count, while RecoBundles requires a significantly longer time to filter a given trac-
togram. Note that due to the vertical scale and reduced standard deviation values,
the latter are hardly noticeable around the mean value. Similarly, note that the
streamline counts are expressed with SI prefixes and engineering notation.

2.5 Discussion
The results across the three different datasets show that FINTA is a state-of-the-art
alternative for tractography filtering. The latent space views suggest that streamlines
belonging to the same class lie close to each other in the latent space, supporting the
hypothesis that the autoencoder successfully clusters such streamlines in an unsuper-
vised manner. The proposed filtering method achieves good performance statistics
on both synthetic and in vivo human brain data, and consistently ranks higher in the
considered measures compared to the baseline methods.

2.5.1 Performance on synthetic datasets
Although less convoluted than a tractogram derived from a human brain dataset, the
“Fiber Cup” dataset still presents some challenges to tractography filtering methods,
and hence it offers a good test bed to show the behavior of a given method. Our results
show that FINTA provides almost perfect performances on it. Additionally, the
dataset allows to gain further insight into the behavior of a given filtering method. Our
findings illustrated in figure 2.8 suggest that: (1) false positives and false negatives
generated by FINTA are very close to true positives and true negatives; and (2) in
some cases, FINTA can reveal examples of streamlines that were misclassified by
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the scoring method. Such inconsistencies with respect to the reference highlight the
ability our proposed method has to exploit the learned features from the streamlines.
At the same time, it is a demonstration of some potential limitations of conventional
filtering approaches, which employ voxel-based or anatomical criteria, and pair-wise
streamline dissimilarity measures that parallel those employed by existing scoring
methods.

The slight decrease in performance registered by FINTA on the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge (also seen in the human in vivo callosal BIL&GIN dataset)
compared to the “Fiber Cup” is explained by the complexity of the former, where
a larger variety of bundle and streamline configurations are present. Nonetheless,
with a mean accuracy of 91%, our method still gets an excellent score. Together, the
results show that there is a good agreement between the performance on the ISMRM
2015 Tractography Challenge and callosal BIL&GIN datasets, suggesting that these
results are fully descriptive of the power of the method on human in vivo tractogram
settings.

2.5.2 Performance on human data
Although the anatomy-based tractography filtering methods (methods #1 to #4)
were expected to record lower scores than their competitors, they are still an im-
portant part of routine tractography filtering pipelines prior to downstream tasks,
such as connectivity studies [Jeu19, Yeh20]. No additional steps, such as obtaining
the gyral-based homotopic streamlines, were added to avoid reproducing the scoring
method providing the reference.

Classical filtering methods obtain a better valid gyrus-wise rate than FINTA at the
cost of including an excessive number of false positives among the kept streamlines.
Penalizing more severely missing groups would have had some impact on the reported
success rates without harm to the rest of the filtering performance measures. Simi-
larly, the superior ability of the RecoBundles bundle recognition methods to recover
the existing anatomy may be explained by the use of gyrus-wise homotopic callosal
streamline models specifically built for that purpose. The single-bundle RecoBun-
dles obtained slightly better scores than the multi-bundle version except for the valid
gyrus-wise rate measure. This might be explained by a greed of the multi-bundle
version to assimilate streamlines to every model of the corpus callosum gyral-based
segment pairs, leading it to an excessive number of false positives. Compared to
FINTA, the improved valid gyrus-wise rate of the multi-bundle RecoBundles baseline
comes at the cost of potentially recognizing bundles that are not contained in the
data (i.e. invalid bundles).

Note that the valid gyrus-wise rate does not account for the potential invalid (i.e.
not existing in the underlying anatomy) groups that some of the methods may recover.
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It must be noted that the 26 pairs of gyral-based callosal segments (see the appendix
section 2.A.5) are representative of the entire BIL&GIN population, but subjects may
be missing streamlines on an entire segment. Furthermore, the streamline count on
some segments may be as low as a single streamline for some subjects, which may
impact considerably the valid gyrus-wise rate measure.

In this work, true positives and false positives were evenly weighted to find the
optimal filtering threshold. We found that maximizing only the accuracy penalized
excessively the least numerous class in a class imbalance situation. Likewise, the
results in figure 2.10 show that this strategy leads to a high specificity, and allows to
keep false positives at low rates in FINTA. Meanwhile, the rest of methods suffer from
an excessive number of false positives. Note that this effect is observed consistently
in the measures where false positives are involved (accuracy, F1-score, and precision).
This finding is relevant for connectome studies, where keeping a good specificity is
essential [Zal16].

The reduced variability in the measures shown by FINTA suggests that the method
is less prone to be influenced by the local, potentially noisy streamline trajectories.
Conventional methods’ ability to filter streamlines is determined by local decisions
based on either local (e.g. curvature, regions of interest, endpoint location) or non-
local (e.g. length) features, and thus a single streamline coordinate not complying
with the given criterion (e.g. falling outside a structural mask) is enough to filter out
the streamline. This reaffirms the ability of FINTA to encode those features of the
input data which are most relevant for an accurate reconstruction.

The corpus callosum spans a large part of the brain volume in the anterior-
posterior axis across both hemispheres; it is one of the largest fiber systems in the
white matter, both in terms of the absolute number of streamlines and the occu-
pied brain volume. Compared to some other white matter systems, it presents a less
compact configuration. As a consequence, it is challenging to precisely delineate the
corpus callosum homotopies in the reference set [DeBen16]. Similarly, as previously
noted, the 26 gyral segment pairs used in this work differ greatly in the streamline
density they hold, and thus bear an impact on the gyrus-wise sensitivity scores shown
in table 2.4. Yet, FINTA records high classification performance scores, and shows a
reduced variability in the valid gyrus-wise rate measure.

The performance assessment on human data was restricted by the nature of the
callosal BIL&GIN dataset and its corresponding ground truth (see section 2.A.5 for
the relevant aspects). This constrained the baseline filtering methods, excluding some
state-of-the-art techniques such as COMMIT2 or SIFT2. However, the baselines used
are commonly found in current white matter analysis practice.
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2.5.3 General considerations
As opposed to the conventional filtering methods that assume that the estimated
streamline population at every voxel should be proportionally supported by the dif-
fusion data (which is the case of COMMIT/COMMIT2, LiFE, or SIFT/SIFT2), our
autoencoder works on tracking data only. This makes it immune against well-known
domain adaptation issues [Per19]. Furthermore, compared to a quadratic or super-
quadratic complexity of some methods, FINTA is linear in terms of the streamline
count at test time as demonstrated by the results in figure 2.12.

Compared to other deep learning approaches that may be specifically oriented to
classification tasks (e.g. regular classification convolutional neural networks), FINTA
offers the benefit of using an unsupervised learning approach. Thus, it does not
depend on the number of classes in the input data as the output of the network does
not look for maximizing the probability of a given class among the possible ones.
As such, the method is better suited to the reality of tractography, where there is
a limited knowledge about the ground truth [Yeh16, Sot19], and where the analysis
lends itself to different organizational levels, and thus different classification degrees.
As such, our method naturally adapts to new sets of classes without the need of
having to retrain the network.

A potential side-benefit of the proposed autoencoder approach is that the recon-
structed streamlines describe a locally smooth trajectory. Although not explicitly
used or exploited in the present work, succeeding pipeline or visualization processes
may benefit from it, providing a less complex or more realistic long-range apparent
fiber trajectory representation.

Downstream tractography tasks benefit from filtering strategies applied at ear-
lier stages when done in a coherent manner. One of such tasks is the structural
connectivity analysis (or connectomics). Any proposed filtering strategy to reject
implausible streamlines is expected to preserve the existing connectivity. Estimating
the accuracy of a connectome yielded by a tractography and filtering pipeline can
only be done faithfully on synthetic data, and yet many confounding factors (e.g.
parcellation and discretization effects), including those from upstream steps (such as
the seeding method), are involved. Conceding such limitations to an analysis, we
provide evidence in section 2.A.7 that FINTA is able to regenerate the connectome
to a high degree of agreement with the ground truth on the synthetic datasets used
in this work.

2.5.4 Generalization, streamline diversity and balance effects
FINTA’s reported global performances stress the fact that the proposed framework
is robust across a varying spectrum of settings. The proposed autoencoder-based
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method assumes that, provided that the implausible streamlines have overall distinc-
tive features from the plausible ones, they will be cast to different regions in the latent
space, and hence the filtering framework will be able to separate them, regardless of
their location and arrangement in the native space or within-fascicle balance. Simi-
larly, as highlighted in section 2.4.1, the autoencoder shows the ability to disentangle
a varying number of bundles or streamline groups.

The results in section 2.4.5 show that FINTA’s optimal filtering threshold com-
putation framework obtains best results when tailoring its value to the dataset at
issue. Otherwise, a trade-off value can be proposed by finding a threshold on data
from a variety of tracking settings (e.g. probabilistic, deterministic, global, etc.)
and datasets. It is worthwhile noting that the autoencoder was not retrained across
datasets for the generalization experiments. These results show how immune against
domain adaptation problems FINTA is.

The datasets used in this work varied greatly in the overall plausible versus im-
plausible streamline density: the “Fiber Cup” dataset had an overall plausible/im-
plausible ratio of 21/79%, whereas the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge settings
had 54/46% (probabilistic) and 57/43% (deterministic) respectively. Meanwhile, the
callosal BIL&GIN dataset had an 11/89% ratio, and the Human Connectome Project
global tracking data showed a 6/94% ratio.

It can be hypothesized that the unsupervised optimization training phase and the
sensitivity versus specificity trade-off used to set the global filtering threshold might
have a larger impact on the performance on the least numerous class. Particularly,
this effect is visible in the global tracking setting of the Human Connectome Project
dataset (table 2.5), where the performance might be influenced by the misclassifica-
tions in the plausible streamlines. Nevertheless, even in the unfavorable conditions
of the callosal BIL&GIN dataset, the weighted performance scores reported in tables
2.6 and 2.8 for the callosal BIL&GIN dataset show that FINTA successfully filters
implausible streamlines when accounting for the class imbalance.

2.5.5 How good is the ground truth in tractography?
Inter-subject variability, and the lack of a “gold standard” to reliably determine bun-
dles on in vivo human brain data [Rhe20b] add a degree of uncertainty to tractogra-
phy and downstream tasks. Our work demonstrates the ability of a 1D convolutional
autoencoder to reveal uncertainties inherent to current state-of-the-art tractography
filtering methods. Our filtering method is a powerful tool to uncover disparities and
biases in current data scoring practices that can otherwise go unnoticed. The in-
sight gained from such a model can be useful to build upon existing knowledge in
tractography. Re-defining some of the current tractography filtering approaches may
be essential when dealing with human data, where consensus on the best predictors
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of the underlying white matter anatomy is still hard to achieve. Together, this also
highlights the need of a larger set of validated, shared data to converge towards a
more quantitative tractography approach.

2.5.6 Future work
The proposed architecture requires all streamlines to have an equal number of points.
A limitation of this work is that this number is larger than the minimal number
of points required to express a streamline in regular tractography pipelines [Pre15].
Further work is needed to determine a more efficient characterization of a streamline
in terms of a representation learning framework. Following from this, the proposed
framework would also benefit from investigating alternatives to avoid the streamline
flipping pre-processing step. Note that we did not study the effect of the number of
parameters of the network, and only focused on the optimization of the reconstruction
accuracy. Additional investigations are required to quantify the impact of the network
size on the reconstructed streamlines and filtering performance.

We did not investigate the streamline or tractography features the autoencoder-
based approach focuses on. Further work is required to gain more insight on the
data aspects that the model is able to capture or tends to discard. This is still an
active area of research in deep learning, where many efforts are being put to explain
how a model behaves in terms of explainable concepts related to the data and its
features. This would allow, among others, to estimate reliably how a given ground
truth labeling constraint may affect FINTA’s performance.

Additional work includes confirming the robustness of the method against par-
ticular anatomical conditions. This involves, for example, measuring the ability of
our method to generalize on infant brain tractography data or on brain data present-
ing a condition, such as a tumor, potentially affecting the tractogram distribution,
without having to re-train the system. These experiments so could lead to further
classification categories or to the need of a conditional mechanism attached to the
autoencoder.

The current findings on the effects of the proposed filtering method in downstream
tractography tasks have a limited scope. FINTA records low false positive rates,
which is a paramount to connectome analyses [Zal16], and successfully reconstructs
the connectome on the synthetic datasets. However, misses in sparse streamline fasci-
cles penalize its performance on the callosal BIL&GIN human brain in vivo dataset.
Further work would be required to improve FINTA’s ability to preserve the white
matter fascicle support in complex tractography settings by possibly incorporating
additional a priori information into the autoencoder learning framework.
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2.6 Conclusions
We have proposed an unsupervised, deep learning-based dimensionality reduction
method for dMRI tractography filtering. We have dubbed our method FINTA, Fil-
tering in Tractography using Autoencoders. We have shown that, working with a
simple architecture, FINTA is able to robustly learn the structure of streamlines
in tractography, and have applied such a framework to discriminate between an in-
put tractogram’s “positive” and “negative” streamlines. These categories may target
plausible and implausible streamlines or a subset of bundles versus the rest of the
tractogram. For the plausible versus implausible setting, once the neural network has
been trained on unlabeled tractograms, simply labeling a subset of the streamlines of
interest to obtain the partitioning threshold suffices to use this value to filter new trac-
tograms using FINTA. We have demonstrated that the method allows to successfully
and reliably filter tractograms in this context with accuracies above the 90% bar, ob-
taining improved scores compared to state-of-the-art filtering methods. To this end,
we have proposed a means for redefining the notion of inter-streamline distance which
can be similarly used for any streamline filtering tasks without the need of having to
re-train the network. Additionally, we have shown that the proposed convolutional
neural network autoencoder generalizes effectively under a number of varying trac-
tography settings, such as partial tractograms or different tracking methods across
datasets.

The proposed FINTA framework offers a fast, robust, data-driven approach for
tractography filtering. Its unique characteristics unfold the potential of autoencoders
to improve the accuracy and reliability of downstream tractometry and connectomics
derivatives. Thus, it may assist neuroanatomists in better describing the white matter
anatomy using tractography, and hence bring a significant positive impact to research
in neuroscience. FINTA is expected to be integrated into a specialized diffusion MRI
analysis open source toolkit.
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2.A Appendix

2.A.1 Reconstruction
Figure 2.13 demonstrates the result of the autoencoder reconstruction corresponding
to a subset of the “Fiber Cup” dataset test set streamlines. The considered classes
(plausibles and implausibles) are shown separately according to the FINTA filter-
ing procedure. The figures show that the plausible streamlines match the expected
bundle-wise color code information from the synthetic ground truth streamlines (see
figure 2.3(a)). The implausible set can be seen to contain streamlines whose tracking
had prematurely stopped within the tissue of interest, as well as streamlines connect-
ing regions that are not connected in the synthetic ground truth. Additionally, and
as anticipated by the autoencoder theory, it can be seen that the reconstructions are
a smoothed version of the input tractogram streamlines in figure 2.3(d) (also visible
in figure 2.5) .

2.A.2 Predicted positives on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography
Challenge human-based synthetic data

Figure 2.14 shows the predicted positive streamlines on the ISMRM 2015 Tractogra-
phy Challenge dataset test tractogram. A visual inspection of the middle cerebellar
peduncle (pointed bundle) shows that the filtered tractogram shows an orientation
information that matches better the dataset ground truth shown in figure 2.3(b) in
comparison to the raw, unfiltered tractogram in figure 2.3(e).

2.A.3 BIL&GIN human data filtering supplementary results
Figure 2.15 shows the ROC curves corresponding to the callosal BIL&GIN dataset
subjects used to compute the filtering threshold. As it can be concluded from the
curves, FINTA is consistent at filtering the tractograms across subjects. At the
same time, results are in agreement with the experiments performed on the synthetic
datasets.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.13: “Fiber Cup” test set filtered streamlines as reconstructed by the au-
toencoder: (a) plausible streamlines; (b) implausible streamlines. The number of
streamlines displayed is lower than the actual number in the test set for illustrative
purposes.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.14: Predicted positives on the test set corresponding to the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset. (a) Axial superior view; (b) coronal anterior view;
(c) sagittal left view. Although due to the streamline density the visualization can be
difficult to interpret, the middle cerebellar peduncle (pointed bundle) clearly shows
that the filtered tractogram has an orientation information that matches better the
dataset ground truth shown in figure 2.3(b) in comparison to the raw, unfiltered
tractogram in figure 2.3(e).
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2.A.4 BIL&GIN human data performance supplementary re-
sults

Tables 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8 present supplementary results of the comparison to the base-
line filtering methods on the callosal BIL&GIN human data: table 2.6 shows the
weighted mean and standard deviation values, and tables 2.7 and 2.8 show the min-
imum and maximum values on the macro and weighted mean values. The weighted
measures still show that FINTA provides an improved performance compared to the
baseline methods. As mentioned, the latter yield an excessively large amount of false
positives, and thus their valid gyrus-wise rates are generally higher than the values
scored by FINTA. Nevertheless, FINTA still scores values over 0.68, with a maximum
value of 0.94 across subjects.

2.A.5 The callosal BIL&GIN dataset
The callosal BIL&GIN dataset was composed of the streamlines passing through the
corpus callosum in 39 participants of the BIL&GIN dataset. For each subject, cal-

Figure 2.15: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves. The ROC curve shows the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive
rate (FPR) at various threshold settings. The figure shows the curves for the subjects
used to compute the filtering threshold. The area under the curve (AUC) is indicated
for each subject.
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Table 2.6: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset weighted results. Weighted mean (standard
deviation) values over test subjects. The highest mean score is marked in bold face.

Method Balanced Accuracy Sensitivityw Precisionw F1-scorew VGR SRw
#1 length 0.51 (0.0) 0.14 (0.02) 0.89 (0.01) 0.07 (0.01) 0.98 (0.03) 0.52
#2 no_loops 0.54 (0.01) 0.19 (0.02) 0.9 (0.01) 0.16 (0.02) 0.97 (0.03) 0.55
#3 no_end_in_csf 0.55 (0.01) 0.21 (0.02) 0.9 (0.01) 0.19 (0.02) 0.97 (0.03) 0.56
#4 end_in_atlas 0.67 (0.05) 0.71 (0.02) 0.85 (0.03) 0.76 (0.02) 0.96 (0.04) 0.79
#5 recobundles_single 0.85 (0.03) 0.83 (0.02) 0.91 (0.01) 0.86 (0.02) 0.87 (0.1) 0.86
#6 recobundles_multi 0.8 (0.03) 0.82 (0.03) 0.89 (0.02) 0.84 (0.03) 0.96 (0.04) 0.86
#7 FINTA 0.91 (0.01) 0.91 (0.01) 0.94 (0.01) 0.92 (0.01) 0.8 (0.09) 0.89

Table 2.7: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset macro minimum and maximum values. Macro
mean [minimum, maximum] values over test subjects.

Method Accuracym Sensitivitym Precisionm F1-scorem VGR
#1 length [0.12, 0.16] [0.5, 0.52] [0.55, 0.57] [0.11, 0.15] [0.94, 1]
#2 no_loops [0.15, 0.21] [0.53, 0.55] [0.55, 0.58] [0.15, 0.21] [0.94, 1]
#3 no_end_in_csf [0.18, 0.24] [0.54, 0.56] [0.55, 0.57] [0.18, 0.24] [0.94, 1]
#4 end_in_atlas [0.68, 0.75] [0.56, 0.74] [0.55, 0.62] [0.53, 0.62] [0.88, 1]
#5 recobundles_single [0.81, 0.87] [0.79, 0.88] [0.65, 0.72] [0.68, 0.75] [0.72, 1]
#6 recobundles_multi [0.78, 0.86] [0.75, 0.85] [0.64, 0.69] [0.67, 0.72] [0.89, 1]
#7 FINTA [0.89, 0.91] [0.89, 0.92] [0.76, 0.81] [0.81, 0.85] [0.68, 0.94]

Table 2.8: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset weighted minimum and maximum values.
Weighted mean [minimum, maximum] values over test subjects. The valid gyrus-
wise rate (VGR) is the same as the one reported in table 2.7.

Method Balanced Accuracy Sensitivityw Precisionw F1-scorew VGR
#1 length [0.5, 0.52] [0.12, 0.16] [0.87, 0.92] [0.05, 0.08] [0.94, 1]
#2 no_loops [0.53, 0.55] [0.15, 0.21] [0.88, 0.92] [0.13, 0.18] [0.94, 1]
#3 no_end_in_csf [0.54, 0.56] [0.18, 0.24] [0.88, 0.92] [0.16, 0.22] [0.94, 1]
#4 end_in_atlas [0.56, 0.74] [0.68, 0.75] [0.79, 0.88] [0.73, 0.79] [0.88, 1]
#5 recobundles_single [0.79, 0.88] [0.81, 0.87] [0.89, 0.93] [0.84, 0.89] [0.72, 1]
#6 recobundles_multi [0.75, 0.85] [0.78, 0.86] [0.86, 0.93] [0.8, 0.88] [0.89, 1]
#7 FINTA [0.89, 0.93] [0.89, 0.93] [0.93, 0.95] [0.9, 0.93] [0.68, 0.94]
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losal streamlines were extracted from a whole brain tractogram computed with the
probabilistic setting of the Particle Filtering Tracking (PFT) method by Girard et
al. [Gir14] as previously described in Chenot et al. [Che19]. Each individual callosal
tractogram was composed of anatomically plausible and implausible streamlines. The
former were composed of gyral-based homotopic callosal streamlines, any other type
of callosal streamline being considered as anatomically implausible. Twenty-six (26)
different types of gyral-based homotopic streamlines were considered depending on
the homotopic gyri they belonged to, namely the 26 gyral regions of interest of the
JHU template [Zha10]. Each gyral ROI was composed of both cortical and super-
ficial white matter parts of the gyrus as defined in the JHU template excepted for
the insula, hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus that have no superficial white
matter part. The 26 gyral-based ROIs were therefore: Angular Gyrus (AG); Cin-
gulum (Cing); Cuneus (Cu); Fusiform Gyrus (FuG); Hippocampus (Hippo); Infe-
rior Frontal Gyrus (IFG); Inferior Occipital Gyrus (IOG); Inferior Temporal Gyrus
(ITG); Insula (Ins); Lateral Fronto-Orbital Gyrus (LFOG); Lingual Gyrus (LG);
Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG); Middle Fronto-Orbital Gyrus (MFOG); Middle Occip-
ital Gyrus (MOG); Middle Temporal Gyrus (MTG); Parahippocampal Gyrus (PHG);
Post-Central Gyrus (PoCG); Pre-Central Gyrus (PrCG); Pre-Cuneus (PrCu); Rectus
Gyrus (RG); Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG); Supramarginal Gyrus (SMG); Superior
Occipital Gyrus (SOG); Superior Parietal Gyrus (SPG); Superior Temporal Gyrus
(STG); and Temporal Pole (TPole). The gyrus-wise homotopic callosal streamline
models, used in the RecoBundles filtering experiments, were built using the aforemen-
tioned procedure and according to the method described in Rheault [Rhe20c] over the
entire BIL&GIN population (411 subjects). Figure 2.16 provides an overview of the
considered models.

As confirmed by diffusion-weighted tractography studies, the general research on
the anatomy of the corpus callosum has traditionally been limited to its homotopic
feature [Hof06, Cha09]. Although recent developments [DeBen16] have proposed
solutions to reconstruct the most lateral homotopic connectivity, and, to a lesser
extent, some heterotopic callosal connectivity in the frontal cortex, these still require
further investigation with anatomical validation from dissection to be considered for
the whole brain. Hence, in this work we focus on the most reliable representation of
the callosal streamlines at the whole-brain level, namely the homotopic ones.

2.A.6 Callosal BIL&GIN gyrus-wise analysis
The gyral segment pairs defined in section 2.A.5 for the callosal BIL&GIN dataset
solely allow the extraction of homotopic streamlines. Hence, by definition, no implau-
sible streamline can be recovered using the constraints established by these criteria.
As a consequence, the only measure that can be reported for the predictions over
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Figure 2.16: Callosal BIL&GIN dataset gyrus-wise homotopic streamline models. All
sagittal left views.
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the gyral segments is the sensitivity (see table 2.4). The mean number of segments
with a non-zero streamline count in the reference data was 17 for the test subjects.
Similarly, there was a non-negligible number of segments whose streamline density
was very low compared to the most heavily populated ones. Test subjects averaged
5287 (standard deviation: 1450) homotopic streamlines across all segments, and the
number of segments that had a mean streamline count larger than 264 (5% of the
mean homotopic streamline count) was 3: MFG; PrCu; and SFG.

2.A.7 Connectivity analysis
Additional experiments were performed to quantify the effect of FINTA into down-
stream tractography tasks. Structural connectivity matrices in terms of the streamline
count were computed and analyzed for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractog-
raphy Challenge datasets. The following measures were computed on the binarized
connectivity matrices to quantitatively analyze and compare them:

• Density: occupation index of the given connectivity matrix, an empty matrix
having a value of 0, and 1 corresponding to a fully occupied matrix.

• Chi-square: defined as the squared element-wise differences across the matrices
divided by their addition as in St-Onge et al. [StOng18]. Lower is better.

• Total variation: computed as the absolute difference between matrices and
normalized to the [0, 1] range. Lower is better.

• Correlation: as defined by Deslauriers-Gauthier et al. [DesGau20] and modified
to be normalized to the [0, 1] range. Higher is better.

Considered together, the presented results in terms of the density of the matrices
and the distances across the matrices show that the connectomes issued by FINTA
are populated as expected.

“Fiber Cup” synthetic dataset

Figure 2.17 shows the defined regions used to compute the connectivity on the “Fiber
Cup” dataset. Figure 2.18 groups the log-scale and binarized streamline count con-
nectivity matrices. It detaches from the figures that FINTA is in agreement with the
Tractometer_basic-scored data, which is at the same time, close to the ground truth.

Table 2.9 displays the density of the binarized connectivity matrices. The results
reveal that FINTA is able to remove the undesired connections from the unfiltered
dataset, and follows closely the value expected from the ground truth.
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Figure 2.17: “Fiber Cup” dataset connectivity region definition.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2.18: Streamline count connectivity matrices for the “Fiber Cup”. Upper row:
log-scale; lower row: binarized. (a) and (e): ground truth; (b) and (f): unfiltered
tractogram; (c) and (g): Tractometer_basic-scored tractogram; (d) and (h): FINTA-
filtered tractogram.

Table 2.9: Binarized streamline count connectivity matrix density for the “Fiber
Cup” dataset. Note that the data corresponds to the test data (except for the ground
truth).

Data Ground truth Unfiltered Tractometer_basic FINTA
Density 0.12 0.5 0.14 0.14
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Table 2.10 shows that FINTA is identically correlated to the ground truth when
compared to the scored data (i.e. Tractometer_basic), meaning that the proposed
filtering method matches the expectations from the scoring.

Table 2.10: Distance measures on the binarized connectivity matrices for the “Fiber
Cup” dataset.

Chi-square Total variation Correlation
Ground truth vs. Unfiltered 21.0 0.29 0.48

Ground truth vs. Tractometer_basic 1.0 0.01 0.93
Ground truth vs. FINTA 1.0 0.01 0.93

Tractometer_basic vs. FINTA 0 0 1.0

ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge human-based synthetic data

The connectivity analysis was performed on the local probabilistic tracking data (see
section 2.3) using the 112 endpoint regions corresponding to those originally used
in the Challenge data preparation. Figure 2.19 shows the log-scale and binarized
streamline count connectivity matrices. A qualitative assessment evidences FINTA’s
ability to coherently dismiss the undesired associations from the connectome of a raw,
unfiltered tractogram.

The values in table 2.11 evidence that the connectivity matrix density correspond-
ing to the tractogram filtered with FINTA matches closely the one obtained for the
Tractometer_adv-scored data, being both slightly above the ground truth value.

Table 2.11: Binarized streamline count connectivity matrix density for the local prob-
abilistic tracking ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset. Note that the data
corresponds to the test data (except for the ground truth).

Data Ground truth Unfiltered Tractometer_adv FINTA
Density 0.17 0.34 0.21 0.2

As it is the case with the “Fiber Cup” dataset, table 2.12 shows that FINTA
exhibits a correlation similar to the Tractometer_adv-scored data with respect to the
ground truth on the realistic whole-brain synthetic dataset considered. Overall these
results reveal that FINTA successfully filtered the tractogram without introducing
significant changes to the structural connectivity.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2.19: Streamline count connectivity matrices for the ISMRM 2015 Tractogra-
phy Challenge dataset (local probabilistic tracking). Upper row: log-scale; lower row:
binarized. (a) and (e): ground truth; (b) and (f): unfiltered tractogram; (c) and (g):
Tractometer_adv-scored tractogram; (d) and (h): FINTA-filtered tractogram.

Table 2.12: Distance measures on the binarized connectivity matrices for the ISMRM
2015 Tractography Challenge dataset.

Chi-square Total variation Correlation
Ground truth vs. Unfiltered 1353.5 0.22 0.49

Ground truth vs. Tractometer_adv 744.5 0.12 0.62
Ground truth vs. FINTA 726.0 0.12 0.61

Tractometer_adv vs. FINTA 242.5 0.04 0.88
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Chapter 3

Tractography Clustering in the
Representation Space: A
Neighborhood Decision

Summary
The article proposes to extend the deep convolutional autoencoder previously used for
filtering purposes to cluster streamlines into anatomically consistent bundle groups in
tractography. The developed bundling method is named Clustering in Tractography
using Autoencoders (CINTA). For the same dataset (or one issued from a similar
population), the autoencoder does not need to be retrained, as its training is unsu-
pervised. The bundle labels are assigned using a k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classifier
that is fit using a subset of streamlines from the training set that bear the anatomical
class data of interest.

Publication Contributions
• Unsupervised training: the deep neural network model training does not require

labeled data.

• Improves the baseline method in statistical terms.

• Shows a reduced variability across bundles.

• Has a decreased prediction time complexity compared to conventional meth-
ods: it is approximately O(N), where N is the NoS, comparable to other deep
learning methods.
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Abstract

Clustering tractography streamlines is an important step to characterize
the brain white matter structural connectivity. Numerous methods have
been proposed to group whole-brain tractography streamlines into anatomi-
cally coherent bundles. However, the time complexity, or the initial stream-
line sorting in conventional methods, or still, using supervised deep learning
models, may limit the results and/or restrict the versatility of the meth-
ods. In this work, we propose an autoencoder-based method for clustering
tractography streamlines. CINTA, Clustering in Tractography using Autoen-
coders, is trained on unlabelled data, uses a single autoencoder model, and
does not require any distance thresholding parameter. It obtains excellent
classification scores on synthetic datasets, achieving a 0.97 F1-score on the
clinical-style, realistic ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset. Sim-
ilarly, CINTA obtains anatomically reliable results on in vivo human brain
tractography data. CINTA offers a time-efficient bundling framework, as its
running time is linear with the streamline count.

3.1 Introduction
White matter (WM) brain fiber parcellation, also named bundling, or segmentation
–especially when providing a voxel-based output–, or “virtual dissection” when being
∗ Co-senior author. These authors contributed equally
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done semi-automatically or with some manual intervention, encompasses methods
that aim to classify and group together fiber entities, i.e., streamlines. Bundling is an
essential processing step in tractography pipelines allowing to identify the tracks of
interest across different brain regions. The large number of streamlines contained in
an average tractogram calls for automated procedures. Streamline classification for
bundling purposes is most commonly performed using either of two criteria [Gar18]:
(i) the streamline similarity (defined according to some distance measure); and/or
(ii) the regions of interest (ROI) streamlines traverse or which (gray matter) brain
regions their endpoints connect. Despite being a seemingly simple geometrical entity,
adequately characterizing streamlines is still a challenge. Although several distance
measures (such as the closest point distance, the Hausdorff distance, the Mahalanobis
distance, or the Minimum average Direct and Flip distance (MDF), among others)
have been proposed in literature [Gar18, ODo07], streamline-space point-wise distance
computation and full pair-wise comparisons are computationally expensive, and might
not capture other relevant features. Clustering can be performed in the streamline
native space, or some other representation space (e.g., [ODo07, Wu20, Zho20]), and
some methods provide a volumetric result of streamline groups (bundles) (e.g., [Li20,
Liu22, Was18b]).

We propose to extend the autoencoder-based latent space nearest neighbor trac-
tography framework proposed in [Leg21] to cluster streamlines into bundles. We show
that the proposed autoencoder-based method is successful at bundling streamlines on
synthetic and clinical-style realistic phantom and in vivo human brain data. The
method (i) does not require to be trained on labelled data, (ii) uses a single model,
trained only once, to classify streamlines, and (iii) does not require any distance
thresholding parameter to generate the clusters.

3.1.1 Related Work
Automatic bundle identification of deep white matter pathways has been performed
using a variety of methods: (i) anatomical filtering; (ii) clustering; (iii) atlas-based;
(iv) graph-based; (v) dictionary learning; (vi) segmentation-based; and, more recently,
(vii) deep learning-based methods [Wu20]. Automatic anatomical filtering methods
(e.g., [Zha10]), including query languages [Was16], often offer limited quality results
due to the variability of the streamline locations across subjects, and are highly
sensitive to the streamlines’ waypoints (e.g., streamlines that are a few voxels short
of reaching the gray matter, or apart from each other at a few locations might be
discarded or classified into different groups).

Clustering methods [Ber21, Gue11, Mad08, ODo07, Ugu18] use a given streamline
similarity distance definition. These approaches may include some form of hierarchical
approach to progressively improve the results (e.g., [Gue11]). Several methods have
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used unsupervised machine learning strategies, such as Expectation-Maximization
(EM) [Mad08] or k-means [Gue11]. Similarly, the use of streamline feature descrip-
tors that aim to capture and summarize the relevant information for the classifica-
tion, along with the use of some form of embedding space where the clustering takes
place, have also been proposed [Ber21, ODo07, Ugu18]. Some of these methods (e.g.,
[ODo07]) require computing pair-wise streamline distances, which has a complexity
of O(N2).

Atlas-based methods such as the ones proposed in [Gar18, Zha18] rely on the
anatomical priors provided by the atlas to assign streamlines to a given bundle. They
use bundle or cluster “models” to recognize streamlines in the target tractogram ac-
cording to a given threshold with respect to the streamline- or feature-space centroids.
Some of these methods, such as [Gar18], might yield a variable number of clusters
across subjects, or differing results depending on the initial sorting of the streamlines
in the tractogram.

Graph-based strategies [Sil18, Váz20] consider the clustering task as a graph par-
titioning problem that seeks to cluster the nodes based on a similarity measure.
Dictionary learning methods [Wu20], in turn, generally assume that a dictionary that
contains a representative signature for each bundle can be computed (or learned),
and posit the task of finding the class a streamline belongs to as an optimization
problem that seeks to find the coefficients that fit a given bundle representation for
each streamline.

Lately, deep learning-based methods have also been applied to the bundling task,
and have compared favorably over the mentioned conventional methods within the
studied contexts. Several authors [Lam18, Zho20] have used recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) to solve the clustering problem as a classification problem. Similarly, regu-
lar classification convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been employed [Gup18,
Ugu18, Zha20] to predict the streamline bundle labels. In [Che21], authors proposed
a Deep Embedded Clustering-based (DEC) framework to provide the cluster assign-
ments. Finally, a number of deep learning-based methods have cast the problem into
a segmentation task, yielding bundle-wise voxel masks [Li20, Liu22, Was18b].

Classification neural networks are trained to reliably provide a prediction on a
fixed-length probability vector, and hence do not allow to change the number of
target labels (i.e., bundles) without retraining. Tractography segmentation methods,
in turn, are inherently binary classification methods: given that the same voxel cannot
be assigned to multiple labels (even if multiple streamlines belonging to different
bundles may traverse the same voxel), such methods require a separate model to be
trained for each bundle.
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3.2 Material and Methods
The same deep autoencoder architecture presented in [Leg21] is used in this work.
The chosen autoencoder is a regular convolutional deep neural network, trained to
minimize the mean squared-error loss between the input streamlines and their recon-
structions at the output of the autoencoder.

We propose to cluster streamlines using a k-nearest neighbor approach in the latent
space learned by autoencoding streamlines. It is essentially assumed that similar data
points (streamlines in our case) will be concentrated to neighboring regions in the
Euclidean sense in the latent space [Ben13, Goo16]. Thus, given (i) an autoencoder;
(ii) a set of streamlines to train the autoencoder; (iii) the anatomical bundle classes
of a subset of the preceding streamlines; and (iv) a new tractogram that needs to be
split into the same set of available bundles, the proposed method proceeds as follows:

1. Train an autoencoder using raw, unlabelled streamlines, generated by a prede-
termined tractography algorithm.

2. Select a subset of streamlines whose bundle class is known so that they can be
used as the reference set to bundle new streamlines. Project such streamlines
to the latent space.

3. Project to the latent space the streamlines in a new, to-be-bundled tractogram.

4. Apply a k-nearest neighbor method using the readily available labelled (refer-
ence) streamlines to determine the bundle class of the new streamlines.

We have dubbed the above method CINTA, Clustering in Tractography using
Autoencoders. The method requires all streamline data to dwell in a common or
standard reference space (such as the MNI space).

3.3 Experiments
CINTA’s performance is quantitatively measured on the (i) “Fiber Cup” synthetic
tractography dataset [Côt13, Fil11], and the (ii) clinical-style realistic ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset [MaiHei17]. A subject from the Human Connec-
tome Project (HCP) dataset [Gla16] was used to qualitatively demonstrate CINTA’s
bundling ability on in vivo human brain tractography data. Local probabilistic
(“Fiber Cup”; ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge) and global tracking (HCP)
were employed to reconstruct streamlines. The ground truth WM parcellations were
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual illustration of CINTA (Clustering in Tractography using Au-
toencoders). The streamlines that belong to the same bundle are naturally clustered
together in the latent space of a trained autoencoder. A k-nearest neighbor method
is applied to assign the bundle label to such streamlines.

obtained according to the data preparation procedure described in [Leg21]. Stream-
lines had their head-to-tail orientations flipped according to a reference, and were
resampled to 256 points prior to training the autoencoder. The k parameter for the
k-nearest neighbor clustering method was chosen experimentally from the set {3,5}:
it was fixed to a value of 5 as it provided a better F1-score on the ISMRM 2015 Trac-
tography Challenge dataset (an identical performance was registered for both values
on the “Fiber Cup” dataset). RecoBundles [Gar18] was used as the baseline method
(using the synthetic bundle models available in each dataset).

The following results are reported:

• Accuracy: proportion of correct predictions (true positives and true negatives)
over the total number of streamlines.

• Sensitivity (recall): proportion of relevant instances that are predicted as posi-
tives (true positives) among all positive streamlines in the data.

• Precision: proportion of relevant instances that are predicted as true positives
among all retrieved (predicted) positive streamlines.

• F1-score: harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity.

For each bundle, the positive instances are those corresponding to the streamlines
that are labelled with the given bundle class as determined by the underlying scoring
method, the negatives being any other streamline in the whole tractogram.
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3.4 Results
Table 3.1 shows CINTA’s performance for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Trac-
tography Challenge datasets averaged over all bundles. As the reported measures
reveal, the proposed autoencoder-based tractography bundling procedure achieves
perfect and close to perfect scores on the respective datasets, and outperforms the
RecoBundles baseline consistently. Additionally, as it can be seen in figure 3.2, the
classification performance is highly consistent across bundles on both datasets.

Table 3.1: Bundling classification scores. Mean and standard deviation values across
bundles.

Dataset Method Accuracy Sensitivity Precision F1-score

“Fiber Cup” RecoBundles 0.98 (0.04) 0.99 (0.02) 0.96 (0.11) 0.97 (0.09)
CINTA 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

ISMRM 2015 RecoBundles 0.99 (0.01) 0.99 (0.01) 0.88 (0.15) 0.91 (0.12)
CINTA 1.0 0.97 (0.04) 0.97 (0.04) 0.97 (0.04)

(a) (b)

Figure 3.2: CINTA’s classification performance bundle-wise breakup: (a) “Fiber Cup”
dataset; and (b) ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset.

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show the bundles as classified with the proposed method. As
expected from the scores in table 3.1, the latent space-based bundling predictions
closely follow the anatomically coherent streamline-space bundle partitions. Fur-
thermore, following from the reconstruction difficulty analysis on the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset [MaiHei17], which revealed 18 hard or very hard
bundles, results indicate that CINTA reliably identifies hard-to-track bundles in the
data (e.g., left CST and fornix; see (e) and (f) subplots in figure 3.4).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Autoencoder-based bundling on the “Fiber Cup” dataset: (a) all bundles;
(b) bundle 5; (c) bundle 6; and (d) bundle 7 (following the numbering in [Côt13]).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.4: Autoencoder-based bundling on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
dataset: (a, b, c) all bundles (axial superior, coronal anterior, sagittal left views,
respectively); (d) left SLF (axial superior view); (e) left CST (coronal anterior view);
and (f) Fornix (sagittal left view) (see [MaiHei17] for the bundle acronyms and names).
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Figure 3.5 shows the bundling results on the HCP data subject. As it detaches from
the figure, CINTA successfully clusters streamlines into the corresponding anatomi-
cally meaningful bundles.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.5: Autoencoder-based bundling on the HCP dataset: (a, b, c) all bundles
(axial superior, coronal anterior, sagittal left views, respectively); (d) right ILF (sagit-
tal right view); (e) left OR (axial superior view); and (f) CC (sagittal left view).

3.5 Discussion
The results in section 3.4 show that the latent space learned by the proposed autoen-
coder provides a low-dimensional representational space where similar streamlines
are clustered close to each other. Thus, streamlines can be appropriately classified
into anatomically coherent bundles in such a space.

Our clustering approach only requires a single parameter to be fixed (the neigh-
borhood value k), and it is experimentally verified that its value does not influence
significantly the results. Its worst case computational time performance is linear
(O(Nd) ≈ O(N), where N is the number of data points and d the number of fea-
tures, assuming N ≫ d) (see section 3.A.2 for an experimental demonstration). The
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complexity is thus dominated by the number of samples. Our clustering framework
uses a single model to classify all streamlines at once. Additionally, CINTA can
accommodate a variable number of bundles: the autoencoder does not need to be
retrained if the number of bundles to be identified changes.

The proposed procedure does not incur notable misclassification errors: it is ver-
ified that when a streamline is assigned to the wrong bundle, such streamlines are
anatomically close to the wrong class (e.g., left CST streamlines being classified as
left FPT streamlines; see section 3.A.1 for an example). This constitutes an indirect
evidence of the fact that the latent space of our autoencoder appropriately encodes
the necessary anatomical information about the input streamlines.

CINTA requires a subset of the training streamlines to be appropriately labelled
so that streamlines in any new tractogram can be classified according to their nearest
neighbors in such set. Such a set of labelled streamlines needs to be built only once (for
a target bundle mapping). Investigating the classification performance dependency on
the number of available labelled streamlines, or whether and how such a value may be
variable across bundles or target bundle mappings, is left for future work. Similarly,
a multi-subject dataset comparative analysis of CINTA is left for a separate piece of
work.

3.6 Conclusion
We present an extension to an autoencoder-based framework to cluster tractogra-
phy streamlines into anatomically consistent bundles. We demonstrate that the
autoencoder-based tractography latent space offers a versatile representational space
to classify streamlines in a straightforward fashion. CINTA (Clustering in Trac-
tography using Autoencoders), obtains excellent scores in synthetic and clinical-style
realistic phantom data, and outperforms the RecoBundles baseline method. It also
obtains anatomically consistent results on in vivo human brain data. The method
(i) does not require to be trained on labelled data, (ii) uses a single model, trained
only once, to classify streamlines, and (iii) does not require any distance thresholding
parameter to generate the clusters.
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3.A Appendix

3.A.1 Misclassified Streamlines
Figure 3.6 shows the split of the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge right FPT
bundle as classified by the autoencoder-based bundling procedure. As it detaches
from the figure, the misclassified streamlines belong to bundles (right CST and right
POPT) that are closely related to it in anatomical and/or spatial terms. This re-
inforces the assumption that streamlines that are close to each other in anatomical
space are also located in neighboring regions in the latent space learned by the CINTA
autoencoder. Hence, CINTA provides an anatomically reliable ground for bundling
purposes with minimal disagreement.

3.A.2 Time Computational Requirements
To demonstrate CINTA’s computational time performance, six (6) tractograms con-
taining {20 000,40 000,100 000,200 000,600 000,1 000 000} streamlines were generated
on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset using local probabilistic track-
ing. Implausible streamlines were filtered following the method proposed in [Leg21].
The time required to bundle each resulting tractogram was measured for three (3)
runs, and the mean and standard deviation values computed. Only the time required
for bundling was measured, excluding I/O operation time. Time tests were performed
on a conventional desktop machine (Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-2133 CPU @ 3.60 GHz 6
core processor; 16 GB RAM; NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti 12 GB graphics card).
As shown in figure 3.7, CINTA requires a linear time to bundle streamlines. Sim-
ilarly, its time demands are comparable to other competitive deep learning-based
methods reported in literature [Che21], requiring slightly less than 200 s to bundle
almost 600 000 streamlines.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3.6: Right FPT bundle of the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset
as labelled by the autoencoder-based bundling procedure: (a) right FPT; (b) right
CST in the reference set; (c) right POPT in the reference set; (d) right FPT true
positives; (e) false positive right FPT streamlines belonging to the right CST; (f) false
positive right FPT streamlines belonging to the right POPT. All sagittal right views.
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Figure 3.7: Computational time performance for bundling different ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset tractogram sizes with CINTA. Due to the vertical
scale and reduced standard deviation values, the latter are hardly noticeable around
the mean value. Streamline counts are expressed with SI prefixes and engineering
notation. Horizontal axis labels correspond to filtered tractogram streamline counts.
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Chapter 4

Tractography Reconstruction in
the Representation Space:
Transcending Underrepresented
Bundles

Summary
An effective method to produce new streamline data using a deep generative model
is proposed in this article. The method, dubbed Generative Sampling in Bundle
Tractography using Autoencoders (GESTA), uses a deep convolutional autoencoder
framework to improve the white matter volume coverage for underrepresented bun-
dles in tractography. It uses (i) the latent space of a trained autoencoder; (ii) a set of
plausible streamlines from the bundle of interest to seed the generative process; (iii) a
sampling method to extract new streamline candidates; and (iv) a streamline assess-
ment framework to reject any implausible generative streamline. The autoencoder
model is kept unmodified with respect to the previous filtering and clustering tasks,
and does not need to be retrained. The method generates new plausible streamlines
bundle-wise in a global fashion, i.e., without propagating local orientation field data.

Publication Contributions
• Provides plausible streamlines for white matter fiber pathways where other base-

line methods are unable to propagate streamlines successfully.

• Improves the white matter volume coverage over the baseline methods.
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• Offers a streamline plausibility assessment framework relevant to any deep gen-
erative tractography method.
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Abstract

Current tractography methods use the local orientation information to
propagate streamlines from seed locations. Many such seeds provide stream-
lines that stop prematurely or fail to map the true white matter pathways
because some bundles are “harder-to-track” than others. This results in
tractography reconstructions with poor white and gray matter spatial cov-
erage. In this work, we propose a generative, autoencoder-based method,
named GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle Tractography using Autoen-
coders), that produces streamlines achieving better spatial coverage. Com-
pared to other deep learning methods, our autoencoder-based framework
uses a single model to generate streamlines in a bundle-wise fashion, and
does not require to propagate local orientations. GESTA produces new and
complete streamlines for any given white matter bundle, including hard-
to-track bundles. Applied on top of a given tractogram, GESTA is shown
to be effective in improving the white matter volume coverage in poorly
populated bundles, both on synthetic and human brain in vivo data. Our
streamline evaluation framework ensures that the streamlines produced by
GESTA are anatomically plausible and fit well to the local diffusion signal.
The streamline evaluation criteria assess anatomy (white matter coverage),

∗ Co-senior author. These authors contributed equally
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local orientation alignment (direction), and geometry features of stream-
lines, and optionally, gray matter connectivity. The GESTA framework
offers considerable gains in bundle overlap using a reduced set of seeding
streamlines with a 1.5x improvement for the “Fiber Cup”, and 6x for the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge datasets. Similarly, it provides a 4x
white matter volume increase on the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset,
and successfully populates bundles on the multi-subject, multi-site, whole-
brain in vivo TractoInferno dataset. GESTA is thus a novel deep generative
bundle tractography method that can be used to improve the tractography
reconstruction of the white matter.

4.1 Introduction
White matter (WM) brain tractography has become an essential tool to study struc-
tural connectivity and track-specific properties in a wide range of applications. Trac-
tography is the computational process of integrating local fiber orientation reconstruc-
tions of the white matter into long-range pathways reaching the gray matter (GM).
Most commonly, such mapping is done through streamline propagation methods:
given a map of local orientations, such as a voxel-wise fiber Orientation Distribu-
tion Function (fODF) estimated from diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging (dMRI)
data, a map of initial locations (seeds), and possibly some anatomical constraints,
continuous fiber trajectories are reconstructed using a numerical integration method
[Jeu19, ODo19]. The result of this process is a “tractogram”, composed of a set
of three-dimensional curves, called “streamlines”, estimating the white matter fiber
pathways.

Conventional streamline propagation methods can either be deterministic or prob-
abilistic, depending on whether they assume a unique fiber orientation in each voxel,
or else, whether a distribution of possible trajectories are allowed at each location
[Des09]. A number of other methods, including global optimization approaches
[Rei11], particle filtering methods [Gir14], or surface-enhanced [StOng18, StOng21],
have emerged to try to adequately reconstruct the white matter pathways. A sum-
mary of these methods can be found in Jeurissen et al. [Jeu19] and O’Donnell et
al. [ODo19]. More recently, deep learning-based tractography methods have been
proposed as an alternative to conventional methods [Pou19].

However, modern tractography pipelines still miss to extract streamlines for some
fiber pathways [Maf22, MaiHei17]. Essentially, models propagating local orientations
produce tractography results that are inherently limited in their accuracy [Sch19a].
Several works Rheault et al. [Rhe20b], Schilling et al. [Sch19c, Sch21c], and Zhang et
al. [Zha22] have studied the challenges faced by tractography methods, such as prop-
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agating streamlines through hard-to-track regions, which results in streamline groups
(bundles) that show a poor volume occupancy and are relatively under-represented,
among others [Jeu19]. Incorporating bundle-specific priors (anatomical or orienta-
tional, amongst others) to tractography was proposed in [Cha17, Rhe19] as a way to
increase the likelihood of reconstructing streamlines in hard-to-track regions.

Following our previous work using autoencoders in tractography [Leg21], we show
that an autoencoder can be used to generate new and complete streamlines to bet-
ter fill-up the white matter, especially the hard-to-track regions and bundles. Our
contributions are twofold: (i) a generative, autoencoder-based method for extracting
new streamline candidates from the latent space in a bundle-wise fashion; and (ii) an
evaluation framework to asses the anatomical plausibility and dMRI signal fit of the
generated streamline data. We show that our approach can be successfully applied to
both synthetic and human brain in vivo data with extensive experiments. Initiated
on the results of an existing tractogram, our generative tractography method yields
anatomically plausible streamlines that can be used to improve the spatial coverage
of hard-to-track bundles or hard-to-extract clusters of streamlines. The proposed
anatomical plausibility framework ensures that the provided streamlines comply with
the required geometrical, brain tissue occupancy, diffusion signal fit, and connectivity
features. To the best of our knowledge, GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle
Tractography using Autoencoders) is the first deep generative tractography method.

4.1.1 Related work
A number of works have proposed ways to improve the results of tractography meth-
ods to provide a better white matter spatial coverage and/or cortical coverage, either
using bundle-specific or whole-brain approaches.

Chamberland et al. [Cha14] proposed to iteratively improve the output of a track-
ing method by interactively changing the tractography parameters. By selectively
seeding regions of interest, such as those with a poor spatial coverage, and adjusting
the streamline propagation parameters, authors showed that their method produces
tractograms with an improved white matter occupancy. The same authors later in-
troduced a method [Cha17] to improve tracking of the optic radiation by modifying
the streamline propagation equation according to orientational priors within some
given regions of interest. Bundle-specific tractography [Rhe18, Rhe19] requires a set
of bundle templates to scale the fiber orientation distributions accordingly, and em-
ploys a multi-parametric approach to extract streamlines in a bundle-wise fashion.
In Poulin et al. [Pou18] authors used a different deep recurrent neural network to
reconstruct streamlines for each of the considered bundles.

Whole-brain tractography strategies have been introduced to offer generalized
solutions to enhance the reconstruction of hard-to-track bundles. In Battocchio et al.
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[Bat20, Bat21], the authors presented a method to improve the WM spatial coverage
of a tractogram by re-parameterizing the existing set of streamlines using B-spline
functions and computing new streamline trajectories using Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods. St-Onge et al. [StOng21] proposed to seed the WM/GM interface
in an adaptive manner based on GM local features. They also proposed to optionally
dynamically (iteratively) add seeds in regions presenting a low streamline endpoint
density to provide a new tractogram that features an improved spatial and cortical
surface coverage. Although this strategy excels in improving the surface coverage, it
relies on the surface data availability, and is still hindered by the limitations in the
underlying local tracking procedure, which might still track preferably along given
orientations in the deep white matter.

Numerous methods using neural networks, based on optimizing the propagation
direction predictions according to a loss function, have been proposed for whole-brain
tractography in recent years [Pou19]. Similarly, deep reinforcement learning has been
applied to whole-brain tractography [Thé21] as another choice to avoid detrimental
local detours in streamline propagation. In this case, choosing the most appropriate
streamline propagation step is learned according to the values of a reward function.

In the broader context of diffusion MRI, deep generative models have emerged as a
method capable of successfully performing image synthesis and super-resolution. Ad-
versarial methods have been proposed to synthesize diffusion data (or its derivatives)
using structural data (e.g., Anctil-Robitaille, Desrosiers, and Lombaert [AncRob20]),
or to provide high-resolution diffusion MRI from low-resolution images (e.g., Luo et
al. [Luo22]). These methods employ an adversarial discriminator to iteratively allow
the network to improve the generated data so as to increase its anatomical reliabil-
ity. Instead of using a discriminator network, autoencoder-based generative methods
with explicit anatomical constraints have also been used successfully in cardiac im-
age segmentation tasks (e.g., Painchaud et al. [Pai20]). However, to the best of our
knowledge, deep generative models have not been employed to generate a tractogra-
phy product yet.

In this work, we propose a generative, autoencoder-based tractography approach
that, sourcing from a set of streamlines, is able to reconstruct new, anatomically
plausible streamlines globally. Our method can be readily applied to both synthetic
and human brain in vivo tractography data. Compared to other solutions, our method
(i) uses a single model to yield new and complete streamlines; (ii) it does not involve
iterative optimizations of the seeding strategy or streamline trajectories; and (iii) it
does not require locally propagating an orientational field. Our procedure works
by generating new streamline candidates for a bundle of choice in the representation
space of an autoencoder, and evaluating the anatomical plausibility of the streamlines
to accept or to discard them. Our anatomical plausibility evaluation framework
includes structural and connectivity constraints, streamline geometry properties, and
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fixel-based features [Raf15].

4.2 Material and methods
We leverage the FINTA autoencoder architecture presented in Legarreta et al. [Leg21]
to introduce a generative tractography method, GESTA (Generative Sampling in
Bundle Tractography using Autoencoders). GESTA uses the same convolutional deep
neural autoencoder network model to allow extracting new, complete streamlines
for tractography. To this end, the autoencoder does not need to be retrained to
accomplish the generative task; the learned latent space is re-used as a “streamline
yard” to produce new streamlines through a bundle-wise sampling process in GESTA.
The newly generated latent vectors are then decoded into streamline space, and once
their anatomical plausibility established, a new, anatomically plausible (generative)
tractogram is provided.

The autoencoder is trained to minimize the mean squared-error loss between the
input streamlines and their reconstructions at the output. It is assumed that the
training process allows the autoencoder’s latent space to hold a (statistically) mean-
ingful representation of the input data points [Ben13]. GESTA takes advantage of
such representational space to estimate new points within the data distribution.

GESTA uses a sampling strategy and a streamline acceptance/rejection procedure.
A sampling strategy of choice probes new streamline candidates in the latent space
using a set of available streamlines as reference, hereinafter named seed streamlines.
Due to the relatively high dimensionality of the latent space and the uncertainty
of the sampling procedure, anatomically implausible streamlines can be generated
when probing the latent space. Thus, the newly produced latent samples are decoded
into the streamline space, and their features are evaluated according to a number of
anatomical, geometrical, diffusion signal fit, and connectivity criteria to determine
their plausibility. Given the streamlines of a tractogram as the input, the procedure
works as follows:

1. Train once an autoencoder using raw, unlabeled streamlines.

2. Select a subset of seed streamlines of a poorly covered bundle that will serve as
the reference for the sampling procedure.

3. Project the set of seed streamlines to the latent space of the trained autoencoder.

4. Use a sampling procedure to yield new samples in the latent space.

5. Decode the new streamline samples.
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6. Compute the streamlines’ features, and keep the anatomically plausible stream-
lines.

Note that the autoencoder needs to be trained only once and remains unaltered to
perform all considered tasks (including those performed in Legarreta et al. [Leg21]).
Input streamlines are resampled to contain 256 equidistant vertices, and the latent
space dimensionality and network parameter values are fixed to those used in FINTA
[Leg21].

Figure 4.1 depicts the GESTA pipeline applied to a subject at test time. At first,
streamlines are brought to a common, standard space (the same space used to train
the autoencoder). The learned latent space of the already trained autoencoder is used
to generate new streamlines for each fascicle of interest (e.g., to fill the spatial cover-
age of bundles) using a set of seed streamlines. These seed streamlines are assumed
to embody a representative set of plausible streamlines of a bundle. Typically, the
bundle would include a group of streamlines defined according to some anatomical
organizational consistency criterion (e.g. the anatomical regions they traverse or con-
nect [Cat02, Cat08]), and whose WM volume might not be covered appropriately by
a given tractography method. The plausibility of the generated streamlines is eval-
uated using different criteria, including WM occupancy (anatomy), local orientation
alignment (direction), geometry, and GM occupancy (connectivity) features.

GESTA can accept an additional number of seeds, sourced from an atlas, if the
bundle at issue contains an excessively low number of seeds or if such seeds are not
representative enough for the assumed pathway configurations. We call the mode
when no auxiliary seeds are used the unassisted seeding mode vs. the assisted seeding
mode, where a helper atlas is used to provide additional seeds for the latent distribu-
tion estimation step (see section 4.3).

4.2.1 Latent space sampling
GESTA uses the rejection sampling method to generate new observations (i.e., latent
vectors) from the unknown distribution of the (encoded) seed streamlines of a bundle.
Given a hard-to-sample distribution p(z), rejection sampling uses a simpler proposal
distribution q(z), which is easier to sample from, in order to generate values from the
original distribution. It assumes that a constant k exists such that kq(z) ≥ p(z), ∀z.
First, a z0 value is obtained from the distribution q(z). A number u0 is then generated
from the uniform distribution over [0, kq(z0)]. If u0 > p(z0), the sample is rejected;
otherwise, u0 is accepted. In our case, we do not know the p(z) distribution of our seed
streamlines in the latent space, and thus, we estimate it using a Parzen estimator.
In our experiments, q(z) is set to be a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean
and variance values estimated from the seed data.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle Tractogra-
phy using Autoencoders) generative tractography pipeline using autoencoders. The
streamlines of a given subject are put into a common space, such as the MNI-space
for example. Given a set of seed streamlines of some bundle (black color streamlines
and dots) at the input, the learned latent space of a trained autoencoder holds a
meaningful representation of the input streamlines. Such data points are assumed
to embody some unknown distribution. A sampling method applied to the subject-
and bundle-wise estimated distribution is used to generate new streamline candidates
(gray color streamlines and dots). The latent samples, decoded and brought back
to the subject space, are accepted (purple streamlines and dots) or rejected (dark
gold dots) depending on some plausibility criteria involving anatomical and diffusion-
related constraints. Note that the autoencoder training procedure is not shown in
the figure.
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Figure 4.2 shows the streamlines sampled using the autoencoder-based generative
tractography method as their t-SNE projection [Maa08] in the latent space for the
“Fiber Cup” dataset (see section 4.2.3) bundles 1 and 7 (following the numbering
in Côté et al. [Côt13]). Using a few seed streamlines for each bundle (shown in
black), the latent space sampling retrieves streamlines that are issued by the same
distribution. Once their fit to anatomical and diffusion features has been determined,
these generative samples are considered as reliable streamlines for all purposes and
intents.

Figure 4.2: t-SNE projection of the autoencoder-based generative streamlines corre-
sponding to the “Fiber Cup” dataset bundles 1 (turquoise) and 7 (red). 3% of the
test set streamlines’ were used to seed each bundle, and the data distribution was es-
timated using a bandwidth of 1.0 (see section 4.3.1). 2000 samples were generated for
each bundle. The generated streamlines are shown as colored dots; the background
color represents their density distribution; black dots represent the seed streamlines.

4.2.2 Streamline evaluation framework
The latent space sampling procedure yields a number of latent vectors N . These
latent vectors constitute streamline candidates whose anatomical plausibility needs
to be established to yield the final generative tractogram. The streamline evaluation
framework accepts or discards the latent sampled streamlines depending on a number
of features and some given thresholds. The following anatomical reliability criteria
are established for streamline acceptance:

• ADG (Anatomy, Direction, Geometry): constrains the streamlines’ geometry-,
fixel-, and WM occupancy-related features. The geometry attributes are deter-
mined in terms of the streamlines’ length and winding. The streamline-to-fixel
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compliance is measured in terms of the streamline’s local orientation to fODF
peak alignment cone. The local orientation is computed as the orientation vector
between two consecutive streamline vertices, and the corresponding fODF peak
values are interpolated at each of the vertices. Additionally, streamlines are
required to be located within the WM tissue. Alternatively, streamlines’ WM
occupancy compliance can be softened to be set as the ratio of the streamline
vertices that lie in the WM tissue over the total number of streamline vertices.

• ADGC (Anatomy, Direction, Geometry, Connectivity): in addition to the above
criteria, evaluates the degree at which streamlines reach the GM (or the voxels
that simulate the expected terminations in the case of synthetic datasets).

For either of the two criteria, a streamline is only considered plausible when its
attributes are within a set of thresholds for all considered features. Figure 4.3 depicts
the features involved in the streamline evaluation framework.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Streamline evaluation criteria. (a) Anatomy (WM occupancy) and con-
nectivity (GM occupancy); (b) Direction (local orientation alignment). Yellow color
depicts voxels belonging to the WM (anatomy), and orange designates voxels be-
longing to GM tissue (connectivity). The local orientation is depicted as yellow and
purple sticks corresponding to different fODF peaks. Only 2 fODF peaks are shown
in each voxel for illustrative purposes. The streamline geometry criteria (namely, the
length and the winding) are not shown. The ADG criterion evaluates the streamlines’
WM occupancy (anatomy), the local orientation alignment (direction), and geometry
features; the ADGC adds to these the GM occupancy (connectivity) criterion. Note
that the grid resolution has been oversized for illustrative purposes, and its resolution
is not representative of the employed datasets’.
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4.2.3 Data
GESTA is tested across a variety of datasets and target bundles. Our use cases include
bundles from (i) synthetic tractography data (“Fiber Cup” dataset); (ii) clinical-style
realistic data (ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset); (iii) multi-subject,
partial tractography in vivo human data (BIL&GIN callosal homotopic data); and
(iv) multi-subject, multi-site, whole-brain in vivo human tractography data (Trac-
toInferno dataset [Pou22]). Particularly, the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic data is
chosen to showcase (i) how the generative tracking framework can sample the white
matter pathways using a different bundling organization without modification; and
(ii) how the generative framework can improve the spatial coverage of bundles that
might be affected after a tractography processing step.

“Fiber Cup”

A synthetic “Fiber Cup” dataset generated using Fiberfox [Neh14] is used to mimic
the original “Fiber Cup” phantom [Côt13, Fil11]. This “Fiber Cup” phantom con-
tains 7 bundles, and the ground truth consists of a total of 7833 streamlines. The
raw diffusion data were generated using 30 gradient directions, a diffusion gradient
strength of 1000 s mm−2, and a 3 mm isotropic spatial resolution for a 64 × 64 × 3
volume.

ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge

The ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset of Maier-Hein et al. [MaiHei15]
is used as a human brain model quantitative testbed. The dataset consists of a
clinical-style, realistic single subject tractogram (containing approximately 200 000
ground truth streamlines) with 25 ground truth fiber bundles, raw diffusion-weighted
data and a structural T1-weighted MRI volume generated using Fiberfox [Neh14].
The raw dMRI data were generated at a 2 mm isotropic spatial resolution, with 32
gradient directions, and a b-value of 1000 s mm−2. According to Maier-Hein et al.
[MaiHei17], the dataset contains 18 bundles that are considered hard-to-track or very
hard-to-track.

BIL&GIN callosal homotopic data

39 subjects of the BIL&GIN (Brain Imaging of Lateralization by the Groupe d’Imagerie
Neurofonctionnelle) human brain dataset [Che19, Maz16] are used to demonstrate the
autoencoder-based generative tractography framework on clinical-style, single-site, in
vivo data. Acquisitions were done with a Philips Achieva 3 T MR scanner using 21
non-colinear diffusion gradient directions and a diffusion gradient encoding strength
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of 1000 s mm−2 with four averages and an isotropic spatial resolution of 2 mm. In
this work, only the corpus callosum is considered, and within the bundle, homo-
topic streamlines lying within any of 26 gyral-based segment pairs are considered as
plausible streamlines. Readers are referred to Legarreta et al. [Leg21] for the details
about the gyral-based callosal segments used for the extraction of the streamlines.
The number of segments that have a mean streamline count larger than 5% of the
mean homotopic streamline count across subjects is 3. Hence, most segments can be
considered as poorly populated and very hard-to-track.

TractoInferno

A subset of the TractoInferno dataset [Pou22] is used for whole-brain multi-subject,
multi-site experiments. The dataset contains diffusion MRI and derivative data cor-
responding to 284 subjects drawn from six (6) different datasets. The provided gold
standard tractography data consists of an ensemble tractogram built using local de-
terministic and probabilistic, Particle Filtering [Gir14], and Surface-Enhanced Trac-
tography [StOng18] methods. In this work, a subset of 107 randomly selected subjects
is used to train the model, each of the tractograms being limited to 200 000 randomly
selected streamlines, evenly split across each tracking method. The model is evalu-
ated on the same 28 subject test split used by the original authors. A subset of seven
(7) bundles (left/right AF; CC_Fr_1; left/right OR_ML; left/right PYT) are chosen
to demonstrate the generative ability of GESTA.

4.3 Experiments
Conventional streamline propagation methods were used on all datasets to obtain the
tractography data for this work. Local probabilistic tracking was used for the “Fiber
Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge datasets. The BIL&GIN callosal
homotopic tractograms were obtained using the probabilistic setting of the Particle
Filtering Tracking (PFT) [Gir14] method. Further details relevant to the tracking
parameters can be found in our previous work Legarreta et al. [Leg21]. The experi-
ments on the TractoInferno dataset comprise drawing seeds from local deterministic
and probabilistic tractography data as provided with the dataset. They both rank
lower among the conventional tractography methods (see [Pou22]), and thus, are
appropriate to demonstrate how GESTA can improve the WM coverage.

The BIL&GIN callosal homotopic and the TractoInferno tractograms were reg-
istered [Ava11] to the MNI template common space using the MNI152 2009 standard-
space T1-weighted average structural 1 mm isotropic resolution template image [Fon11].

The autoencoder trained on each of the mentioned data is maintained unmodified
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(and was trained using the same parameters for the TractoInferno dataset) with
respect to Legarreta et al. [Leg21] for the upcoming experiments.

Appropriate bundles were extracted from each dataset’s test set of anatomically
plausible streamlines to be seeded separately in GESTA. For the “Fiber Cup” dataset,
the bundle assignments were obtained using the ground truth bundle endpoints. The
bundles for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset were obtained using
the Tractometer tool [Côt13, MaiHei17]. The BIL&GIN callosal homotopic data were
segmented from the FINTA-determined plausible streamlines according to twenty-six
(26) gyral homotopic regions of interest of the JHU template [Zha10]. Finally, the
bundles for the TractoInferno dataset were extracted using RecoBundlesX [Gar18,
Rhe20c], as proposed by the dataset authors. Section 4.A.6 summarizes the bundle
and segment naming used in this work.

To demonstrate GESTA’s ability to improve the white matter spatial coverage of a
tractogram, we pull a subset of the streamlines in the mentioned datasets’ test sets at
different rates, and measure the performance on the generative tractogram. Starting
from a complete (100% set) of plausible streamlines for each bundle, different subsets
are generated (P% sets) by bundle-wise subsampling to serve as seeds for the “Fiber
Cup”, ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge, and BIL&GIN datasets, and a fixed
number S of seed streamlines is used for the TractoInferno dataset. The generative
tractography framework is then run to extract new, complete, plausible streamlines
from such seeds without requiring any iterative propagation procedure to induce an
improvement on the measured feature.

Given a trained autoencoder, and the aforementioned complete streamline data,
the experiments were completed as follows:

1. For each bundle, a set of streamlines is selected randomly to serve as the seeds
in the latent space. The ratio of the selected streamlines is varied in the set P =
{3,5,10,100}% for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
datasets to test the generative tractography procedure under different hard-to-
track conditions across all bundles. Due to the low streamline availability, all
available test set streamlines (P = 100%) are used as seeds in the BIL&GIN
callosal homotopic dataset experiment. For TractoInferno, the number of seed
streamlines is fixed to S = 1000 for each bundle (see section 4.3.5 for details).

2. New streamline candidates are generated from the latent space using the rejec-
tion sampling algorithm.

3. The generated latent samples are decoded and are accepted/rejected using an
anatomical plausibility evaluation framework.

The numerical measures used to grade the white matter spatial coverage improve-
ment offered by GESTA are described in section 4.3.3.
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4.3.1 Sampling parameters
The Parzen estimator used in the rejection sampling method was allowed a degree of
freedom by using different bandwidth factor values to vary the span of the explored
latent space to some degree. The values used ranged from 1.0 to 10.0: as a general rule,
smaller values result in a weaker sampling performance (both in terms of the necessary
time to accept a sample and the wealth of streamlines generated), and larger values
result in a large proportion of streamlines that are not fitting the seed streamlines,
and hence yield excessively low plausibility ratios. Larger values do not provide
significantly better bundle overlap scores either, with only a slight improvement on the
“Fiber Cup” dataset. Thus, the parameter is fixed to a value of 1.0 in all experiments.

GESTA is run in its unassisted seeding mode for the “Fiber Cup”, ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge, and BIL&GIN callosal homotopic datasets, and the assisted
seeding mode is used for the TractoInferno dataset. A total number of N = 2000
streamlines are sampled for each the “Fiber Cup” bundles; N = 15 000 streamlines
are generated for each bundle of the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset;
N = 6000 for the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset; and the value is fixed to N =
40 000 for the TractoInferno dataset, prior to the plausibility assessment. The values
were set so that a presumably sufficient number of streamlines could be generated as
a trade-off between the streamline count on the available reference data, the sampling
time, and the potentially implausible streamlines generated. They were fixed to the
same values across bundles on each dataset for the sake of simplicity.

4.3.2 Streamline plausibility thresholds
To consider as plausible any streamline generated from the latent space, a set of
thresholds are established for the ADG(C) (Anatomy, Direction, Geometry, Connec-
tivity) criteria introduced in section 4.2.2. The thresholds are set as sensible values
in tractography practice. For the sake of simplicity, the constraints that required
numerical thresholding values are set to the same values across all bundles for the
same dataset. The ADG constraints are considered as a fundamental set of features,
and are also required to fully accept a streamline under the ADGC criterion.

Due to the nature of the “Fiber Cup” dataset (where the construct simulating
the white matter volume is perfectly delineated, and thus, the structural image can
be considered free from any partial volume effects), the WM occupancy is set as a
hard, binary requirement. The criterion is relaxed to a soft requirement for the rest
of the datasets, where 95% of the streamline vertices are required to be in the WM
tissue. See section 4.5.2 for a more comprehensive discussion. Table 4.1 summarizes
the values used for each dataset.

The streamline evaluation framework using the WM occupancy binary constraint
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Table 4.1: Plausibility criteria values. LOA: local orientation angle; WM: white
matter occupancy; T/F: binary requirement (true/false). Note that ADGC includes
the ADG criteria. “c/h” denotes “callosal homotopic” for the BIL&GIN data.

“Fiber Cup” ISMRM 2015 BIL&GIN c/h TractoInferno

ADG

Length (mm) 20–220 20–220 20–220 20-220
Winding (◦) <330 <330 <360 <360

LOA-to-fODF peak (◦) <30 <30 <40 <40
WM T/F - - -

WM ratio (%) - >95 >95 >95

ADGC GM T/F T/F T/F T/F

is designated as ADGB (and ADGCB); ADGR (and ADGCR) is used when using
the WM occupancy ratio hereafter. Readers are referred to section 4.A.1 for further
details concerning the evaluation framework parameterization.

4.3.3 White matter coverage improvement quantification
The performance of the GESTA method is graded according to the following measures:

• Bundle volume overlap (OL). Measures the ratio of voxels occupied within
the volume of a ground truth bundle traversed by at least one plausible stream-
line associated with the bundle. The overlap allows to quantitatively measure
the white matter spatial coverage improvement induced by the generative trac-
tography framework.

• Bundle volume overreach (OR). Measures the ratio of voxels outside the
ground truth volume of a bundle that are traversed by at least one (valid)
streamline associated with the bundle over the total number of voxels within
the ground truth bundle.

• Dice’s coefficient. Computes the harmonic mean of the voxel precision (the
fraction of ground truth voxels over the total number of voxels traversed by
at least one plausible streamline) and sensitivity (which is equivalent to the
overlap in our context).

• Bundle volume. The volume (in mm3) occupied by the streamlines.

• Bundle detection score. Fraction of bundles detected over the total number
of ground truth bundles.

For each P = {3,5,10,100}% seed streamline ratio value used in the “Fiber Cup”
and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge data, the bundle volume overlap and over-
reach of the reconstructed tractogram is compared to the generative tractogram for
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the corresponding ratio. For the “Fiber Cup” dataset, the ensemble tracking method
results reported in Joanisse et al. [Joa21] are used as a baseline (see section 4.A.3
for further details). For the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset, the aver-
age score across all Challenge submissions, the submissions using ensemble tracking
methods (submission identifiers 16 through 17), and the best overlap-scoring submis-
sion (local probabilistic tracking, submission identifier 12_2) values are reported as
baselines. The data was obtained from the Challenge organizers (see section 4.A.3
for details).

For the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset, the volume occupied by the stream-
lines (both the seed and the latent-generated ones) is reported.

GESTA is compared to the baseline tractography methods (local deterministic,
local probabilistic, PFT, and SET) used by the authors of the TractoInferno dataset.
The overlap, overreach, Dice’s coefficient and bundle detection score values are re-
ported.

4.3.4 Corpus callosum considerations
The dissected corpus callosum in the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset
is further split into 6 regions (CC_Fr_1; CC_Fr_2; CC_Oc; CC_Pa; CC_Pr_Po;
CC_Te) according to the atlas used by the RecobundlesX bundling method [Rhe21]
to test GESTA. Only the streamlines recognized as belonging to these regions are
kept. In practice, this approach allows the sampling method to effectively generate
observations in the corpus callosum system.

Due to both a poor quality under visual inspection and an insufficient amount of
streamlines available for the sampling process (see section 4.5.4), the CC_Te stream-
lines were discarded. Thus, no generative streamline is extracted for the temporal
section of the corpus callosum. Finally, note that the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic
dataset is split into different callosal segments by definition, and uses another delin-
eation atlas, as mentioned in section 4.2.3.

4.3.5 TractoInferno considerations
The local deterministic and probabilistic tractography splits of the test subjects are
used to demonstrate the GESTA method. The choice is motivated by (i) a lower aver-
age overlap compared to the PFT and SET tractograms; (ii) the ability to improve the
white matter coverage on the poorly populated deterministic tractography bundles;
and (iii) a richer intra-bundle streamline configuration of probabilistic tractography.

The bundles to sample are identified using the RecoBundlesX method on each local
deterministic and probabilistic tractograms. Bundles are not uniformly extracted
across subjects, and thus, we use the RecoBundlesX provided atlas as an unbiased,
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dataset-independent resource to provide at least 50% of the seeds in every case for the
probabilistic tractography seeds, and 70% for the deterministic tracking. A minimum
50% value is chosen as a trade-off to potentially allow generating streamlines with a
richer intra-bundle configuration. A larger value is used for deterministic seeding in
order to allow sampling each bundle within a reasonable time (< 30 min).

A fixed number of seed streamlines is used for the rejection sampling method; the
value is set to S = 1000 for all bundles in this work as a trade-off between providing
a “sufficiently” representative population for seeding appropriately and the sampling
time (see section 4.A.4).

The bundles to sample comprise examples of association (AF, OR_ML), commis-
sural (CC_Fr_1), and projection (PYT) pathways. Additionally, for all considered
bundles (at least on one of the hemispheres), the overlap for both the deterministic
and probabilistic tractography is one (1) standard deviation below the average in at
least 10% of subjects.

4.4 Results
First, we show how GESTA can generate streamlines on the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM
2015 Tractography Challenge datasets close to completing their ground truth coverage
using only a small proportion of seed streamlines. GESTA’s performance using the
full set of available seed streamlines (still relatively low for many segments) is analyzed
thereafter for the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset. The TractoInferno results are
finally compared to the conventional tractography baselines provided by the dataset
authors.

4.4.1 “Fiber Cup”
Table 4.2 shows the improvement in the white matter spatial coverage (measured in
terms of the bundle volume overlap, OL), and the incurred excess in terms of the
overreach (OR) using GESTA for the “Fiber Cup” dataset. The seed ratio represents
the ratio of streamlines used as seeds in the latent space over the total number of
available streamlines for a given bundle in the test set. Results are averaged across
bundles. Results show significant gains in bundle overlap while keeping the overreach
measures at low values. The proposed generative tractography method is able to raise
the overlap measure using a very limited set of seed streamlines: for the P = 3% case,
it is increased by 1.5 times. As more seed streamlines become available, the overlap
provided by the latent-generated streamlines increases. The bundle overlap measures
are maintained even when the plausibility requirements become more demanding
using the ADGCB criterion. This reveals that prematurely terminated streamlines
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might be avoided by GESTA (see section 4.A.5 for further evidence). The baseline
ensemble tractography method outperforms GESTA, at the cost of producing “no
connection” (prematurely terminated) streamlines (reported at 60% by the authors).

Table 4.2: “Fiber Cup” dataset overlap and overreach. (a) GESTA: reconstructed
seed streamlines’ and generative streamlines’ measures. N = 2000 streamlines are
generated for each bundle with a bandwidth factor of value 1.0, and the plausibility
is evaluated using the ADGB and ADGCB criteria; (b) Ensemble tracking [Joa21].
Mean and standard deviation values across bundles. N/R: Not reported.

(a) GESTA

ADGB ADGCB

Seed ratio (P%) OL OR OL (↑) OR (↓) OL (↑) OR (↓)

3 0.57 (0.11) 0.01 (0.01) 0.83 (0.16) 0.01 (0.02) 0.83 (0.16) 0.01 (0.02)
5 0.68 (0.1) 0.01 (0.01) 0.9 (0.08) 0.02 (0.01) 0.9 (0.08) 0.01 (0.01)
10 0.76 (0.09) 0.03 (0.02) 0.91 (0.05) 0.02 (0.02) 0.91 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01)
100 0.90 (0.07) 0.09 (0.04) 0.94 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01) 0.94 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01)

(b) “Fiber Cup” dataset ensemble tracking.

Method OL (↑) OR (↓)

Ensemble 0.98 (N/R) N/R

Plausible streamlines generated for the “Fiber Cup” dataset bundles 1, 3 and 7
are shown in figure 4.4 together with their corresponding seed streamlines. Due to the
fact that seed streamlines are chosen randomly, the picked seeds might show an un-
favorable spatial distribution for the generative process. This is especially noticeable
when the ratio of streamlines used is low (e.g., P = 3% in bundle 7). The generative
framework then suffers from a limited ability to explore the latent space (for a given
Parzen estimator bandwidth factor value), and the generated streamlines improve the
bundle overlap to a lesser extent.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.4: Latent space-generated streamlines for bundles 1 (turquoise), 3 (orange), and 7 (red) corresponding

to “Fiber Cup” dataset. For each bundle: top: seed streamlines; bottom: latent-generated plausible streamlines. All

axial superior views. The seed streamlines represent P = 3% (a), P = 5% (b), and P = 10% (c) of the test set

streamlines for each bundle; and streamlines’ plausibility is assessed following the ADGB criterion. Seed streamlines

are depicted with a slightly larger diameter compared to the generative streamlines.
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4.4.2 ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
Table 4.3 shows the bundle overlap and overreach results (averaged across bundles) on
the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset using GESTA. As it is the case with
the “Fiber Cup” dataset, the generative tractography method offers a considerable
improvement on the bundle spatial coverage: at the P = 3% lower-end seed ratio,
the overlap is raised to 0.74 from 0.13 (a 5.7x factor) for the ADGR criterion. The
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset being a more complex one, as the
plausibility requirements become more demanding using the ADGCR criterion, less
streamlines qualify as plausibles, and thus a decrease in the bundle overlap is observed
with respect to the ADGR criterion. Despite the streamline connectivity constraint
limiting the gain, a value of 0.74 is achieved for the same P = 3% seed ratio. Results
show that GESTA’s performance is competitive against the baselines reported in the
Challenge submission. The larger overreach values recorded for GESTA result from
the need to relax the tissue occupancy criteria (see section 4.5.4 for a discussion).

Figure 4.5 shows the bundle volume performance of GESTA compared to all sub-
missions to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge in terms of the average bundle
overlap and overreach values. Results reveal that GESTA is competitive against the
compared methods, even when the more strict connectivity requirement is imposed.
However, it also shows an increased overreach with respect to most methods.

Figure 4.5: Average bundle volume overlap and overreach measures of GESTA com-
pared to all submissions to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge. Gray color:
Challenge submissions; blue shades: generative streamlines assessed with the ADGR
criterion; red shades: generative streamlines assessed with ADGCR criterion. Note
that the values are given as a percentage, as originally reported in Maier-Hein et al.
[MaiHei17].
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Table 4.3: ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset reconstructed seed stream-
lines’ and generative streamlines’ overlap and overreach. N = 15 000 streamlines are
generated for each bundle with a bandwidth factor of value 1.0, and the plausibility is
evaluated using the ADGR and ADGCR criteria. Mean and standard deviation values
across bundles.

(a) GESTA

ADGR ADGCR

Seed ratio (P%) OL OR OL (↑) OR (↓) OL (↑) OR (↓)

3 0.13 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01) 0.74 (0.15) 0.79 (0.32) 0.65 (0.27) 0.64 (0.35)
5 0.19 (0.07) 0.03 (0.02) 0.78 (0.12) 0.91 (0.34) 0.69 (0.23) 0.7 (0.36)
10 0.29 (0.1) 0.05 (0.03) 0.81 (0.09) 0.95 (0.32) 0.7 (0.24) 0.71 (0.34)
100 0.65 (0.12) 0.03 (0.1) 0.84 (0.09) 1.04 (0.36) 0.74 (0.24) 0.78 (0.37)

(b) ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge [MaiHei17] submission data: average values across
all methods; ensemble tracking methods (submission identifiers 16 through 17); and best
overlap method performance.

Method OL (↑) OR (↓)

Mean submissions 0.36 (0.16) 0.29 (0.26)

Ensemble (subm 16_0) 0.37 (0.22) 0.25 (0.2)
Ensemble (subm 16_1) 0.22 (0.17) 0.11 (0.11)
Ensemble (subm 16_2) 0.27 (0.17) 0.15 (0.12)
Ensemble (subm 16_3) 0.25 (0.17) 0.13 (0.11)
Ensemble (subm 16_4) 0.34 (0.22) 0.22 (0.18)

Ensemble (subm 17_0) 0.32 (0.2) 0.22 (0.17)
Ensemble (subm 17_1) 0.2 (0.15) 0.12 (0.11)
Ensemble (subm 17_2) 0.23 (0.17) 0.12 (0.11)
Ensemble (subm 17_3) 0.22 (0.16) 0.13 (0.1)
Ensemble (subm 17_4) 0.19 (0.15) 0.12 (0.1)

Probabilistic; best OL (subm 12_2) 0.77 (0.24) 0.89 (0.44)
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Figure 4.6 shows the generative tractography process applied to the left CST,
fornix and right SLF bundles of the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset for
different seed streamline ratio values (from left to right, P ={3,5,10}%). According
to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge results [MaiHei17], the right SLF bundle
reconstruction was one whose difficulty was medium, whereas the left CST and fornix
were considered to be hard. The recovered spatial coverage has considerably improved
already using as little as P = 3% of the available streamlines in each bundle’s test set.
As more seed streamlines are available, a better coverage can be expected. However,
as the seeds are added randomly in our experiments, the underlying data distribution
might be shifted, and the sampling method might preferentially draw samples around
some given seed streamlines.

Figure 4.7 shows the track density images on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Chal-
lenge dataset left/right CST bundles generative streamlines for the P = {3,5,10,100}%
seed streamline ratio values, and evaluated according to the ADGCR criterion. As
the seed count increases, results show (especially across the P = {3,5}% and P =
{10,100}% pairs), that the sampling procedure can generate streamlines over a larger
area, i.e., the streamline density can be balanced across the bundle.

Figure 4.8 shows the result of generating streamlines in the latent space for the
ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset corpus callosum. Using P = 3% of the
available seeds for each segment, GESTA is able to successfully recover the potential
white matter pathways of interest.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.6: Generative tractography applied to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset
left CST (yellow orange color), fornix (lime), and right SLF (sea green) bundles. For each bundle:
top: seed streamlines; bottom: latent-generated plausible streamlines. Coronal anterior (left CST
and fornix) and sagittal right (right SLF) views. The seed streamlines represent P = 3% (a),
P = 5% (b), and P = 10% (c) of the test set streamlines for each bundle; and streamlines are
evaluated according to the ADGCR criterion.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Track density on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset left-
/right CST bundle generative streamlines. All coronal anterior views. The seed
streamlines represent P = 3% (a), P = 5% (b), P = 10% (c); and P = 100% (d)
of the test set streamlines; and streamlines are evaluated according to the ADGCR
criterion.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.8: Generative tractography applied to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Chal-
lenge dataset corpus callosum. Top row: seed streamlines; bottom row: latent-
generated plausible streamlines. (a) Axial superior; (b) coronal anterior; (c) sagittal
left views. The seed streamlines represent P = 3% of the corpus callosum test set
streamlines; and streamlines are evaluated using the ADGCR criterion. Atlas re-
gion to color code: CC_Fr_1: pink; CC_Fr_2: purple; CC_Pr_Po: yellow green;
CC_Pa: sand; CC_Oc: orange.
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4.4.3 BIL&GIN callosal homotopic
Table 4.4 shows the volume of the seed streamlines and the generative streamlines
for the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset. GESTA produces new streamlines that
successfully increase the volume coverage using a limited set of streamlines (3.9 times
on average across all segments for the ADGR criterion; 3.7 times for the ADGCR
criterion).

Table 4.4: BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset seed streamlines’ and generative
streamlines’ volume measures (mean and standard deviation). Measures are averaged
over all available subjects and segments. All segments having at least one streamline
are included in the computation of the seed streamline volume measure; however,
as mentioned in section 4.5.4 segments that have only one streamline cannot be ef-
fectively sampled, and hence, are not considered in the generative framework. All
measures are in mm3.

ADGR ADGCR

Seed ratio (P%) Volume Volume Volume
100 9349 (1973) 36736 (4143) 34843 (3991)

Figure 4.9 shows the result of the generative tractography performed on 6 of the
gyral-based segments, namely the AG, Cu, IFG, LG, MOG, and the STG, of the
BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset. The FINTA autoencoder-based tractography
filtering method presented in Legarreta et al. [Leg21] showed a poor performance on
these segments. The figure shows that the GESTA generative tractography method
can be used to recover the lost white matter spatial coverage.

Figure 4.10 shows the seed streamlines and the latent-generated streamlines for a
given BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset test subject. As it can be seen, GESTA
improves the white matter spatial occupancy across all segments. Particularly,in the
segments where the available seed streamline count is extremely low, such as the LG,
SMG, or the SPG, there is a notable increase in the number of streamlines that are
incorporated by the generative framework.

The proposed generative tractography framework reliably reconstructs streamlines
in regions where multiple fibers exist. The method does not involve propagating
streamlines in a local orientation field, and thus, the reconstruction process is not
influenced by potentially wrong local decisions. The close-up coronal view in figure
4.11 demonstrates that GESTA successfully creates multiple streamline populations
in a sector of the corpus callosum where both the SFG and MFG homotopic segments
contain fibers.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9: GESTA applied to the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset. For each
segment: left: seed streamlines; right: GESTA-generated plausible streamlines. Seg-
ments: (a) AG; (b) MOG; (c) IFG; (d) STG; (e) Cu; (f) LG. All available streamlines
filtered with FINTA are used for seeding in the latent space, and streamlines are eval-
uated using the ADGR criterion. Data corresponds to different test subjects (note
that not all subjects contain streamlines in all segments). Views have been chosen to
best visualize the bundles.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.10: Seed streamlines and latent-generated plausible streamlines for a given
BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset test subject. All available streamlines filtered
with FINTA are used for seeding in the latent space, and streamlines are evaluated
using the ADGR criterion. (a) Axial superior; (b) coronal anterior; (c) sagittal left
views. Segment color code (approximate): Cing: pink (not visible); LG: lime; MFG:
cyan; PoCG: orange; PrCG: turquoise; PrCu: blue; RG: cobalt blue; SFG: emerald;
SMG: aero blue; SOG: cotton candy; SPG: brown.

Figure 4.11: Generative streamlines for a given BIL&GIN callosal homotopic dataset
subject. Streamlines shown correspond to SFG (emerald) and MFG (cyan) segments.
Coronal anterior view.
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4.4.4 TractoInferno
Table 4.5 shows the overlap, overreach, Dice’s coefficient, and bundle detection scores
of GESTA and the baseline tractography methods used by the authors of the dataset.
Results show that using a fraction of either the deterministic or probabilistic seeds for
the generative process, does not alter results significantly for any of the streamline
evaluation criteria. GESTA improves the overlap and Dice’s coefficient scores of
its seeding tractography counterparts, at the cost of an increased overreach. As
indicated by the bundle detection score, the generative tractography procedure is
able to successfully generate streamlines across all bundles.

Table 4.5: Tractography evaluation measures averaged across the sampled bundles
and subjects. The latent space seeding modes (deterministic and probabilistic trac-
tography seeds) used for GESTA are denoted as “Det” and “Prob”, respectively. The
seed count applies to each bundle independently.

Method Seed count (S) Criterion OL (↑) OR (↓) Dice (↑) Bundle detection (↑)

GESTA-Det 1000 ADGR 0.76 (0.1) 1.33 (1.33) 0.55 (0.13) 1.0
ADGCR 0.72 (0.11) 1.15 (1.17) 0.55 (0.12) 1.0

GESTA-Prob 1000 ADGR 0.78 (0.09) 1.38 (1.29) 0.55 (0.13) 1.0
ADGCR 0.75 (0.09) 1.19 (1.14) 0.55 (0.13) 1.0

Deterministic - - 0.28 (0.11) 0.03 (0.07) 0.41 (0.14) 0.96 (0.07)
Probabilistic - - 0.41 (0.18) 0.06 (0.09) 0.54 (0.2) 0.95 (0.06)

PFT - - 0.73 (0.22) 0.31 (0.44) 0.71 (0.19) 0.99 (0.02)
SET - - 0.55 (0.24) 0.16 (0.22) 0.62 (0.19) 0.99 (0.02)

Figure 4.12 shows the bundle-wise Dice’s coefficient across subjects for both la-
tent space seeding modes (deterministic and probabilistic tractography seeds), and
the ADGR and ADGC R criteria applied to the generative streamlines. Results show
that GESTA is able to improve the scores of its seed tractography counterparts. It
is systematically better than the deterministic tractography, and matches the proba-
bilistic tractography for AF_R, CC_Fr_1, OR_ML_R, and PYT_R (4 bundles out
of 7), with close scores for the rest of the bundles. It is also able to outperform SET
on some bundles (OR_ML_R, PYT_L, PYT_R). Additionally, it has a reduced
variability across bundles compared to the baseline methods.

Figure 4.13 shows the baseline tractography and the latent-generated plausible
streamlines (using either deterministic or probabilistic tractography seeds, and evalu-
ated with the ADGC R criterion) for two randomly chosen TractoInferno test subjects.
For either seeding method, GESTA is able to extract streamlines for bundles that
other baseline methods fail to reconstruct (e.g. subject s1 ’s deterministic tractogra-
phy AF_R, or subject s2 ’s probabilistic tractography AF_R and CC_Fr_1 bundles)
or reconstruct poorly in terms of their spatial extent (e.g. subject s1 ’s PFT baseline
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.12: TractoInferno bundle-wise Dice’s coefficient across subjects for different
tracking methods. (a) ADGR; (b) ADGC R streamline evaluation criteria. Note that
the criterion only applies to the generative streamlines. The color shade identifies
each method within each bundle, with the same shade pattern being repeated across
bundles and sorted according to the legend.

AF_L and AF_R, and subject s2 ’s OL_ML_R bundle across all baselines). The gen-
erative streamlines successfully reconstruct the Meyer’s loop in the OR_ML bundle,
and provide a reasonable coverage for the most lateral PYT bundle streamlines.
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(a) TractoInferno baselines vs. generative tractography. Subject s1.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Figure 4.13: Baseline tractography and GESTA tractography for the TractoInferno
dataset subject s1. From top to bottom: deterministic; probabilistic; PFT; SET;
GESTA-Det; GESTA-Prob tractography. Latent-generated streamlines are evaluated
with the ADGC R criterion. Bundles: (i) AF_L; (ii) AF_R; (iii) CC_Fr_1; (iv)
OR_ML; (v) PYT. Views have been chosen to best visualize the bundles.
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(b) TractoInferno baselines vs. generative tractography. Subject s2.

(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)

Figure 4.13: Baseline tractography and GESTA tractography for the TractoInferno
dataset subject s2. From top to bottom: deterministic; probabilistic; PFT; SET;
GESTA-Det; GESTA-Prob tractography. Latent-generated streamlines are evaluated
with the ADGC R criterion. Bundles: (i) AF_L; (ii) AF_R; (iii) CC_Fr_1; (iv)
OR_ML; (v) PYT. Views have been chosen to best visualize the bundles.
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4.5 Discussion
We presented GESTA (Generative Sampling in Bundle Tractography using Autoen-
coders), a generative method to provide new, anatomically plausible streamlines that
enhance the spatial coverage of an existing tractogram. We demonstrate that the
method can be particularly useful to reliably fill bundles that are poorly populated
in tractograms. The method allows to circumvent the difficulties of a given track-
ing method on regions where a local orientation signal may prevent a streamline
to be propagated due to an excessively low value, or privilege a given orientation.
GESTA employs a novel global approach, based on a latent space sampling method,
to generate complete streamlines in a bundle-wise fashion. As shown by our results,
the produced generative tractograms provide an increase in the WM volume coverage
over the baselines’ across a wide set of datasets and underlying tractography methods
(see the Supplementary Materials for additional evidence), even when using exclu-
sively the available sets of seeds (unassisted seeding mode). When using auxiliary
seeds from a helper atlas (assisted seeding mode), our generative framework allows
to generate streamlines for bundles that conventional tractography methods are un-
able to extract. The newly generated streamlines can be used to leverage the results
of an existing tractogram: GESTA can be conveniently used on the result of any
tractography method to improve the provided spatial coverage. Thus, conventional
local orientation integration methods, global optimization methods, microstructure-
informed methods, or yet deep learning-based tracking methods (where the training
data might be implicitly impacted by the mentioned effect) might equally benefit
from the proposed approach.

Sampling from the latent space has the advantage of by-passing difficulties im-
posed by the (i) diffusion image quality (streamlines could be generated from very
low resolution images); and (ii) hard-to-track regions. Our approach is able to gen-
erate streamlines for regions that are hard-to-track provided that reliable bundle
models are available at learning and to sample from. Meanwhile, other methods
such as Bundle-Specific Tractography (BST) [Rhe19] or dynamically seeded Surface
Enhanced Tractography (SET) [StOng21], might find it difficult to traverse some
hard-to-track regions given that they are still guided by some streamline-, diffusion-
or anatomically-based signal.

GESTA uses the latent space as a “streamline yard”, and, as such, it can work on
streamlines extracted with any tractography method. As shown by the variety of fea-
tures of the raw diffusion data underlying the datasets employed, or the tractography
methods used to extract the seeding streamlines, the proposed generative streamline
sampling method is independent of the diffusion acquisition sequence, or the choice of
a particular local orientation reconstruction method. Similarly, our generative trac-
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tography process does not require computing a response function, any compartment
volume fraction, or any other local construct.

As demonstrated by the results in Maffei et al. [Maf22] and Maier-Hein et al.
[MaiHei17], conventional streamline propagation methods, even when creating mil-
lions of potential pathways, fail to reconstruct appropriately the expected bundles.
This is also verified in the in vivo human tractography TractoInferno dataset sub-
ject, where conventional tractography methods are unable to extract streamlines for
some bundles on healthy adult data (see the bundle detection score in table 4.5 and
missed bundles in figure 4.13). A number of works (e.g., Rheault et al. [Rhe20b],
Schilling et al. [Sch19c, Sch21c], and Zhang et al. [Zha22]) have analyzed the poten-
tial causes, many of which arise from the spatial constraints existing in the WM,
the diffusion local orientation constructs, and the biases in streamline propagation
of conventional methods. As such, the issues persist across benchmark competitions
or datasets [Sch19a], independent of using state-of-the-art tractography methods,
seeding profusely or adaptively/iteratively, or despite using ample local orientation
aperture cones. The generative bundle tractography method proposed in this work
is able to extract streamlines in such circumstances, leading to an improvement in
the WM volume coverage. Thus, GESTA proposes to overcome these limitations by
using streamlines to “track differently”.

4.5.1 Latent space sampling aspects
Our experiments show that some latent space regions benefit from using a more local-
ized scope in order to be appropriately sampled. These regions likely correspond to
bundles with a large spatial extent or having a diversity of streamline configurations,
such as the corpus callosum. We hypothesize that such bundles are encoded by a more
complex distribution in the learned latent space. An unconstrained autoencoder, un-
conditional on any prior information, such as the one used in this work, might have a
limited ability to provide a latent space that offers a uniform behavior for sampling
purposes. Thus, in order to obtain a presumably more tractable, spatially localized
distribution that might be easier to sample from, some bundles can be further split
into coherent streamline groups. In this work, the corpus callosum (initially available
as a single bundle in the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset) is split into
the 6 groups defined in Rheault [Rhe21], and each group is sampled separately.

The results in figures 4.6 and 4.13 suggest that some other bundles might have also
benefited from an additional split to be able to better sample some of the seeds (e.g.,
the most lateral CST streamlines). This would likely allow the rejection sampling
method to obtain a better fit to some of the less densely packed streamline seeds,
which should offer better results when sampling them.

We did not investigate whether using another set of seed streamlines, chosen
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according to some non-random policy, would have allowed to sample the entire corpus
callosum without the need to split it. Similarly, we did not investigate whether
other sampling methods are able to more easily fit and sample from such complex
distributions.

In our experiments, we consider the fornix a commissural bundle (and thus com-
posed of a single component), following the bundles used in Maier-Hein et al. [Mai-
Hei17]. However, other works (both describing the human white matter anatomy,
such as Catani et al. [Cat02] and Catani and Thiebaut de Schotten [Cat08], and pre-
senting white matter dissection methods, such as Schilling et al. [Sch21a]) model the
fornix as a pair of left and right hemisphere component projection bundles. In our
experiments, we did not take steps to ensure that the seed streamlines were equally
distributed across hemispheres, and thus, when the number of seeds is low and due to
the random sampling effect, components of a hemisphere might get under-represented.
Such an imbalance impacts the generative sampling process, and ultimately the im-
provement in the white matter occupancy.

Although the bandwidth used to fit the proposed distribution influences the num-
ber of accepted samples by the rejection sampling method, this generally comes at
the cost of an increased likelihood of streamlines not complying with the anatomical
plausibility criteria downstream. Given enough computational resources and time,
eventually a larger compliance ratio might be obtained by using different sampling
parameters and by aggregating results.

Our generative framework produces virtually no “prematurely terminated” stream-
lines given a set of well-behaved streamline seeds (see section 4.A.5 for additional
insight). In this context, “prematurely terminated” designates those streamlines that
fall notably short of the lower-end of the length distribution expected from the bun-
dle they belong to. In conventional streamline propagation methods, a non-negligible
amount of streamlines exit the white matter mask without reaching their target end-
points in the cortex due to unfavorable local orientation decisions. The extremely low
rate of length-wise discarded streamlines observed experimentally, and the overlap be-
ing conserved when applying the ADGC criterion on the “Fiber Cup” (see table 4.2),
shows that GESTA is able to yield better behaved streamlines length-wise. GESTA
may still provide streamlines that do not reach the cortex, as shown by the decrease in
the ADGC criterion overlap figures on the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge and
TractoInferno datasets (tables 4.3 and 4.5); however, both the gray matter mask and
the seeds used might have affected such results. As required by the application, the
streamline plausibility evaluation framework admits adjustments on its criteria (e.g.,
including other tissues and structures to the masks, etc.), parameters and thresholds.
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4.5.2 Generative tractography evaluation framework
The proposed streamline compliance criteria are designed such that constraints are
increasingly restrictive, ADG being the less demanding criterion, and ADGC be-
ing the most demanding. Streamlines reaching the GM largely depend on the seed
streamlines given the lack of explicit modelling in our framework. Some randomly se-
lected seeds, which have been considered as being plausibles by the underlying scoring
methods, may actually not reach the cortex, and hence the sampled streamlines might
show the same behavior, ultimately being discarded by the ADGCB (or ADGCR) cri-
terion. At the same time, in the proposed setting, the GM occupancy constraint is
considered as a hard constraint, as it is a binary criterion. The WM occupancy ratio
constraint, where the requirement is relaxed by introducing a volume-based tissue
occupancy threshold, is considered a soft criterion. Investigating whether using a
spatially-localized, variable ratio or window (e.g., softening the constraint only at the
tissue interface or using partial volume effect (PVE) maps obtained from T1-weighted
data) would offer a more suitable plausibility evaluation framework is considered to
be beyond the aims of this work.

We decided to explicitly avoid generating streamline evaluation criteria that in-
clude partially fulfilling constraints of different nature. Specifically, we do not consider
the case where streamlines could reach the GM at only one endpoint, but be within a
given distance from the cortex at the other endpoint. Although this could be a valid
criterion to assess the plausibility of streamlines, we chose to model separately the in-
fluence of criteria that differ in their nature. Also, this allows to keep the number and
complexity of the plausibility evaluation criteria to a set of limited, well-established
measures.

The allowed streamline to local orientation angle gap is relaxed for the BIL&GIN
callosal homotopic and TractoInferno datasets. Allowing a 30◦ cone when propagating
local orientations into streamlines is a common choice. Given that our autoencoder
is trained solely using streamline data, no local information is encoded in our latent
space, and hence, the constraint is relaxed in order to overcome this limitation.

Experimental evidence [MaiHei17] has shown that some of these requirements
might need to be relaxed to avoid being excessively restrictive when evaluating the
results of tracking methods. In the context of this work, WM and GM masks are
slightly dilated, and the streamline local orientation to peak alignment criterion uses
a soft condition (rather than strictly enforcing to comply with an alignment cone
at each streamline segment) (see section 4.A.1). The softened criterion allows the
generated streamlines to overcome the bottleneck effect at locations along their tra-
jectory, where conventional tracking methods are likely to give rise to false positive
pathways [Sch21c]. As shown in Canales-Rodríguez et al. [CanRod19], current spher-
ical deconvolution methods’ ability to distinguish crossing fiber populations declines
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considerably below the 45-35◦ inter-fiber angle range. Thus, provided that appropri-
ate seed streamlines exist, the generative framework presented in this work could be
used in regions that are hard to traverse for conventional local reconstruction and
streamline propagation methods.

4.5.3 Experimental choices
In our experiments, the seed streamlines are chosen randomly. We did not investigate
strategies to increase the diversity of the selected reference streamlines. The proposed
procedure allows to test our method without providing it any particular advantageous
context. However, as revealed in figures 4.4, 4.6, and 4.13, as seeds might not be
distributed uniformly along all possible pathways, the sampling method can draw
samples preferentially from a given region of the latent space with a larger density.
This is a consequence of the underlying (seed) data distribution being biased over
some particular area or configuration, which results in an estimate of the distribution
reflecting such bias.

Note that the number of available seeds varies largely across bundles. The choice
is further restricted by the use of the test set in the synthetic data experiments,
and the subsampling used on them to demonstrate the generative ability of GESTA.
This can constrain the diversity of the latent-generated streamlines. When a low
streamline count is available for seeding, auxiliary seeds from an atlas can be used to
allow the sampling procedure to appropriately generate new streamline candidates,
as proposed in the TractoInferno experimental setting.

4.5.4 Limitations
The quality of the generated streamlines is fundamentally tied to the richness of the
seed streamlines. The tractography data used in this work, and the training and
testing splits, had not been generated so as to make all possible (or known) intra-
bundle configurations sufficiently available at generation time. As a consequence, the
anatomical plausibility of the generative streamlines covering such particular struc-
tures gets affected.

GESTA does not fully reconcile the sensitivity vs. specificity tradeoff. Results
show that the generative method incurs a higher overreach than conventional trac-
tography methods. This is explained by the lack of local control of the generative
process, the WM occupancy criterion relaxation employed, and the explicit dilation
of the WM mask in the evaluation framework to avoid discarding streamlines that are
slightly off-limits. Imposing constraints on the latent space might help overcoming
such limitation.
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The time to yield new streamline data points varies considerably across bundles
(see section 4.A.4). The rejection sampling method requires to estimate the distri-
bution of the seeds in the latent space. We hypothesize that a complex distribution
(potentially, one having a large number of seeds) is costly to approximate successfully.
A more localized sampling scheme, together with latent space distribution-enforcing
models, might help alleviating this.

Due to the lossy nature of the encoder and the decoder, the latent-generated
streamlines describe smoother trajectories than those of the seed streamlines. This
might impact the plausibility of the generative streamlines at the boundaries of the
bundles.

The autoencoder requires that all tractograms used at train and test time be in the
same space (for example, the standard-MNI space). Thus, our framework is limited
by any potential accuracy loss derived from the spatial transformations involved in
the registration process.

4.6 Future work
In this work, the same generative sampling parameters (namely, the Parzen estimator
bandwidth factor) are used to generate streamlines across different bundles. This
allows to consistently evaluate the effect of a given set of parameters on the used
success measures. However, the framework allows to provide different parameters
to different bundles, which might improve the success of the method at generating
streamlines for a given bundle.

Similarly, we use the same feature thresholds for all bundles to determine the
plausibility of streamlines sampled from the latent space. The framework could be
adapted to use bundle-specific thresholds. Using a tighter match around bundle-
specific values requires an agreement on such values. Studying the restrictiveness and
effects of such values, if any, is out of the scope of this work, and might be addressed
in the future.

An enhanced latent space seeding method might favorably shape the underlying
streamline distribution for the presented sampling method. For example, using a
strategy to favor dissimilar reference picks could possibly allow the sampling method
to generate candidates that would span a richer set of intra-bundle configurations.
This would eventually lead to larger improvements in the white matter spatial cov-
erage. The impact of other seeding methods (e.g., adaptive, bundle-aware, etc., or
based on bundle summarizing methods) in order to draw streamline samples more
uniformly across all latent space regions remains to be studied. Similarly, investigat-
ing whether other sampling methods are more robust to the data distribution is left
as a future work.
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The proposed generative framework being unconditional, it lacks explicit spa-
tial constraints to harness the streamline candidate generation. Self-supervised ap-
proaches for autoencoders, as the one proposed by Chen et al. [Che21], could be
investigated as a means to improve the learned latent space. Similarly, introducing
additional constraints in the latent space might be useful to provide an autoencoder
capable of generating outputs with some desired attributes. Providing some further
level of guarantee on the generative streamlines’ behavior, such as learning appropri-
ate termination patterns, would require introducing some additional parameterization
to train the autoencoder. Likewise, a closer streamline feature-to-latent dimension
space correlation might improve the latent space-based generative capabilities offered
by such a model. Leveraging the autoencoder to improve the learned latent represen-
tations, and thus increasing the sampled streamlines’ success rate in terms of their
plausibility according to some criterion by introducing constraints into the training
process, is left for a separate piece of work.

We have demonstrated that GESTA can be used in regions or bundles where other
conventional tractography methods miss to reconstruct streamlines. The in vivo hu-
man brain datasets used in this work correspond to healthy adult data: demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of GESTA on other clinically-relevant application data, including
cognitively impaired aging population or brain tumor subject data, may be considered
in a different body of work.

4.7 Conclusions
In this work, we introduced the first deep generative bundle tractography framework.
The generative tractography framework uses (i) the latent space of a deep autoen-
coder; (ii) a set of seed streamlines; (iii) a data sampling method; and (iv) a stream-
line plausibility evaluation framework to globally reconstruct anatomically plausible
streamlines bundle-wise from the trained latent space of the autoencoder. Our gener-
ative tractography method is able to reliably yield plausible streamlines for bundles
that conventional streamline propagation methods fail to extract. We demonstrate
that the latent space-generated streamlines can be used to enhance the spatial cov-
erage of an existing tractogram and its white matter bundles. The GESTA (Gen-
erative Sampling in Bundle Tractography using Autoencoders) framework is shown
to successfully generate anatomically plausible streamlines across a variety of both
synthetic and in vivo human brain datasets by exploiting the latent space of an al-
ready trained autoencoder. GESTA unlocks the potential of deep autoencoders for
generative tractography, and the proposed framework provides the basis to build in-
creasingly proficient deep learning generative tractography methods. Ultimately, it
may help tractometry and connectomics derivatives by providing a more anatomically
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reliable white matter mapping.
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4.A Appendix

4.A.1 Streamline evaluation framework parameterization
In order to determine the anatomical plausibility of the streamlines generated from
the latent space, a number of choices are made concerning each of the evaluated
aspects. An analysis on the thresholding values presented in table 4.1 is provided in
the following:

• Streamline geometry: the streamline length is set to be within the 20 mm to
220 mm range. The streamline winding is set to be below 330◦ for the “Fibercup”
and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge datasets; and 360◦ for the BIL&GIN
callosal homotopic data, and the TractoInferno data. The value is kept below
360◦ for the synthetic and single-subject experiments in order to demonstrate
that GESTA is still able to generate streamlines that comply with stricter wind-
ing requirements. The value is set to 360◦ for the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic
and TractoInferno datasets following Legarreta et al. [Leg21] and Petit et al.
[Pet19], where it is experimentally observed that a non-negligible proportion of
callosal streamlines describe closed loops.
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• Local orientation alignment geometry: 75% of the streamline local orienta-
tion values are required to be within a 30◦ cone with respect to the closest
local fODF peak for the “Fibercup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
datasets, which had been tracked using the same local tractography method,
and 40◦ for the BIL&GIN callosal homotopic and TractoInferno data. Such a
degree of tolerance allows to account for differences in the tracking methods and
parameters, which possibly result in tractograms of varying intrinsic attributes.
At the same time, this might allow to traverse regions that are hard-to-track
for conventional streamline propagation methods. 90◦ values are masked in
the check to accommodate for the peak support absent segments (such as those
overreaching the WM mask at the streamline endpoints). The fODF peak maps
used in this work contain the 5 largest peaks at each voxel.

• White matter tissue occupancy: streamlines are required to lie within the WM
mask boundaries. We chose to skip the last N = 10 consecutive vertices at each
streamline point when checking the WM occupancy. The generative framework
provides streamline samples whose endpoints may exceed the boundaries of the
WM. If the occupancy requirement is not relaxed, such streamlines would be
discarded. Our streamlines have a fixed number of vertices, and thus the step
size is variable across streamlines: shortest streamlines (in physical units) have
a smaller step size when compared to longest streamlines. After investigation,
skipping N = 10 consecutive vertices at each endpoint was chosen as a conser-
vative upper bound to guarantee that the WM occupancy criterion would not
penalize excessively the shortest streamlines. The WM tissue occupation is set
as a binary criterion for the “Fiber Cup” dataset, but is softened for the rest of
the datasets to require at least 95% of the streamline vertices to be contained
in the WM tissue. Such a relaxation comes as a necessary compromise for the
partial volume effects and streamline trajectories slightly veering off locally.

• Gray matter tissue connectivity: streamline endpoints are required to be located
in the GM mask.

The GESTA framework does not have an accurate control over the streamlines’
trajectory, or their starting and termination vertices. Thus, the WM and GM tissue
masks are dilated using 2 iterations and a structuring element with a connectivity
equal to 1. The generative streamline candidates are trimmed to the corresponding
brain mask. The brain masks are also eroded using 2 iterations and a structuring
element with a connectivity equal to 1, except for the “Fiber Cup” dataset mask,
which is used “as is” given the particular binary nature of the available structural
data.
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Due to the aforementioned lack of a precise control over the streamline termina-
tion, latent-generated raw streamlines are found to overreach the GM mask frequently.
The generated raw streamlines are thus trimmed to lie within the computed brain
masks for each dataset or subject. Using an eroded version of the brain masks al-
lows to ensure that streamlines would not enter the CSF. Thus, we favor streamlines
whose endpoints lay in the dilated GM mask for the ADGCB (or ADGCR) criterion.
In this work, we use binary GM tissue maps. We do not apply additional post-
processing to the generative streamlines to only report on the generative ability of
the autoencoder-based framework.

4.A.2 Streamline evaluation measure definition
In order to assess whether a latent space-generated streamline is plausible, the fol-
lowing definitions are considered:

• The streamline length is defined as its arc length, that is, the sum of the Eu-
clidean distances between each pair of consecutive vertices in R3 over the entire
streamline trajectory.

• The streamline winding is defined as the total turning angle projected on the
best fitting plane. The best fitting plane’s basis vectors are found through a
singular value decomposition (SVD) of the streamline vertices matrix. The
total angle is then computed as the cumulative signed angle between each pair
of consecutive vertices.

• The streamline local orientation alignment is defined as the minimum value
between the orientation vector defined by each consecutive streamline vertices
and the vectors interpolated from the fODF peaks at each streamline vertex
being considered.

• The WM occupancy is defined as the ratio of streamline vertices contained in
the WM mask over the total number of streamline vertices.

• The GM occupancy is defined as an indicator function that yields a value of 1
when both endpoints of a streamline are contained within the GM mask, and 0
otherwise.

4.A.3 Ensemble tracking baselines
The ensemble tracking baseline [Joa21] used for the “Fiber Cup” dataset was gen-
erated out of 36 different tractograms obtained with different parameters: local ori-
entations were computed using Constrained Spherical Deconvolution (CSD) [Tou04,
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Tou07, Des09], and probabilistic local tractography was used in all cases; 10 seeds
were employed per voxel; the fODF sampling was done using three (3) different sphere
discretizations containing {100,200,724} vertices; the tracking step size was varied in
the {0.1,0.5,1.0} mm set; and the maximum aperture angle between tracking steps
was varied in the {10,20,30,40}◦ set. All parameter permutations resulted in a total
of 36tractograms that were concatenated to provide the final result.

The ensemble tracking results used as baselines [MaiHei17] for the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset were obtained as the combination of three (3) differ-
ent tractograms computed using global tractography [Rei11], the Fiber Assignment
by Continuous Tracking (FACT) [Mor99], and the 2nd order integration over Fi-
bre Orientation Distributions (iFOD2) probabilistic tractography [Tou10] methods.
Tractography reconstruction and processing parameters were varied for each of the
submissions. Readers are referred to the supplementary materials in Maier-Hein et
al. [MaiHei17] for further details.

4.A.4 Sampling measures
Tables 4.6, and 4.7 show the latent space rejection sampling time performance as a
function of the seed streamline count for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractog-
raphy Challenge datasets.

As shown in table 4.7, the generative tractography takes approximately 4.94 h and
58.35 h for the P = 3% and P =100% seed streamline ratio cases (878 and 28 891
total seed streamlines, respectively) to generate 405 000 streamlines for the ISMRM
2015 Tractography Challenge dataset.

It detaches from the analysis of the figures that the time required to complete the
generative tractography is not linear in terms of the seed streamline count across all
bundles. However, generally, it is verified that a larger amount of seeds translates
into a longer sampling time. Note that for each seed ratio all seed streamlines were
re-computed (i.e., independent experiments were run for each ratio), and the seed
placement was not optimized (seeds were chosen randomly following a uniform prob-
ability distribution). Thus, the underlying seed distribution presumably influences
the generative sampling efficiency. Analyzing the optimal seed placement in terms of
the sampling time efficiency and tractography measure quality is part of the future
work. Measures were made on a conventional desktop machine (Intel(R) Xeon(R) W-
2133 CPU @ 3.60 GHz 6 core processor; 16 GB RAM; NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080
Ti 12 GB graphics card). Note that the sampling takes place on the CPU and that
the method was not optimized.
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Table 4.6: “Fiber Cup” bundle-wise sampling measures: seed streamline count and
sampling time. Time values are in s.

Seed ratio (P %)

3 5 10 100

Bundle Seed count Time Seed count Time Seed count Time Seed count Time

1 5 1.79 9 1.69 17 2.75 165 1.4
2 7 3.4 12 7.57 23 2.53 226 1.49
3 5 3.8 8 3.93 16 2.5 153 1.63
4 6 2.65 10 14.21 19 2.18 181 1.3
5 4 2.04 7 1.83 13 2.54 223 1.7
6 4 1.19 6 1.85 12 2.22 112 2.02
7 3 1.71 4 1.5 8 3.09 77 1.53

Total 34 16.58 56 32.58 108 17.8 1037 11.07

Table 4.7: ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset bundle-wise sampling mea-
sures: seed streamline count and sampling time. Time values are in s.

Seed ratio (P %)

3 5 10 100

Bundle Seed count Time Seed count Time Seed count Time Seed count Time

CC_Fr_1 15 25.63 24 10.67 48 47.43 472 205.76
CC_Fr_2 96 1923.96 160 1419.94 320 1176.5 3199 29419.91
CC_Oc 13 11.42 22 23.82 44 41.62 432 307.54
CC_Pa 30 35.78 50 136.77 99 59.24 990 412.86

CC_Pr_Po 61 4583.58 101 1990.92 201 2043.69 2003 19003.06
Cing-L 36 2870.65 60 4262.46 120 4465.06 1197 5946.96
Cing-R 44 3821.84 73 3957.7 146 2220.1 1456 7686.81
CST-L 16 4.68 27 7.97 53 15.49 524 55.37
CST-R 18 57.84 30 14.93 60 48.37 600 335.61

Fx 8 172.62 14 909.68 27 223.74 262 3334
FPT-L 23 489.88 39 361.88 77 1396.93 761 16348.2
FPT-R 60 2003.71 99 1958.92 198 2094.75 1971 115878.85
ICP-L 20 28.66 33 14.31 65 66.71 646 2163.14
ICP-R 13 12.63 21 6.95 41 30.58 405 1608.58
ILF-L 71 50.59 119 59.14 237 35.83 2364 615.87
ILF-R 62 122.5 103 150.24 206 54.53 2054 1027.60
MCP 53 515.64 88 462.19 176 467.77 1752 123.82
OR-L 5 20.86 8 32.85 16 11.41 154 200.59
OR-R 11 14.59 17 21.88 34 16.07 340 79.18

POPT-L 24 4.47 40 8.12 79 12.73 785 35.85
POPT-R 11 13.79 24 5.04 47 17.78 466 51.22
SCP-L 4 3.1 7 3.58 13 3.22 126 10.57
SCP-R 5 5.21 7 4.3 14 3.55 137 17.08
SLF-L 67 217.32 111 248.44 221 332.77 2205 916.83
SLF-R 63 638.91 105 286.41 209 100.14 2085 1150.56
UF-L 25 14.06 41 39.83 82 71.03 815 228.87
UF-R 21 135.87 35 104.91 69 408.38 690 2878.04

Total 878 17799.79 1458 16503.88 2902 15465.4 28891 210042.72
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4.A.5 Generative global features
GESTA provides streamlines that are consistent with the global geometrical features
of streamlines belonging to a given bundle. In this work, such features are measured
in terms of the streamline length and winding. Provided that the appropriate seeds
are available, the rejection sampling procedure yields virtually no “prematurely ter-
minated” streamlines, nor do the described pathways contain sharp bends or turns.
Both these effects might occur frequently in local orientation propagation methods.

Table 4.8 shows the acceptance rate for the latent space-generated streamlines on
each dataset. Additionally, figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the streamline length density
plots for the “Fiber Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset seed
streamlines and the corresponding generative tractography streamlines (prior to being
evaluated for their plausibility) for the P = 10% and P = 100% cases.

Table 4.8: Acceptance rate for the latent space-generated streamlines. Mean and
standard deviation values across bundles. Note that the acceptance rate for these
features remains invariable across the ADG and the ADGC criteria. “c/h” denotes
“callosal homotopic” for the BIL&GIN data.

Dataset

Seed ratio (P %) Measure “Fiber Cup” ISMRM 2015 BIL&GIN c/h TractoInferno

Det Prob

3 Length 100 100 (0.01) - - -
Winding 100 100 - - -

5 Length 100 100 (0.01) - - -
Winding 100 100 - - -

10 Length 100 100 - - -
Winding 100 100 - - -

100 Length 100 100 (0.01) 99.67 (1.37) - -
Winding 100 100 99.76 (0.44) - -

- Length - - - 100 100
Winding - - - 99.97 (0.07) 99.87 (0.39)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.14: Streamline length distribution values for the “Fiber Cup” dataset: (a,
b) seed streamlines; (c, d) latent space-generated streamlines; left: P = 10%; right:
P = 100%. Note that the ranges are different.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.15: Streamline length distribution values for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography
Challenge dataset: (a, b) seed streamlines; (c, d) latent space-generated streamlines;
left: P = 10%; right: P = 100%. Note that the ranges are different.
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4.A.6 Acronyms
The bundles considered for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset in-
clude: corpus callosum (CC); left/right cingulum (Cing); left/right cortico-spinal
tract (CST); fornix (Fx); left/right fronto-pontine tract (FPT); left/right inferior cere-
bellar peduncle (ICP); left/right inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF); middle cere-
bellar peduncle (MCP); left/right optic radiation (OR); left/right parieto-occipital
pontine tract (POPT); left/right superior cerebellar peduncle (SCP); left/right supe-
rior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF); and left/right uncinate fasciculus (UF).

The corpus callosum splits used for the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge
dataset are: frontal lobe (most anterior part) (CC_Fr_1); frontal lobe (most posterior
part) (CC_Fr_2); occipital lobe (CC_Oc); parietal lobe (CC_Pa); pre-/post-central
gyri (CC_Pr_Po); and temporal lobe (CC_Te).

The BIL&GIN callosal homotopic data had been defined using the following
26 gyral-based regions of interest: angular gyrus (AG); cingulum (Cing); cuneus
(Cu); fusiform gyrus (FuG); hippocampus (Hippo); inferior frontal gyrus (IFG);
inferior occipital gyrus (IOG); inferior temporal gyrus (ITG); insula (Ins); lateral
fronto-orbital gyrus (LFOG); lingual gyrus (LG); middle frontal gyrus (MFG); mid-
dle fronto-orbital gyrus (MFOG); middle occipital gyrus (MOG); middle temporal
gyrus (MTG); parahippocampal gyrus (PHG); post-central gyrus (PoCG); pre-central
gyrus (PrCG); pre-cuneus (PrCu); rectus gyrus (RG); superior frontal gyrus (SFG);
supramarginal gyrus (SMG); superior occipital gyrus (SOG); superior parietal gyrus
(SPG); superior temporal gyrus (STG); and temporal pole (TPole).

The TractoInferno dataset bundles used in this work include: left/right arcuate
fasciculus (AF); corpus callosum, frontal lobe (most anterior part) (CC_Fr_1); left-
/right optic radiation and Meyer’s loop (OR_ML); and left/right pyramidal tract
(PYT).
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Diffusion MRI tractography provides valuable information to study non-invasively
the human brain white matter connectivity in vivo. Conventional local tractogra-
phy reconstruction methods attempt to infer long-range white matter fiber pathway
connectivity propagating a local orientation data field. Global reconstruction meth-
ods attempt to reconstruct the white matter pathways through energy minimization
techniques. Tractography classification methods, whether used to discard implausible
streamlines or employed to sort streamlines into anatomically coherent bundles, are
key processing steps to reconstruct reliably the white matter structural connectivity
from tractography data.

This work introduces a unified framework to accomplish tractography tasks us-
ing a modern, deep learning-based computational framework. A deep convolutional
autoencoder is proposed to overcome limitations in current state-of-the-art methods
in streamline classification and reconstruction. A single autoencoder neural network
model is trained in an unsupervised manner, i.e., on unlabeled data, to provide a
unique latent space on which the considered tasks are solved. Using a trained au-
toencoder, FINTA (Filtering in Tractography using Autoencoders) uses a subset of
labeled plausible streamlines to determine the minimum Euclidean distance at which
a streamline is considered implausible in the learned latent space; CINTA (Clustering
in Tractography using Autoencoders) identifies the bundle a given streamline belongs
to using its nearest neighbor bundle labels in the latent space; and GESTA (Genera-
tive Sampling in Bundle Tractography using Autoencoders) leverages the generative
ability of the autoencoder by reconstructing new, anatomically plausible streamlines
globally by sampling the latent space bundle-wise.

The fundamental contributions of this thesis to the state of the art in tractography
can be summarized as follows:

• Increased sensitivity and specificity in tractography filtering: the learned rep-
resentation of streamlines using autoencoders improves the current tractogram
post-processing techniques. Acceleration factor over current state-of-the-art
methods to perform filtering in tractography. Improved reliability in structural
connectivity reconstruction.
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• Improved performance in clustering streamlines into bundles according to a
given anatomical definition. Virtually parameter-free streamline clustering. In-
creased clustering computational time efficiency.

• First deep learning-based generative tractography method. Improved ability to
reconstruct streamlines in hard-to-track bundles over state-of-the-art orienta-
tion propagation methods. Improved white matter volume occupancy rate in
conventionally underrepresented bundle populations.

This thesis highlights the relevance of modern approaches using deep learning
models for tractography. The results provided throughout this thesis demonstrate
the benefits of the mentioned framework in terms of connectomics: the anatomical
reliability of reconstructed structural connectivity matrices is improved through (i) a
filtering process that removes implausible connections, (ii) a clustering method that
groups streamlines in a coherent manner according to a set of anatomical definitions,
(iii) and a generative technique that increases the representational power of hard-to–
track bundles.

The deep autoencoder-based tractography framework proposed in this thesis sets
a landmark for unsupervised deep learning in tractography, and sets the foundational
reference results to develop further tractography representation models using autoen-
coders. Self-supervised autoencoder models are a direct improvement that might yield
benefits for the classification and reconstruction tasks considered in this thesis, and
including anatomical priors might be helpful in increasing their reliability.

In summary, this thesis unlocks the potential of deep autoencoder-based models to
solve tractography classification and reconstructions tasks, and paves the way towards
delivering more reliable tractography data.

Future perspectives
Deep learning methods are increasingly popular tools to solve computer vision prob-
lems, and remarkable improvements have been reported in medical imaging tasks
across multiple domains. Diffusion MRI and its derivatives, including tractography,
have not been an exception, and have benefited from the ability of such methods
to provide accurate predictions. In the context of tractography, the first successful
application of a purely data-driven method was reported by Neher et al. [Neh17],
where the authors used a random forest classifier and a voting process to predict
the local orientations for the streamline propagation process. Since then, a growing
number of authors have resorted to deep learning methods to solve different tractog-
raphy tasks beyond those considered in this thesis, including tensor [Kar22] and fODF
[Nat19, Kar21b, Kar21a, Luc21] estimation, computing priors used for tractography
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[Was18a, Was19, Li20], predicting the local orientation field [Jör17, Pou17, Rei18,
Wan18c, Weg18, Ben19], or still generating streamlines using reinforcement learning
algorithms [Thé21].

Nevertheless, tractography is not yet a solved task for deep learning models, and
future efforts should include strategies to incorporate priors or context information
that might lead to improved anatomically-informed methods. Unsupervised models,
such as the ones proposed in this thesis, would be expected to yield ample benefits
as a result of such an approach.

Integrating Multi-modal Data
Despite tractography problems being highly amenable to data-driven paradigms, the
limited guarantees current methods offer, together with a lack of interpretability,
seem to constitute a hindrance to their adoption. At the same time, gathering evi-
dence on the human white matter anatomy non-invasively is still an ill-posed prob-
lem, as there is a limited information to guide reconstruction methods. New evi-
dence, collected through novel acquisition methods, such as multi-dimensional diffu-
sion encoding [Wes16], increasing gradient strength and resolution [Hua21], together
with multi-contrast validation studies, both in non-human primate models [How19a,
Nat19, Maf22], including tracer injection data [Maf22], and ex vivo (post mortem)
human brains [Yen22], or optical methods, such as conventional microscopy, polar-
ized light imaging (PLI) [How19b, How19a] or polarization-sensitive optical coherence
tomography (PS-OCT) [Yen20], should allow building increasingly sophisticated and
accurate computational models and methods. Multi-modal data from clinical cases
(i.e., pathological brains) would add to such promise, as validating methods on disease
cases may be equally informative. As the competitive advantage of fundamental deep
learning tractography models has been established by now, the anatomical knowledge
provided by multi-contrast methods and validation studies open a new age where in-
corporating such priors to these models might be key to build even more reliable
and modern tractography methods. The resulting tools might be decisive to the
understanding of the human brain white matter.

The Challenge of White Matter Data Analysis
An increasing number of large scale studies, such as the Human Connectome Project
(HCP) [Gla16], the UK Biobank [Sud15, AlfAlm18], the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset, the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Development
(ABCD) study, or the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI), have re-
leased massive amounts of raw or minimally-processed dMRI data. Such heteroge-
neous data constitutes both a challenge and an opportunity. For example, as it is
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the case of some of the high-resolution (multi-contrast) imaging studies mentioned
earlier, the source data alone might amount to several TB of data. Thus, the data
management for research on such data is complex, and the computational demands
are high. Similarly, MRI data harmonization is still an active research topic. Despite
these difficulties, an increasing amount of data is processed and annotated with cur-
rent tools. Although efforts to propose consensus practices [Jel22, Sch22] are ongoing,
virtually every research group has built over the years an own processing pipeline.
The limited ability to authoritatively discriminate results add to the variability across
studies using the same data, and hamper comparisons across scientific works.

Diffusion local orientation and tractography challenges organized throughout the
years have allowed to assess the performance of a large number of dMRI data pro-
cessing methods and pipelines. Starting from the “Fiber Cup” phantom data [Fil11,
Côt13], the ISBI 2012 HARDI Reconstruction Workshop and ISBI 2013 HARDI Re-
construction Challenge [Dad14a], the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge, or the
more recent MICCAI 2019 IronTract Challenge [Maf22] and MICCAI CDMRI 2021
DiSCo Challenge [Pat21] datasets, they have provided insight into the advantages
and shortcomings of methods over time. However, the large number of steps involved
in dMRI data processing introduces a source of variability that often hinders isolat-
ing the assets that uniquely make a method superior to its competitors within the
context of the challenges. Or still, the complexity of the white matter data makes it
such that no method might outperform others under all circumstances (e.g., number
and nature of intra-voxel configurations, brain regions, etc.).

As the amount of processed data increases, and despite a larger computational
power being available, the above factors make it in such a way that divergences across
models render it difficult to consolidate conclusions in deep learning-based tractog-
raphy. In order to provide an evolving portrait of tractography models, it might be
necessary to (i) provide publicly shared, online data models for different stages of the
dMRI feature extraction pipeline; (ii) develop computational tools that would allow
analyzing results on a continuous basis; and (iii) dynamic, openly accessible scientific
sites hosting the results of such continuous analyses. Such an endeavor would increase
the transparency of research in WM analysis, would facilitate comparisons, and might
be instrumental to gain insight into the dynamics, strengths, weaknesses and needs
of WM analysis methods in order to better define the requirements for the upcoming
tools.

The Autoencoder Representational Ability
This thesis has demonstrated the benefits of using a representation learning method
based on deep autoencoders for tractography. A regular convolutional autoencoder
has been used throughout this thesis, one of the key aspects of the proposed frame-
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work being the unsupervised nature of the training phase. Despite the significant
improvements in performance shown across the different tasks considered in this the-
sis, and without sacrificing the shown flexibility, there are a number of aspects that
remain to be investigated.

Recurrent autoencoders have been successfully [Zho22] used for tractography par-
cellation. The advantage of recurrent models over convolutional models lies in their
ability to accept variable length input sequences. This constitutes an asset and avoids
the need to resample the streamline data to have an equispaced number of vertices.

The streamline point sequence is an issue for representation learning methods, as
its forward and reverse (also called direct and flipped, respectively) sorting do affect
the learned representations, despite not having any biological meaning1. Different
strategies have been proposed to overcome this issue, such as sorting the sequences
according to a reference T1-weighted image (T1-w) [Leg21], composing a new input
sequence using a pair of concatenated versions of both sorted sequences [Zha20], or
still using neural network models that are invariant to the point sequence [Che22].
Adding a self-supervised signal that forces both the forward and reverse representa-
tions be the same in a convolutional autoencoder, or using a bidirectional recurrent
model, remain to be investigated as alternative ways in which this issue could be
addressed.

The dimensionality of the latent space of an autoencoder is a hyperparameter
whose value needs to be set beforehand. In this thesis, it was fixed by evaluating the
reconstruction error with a Bayesian strategy [Leg21]. A latent space with a larger
dimensionality might further minimize the reconstruction error, but may result in
sparser, lower density latent spaces, which may impact negatively the ability to gen-
erate new samples from the latent space. Investigating the effect of using additional
measures, such as the correlation [Fen22a] or the mutual information, to calibrate the
latent space dimensionality might be useful to build more powerful latent represen-
tations, and to reduce any redundant information.

Unless explicit constraints are imposed, autoencoders do not select features that
are present in the input data [Abi19]. The autoencoder models used in tractography
have not yet been proven to provide directly interpretable, informative latent features:
no formal study has been carried out or published to provide interpretable feature-
equipped autoencoder tractography latent spaces. As a consequence, the effect of
varying a given latent feature cannot be easily predicted. Even less so to do it in terms
of the input space features. However, several works have proposed ways to disentangle
better the input data factors in autoencoder-based representation learning (see, for
1 Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging data, and thus tractography, are not sensitive to the axonal

polarity (i.e., whether an axon is afferent or efferent). Although the polarity of streamlines does
not have a biological meaning, distinguishing between afferent and efferent axons might be relevant
to some applications [Jba11].
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example, [Lam17, Kim18, Che18]). Thus, building tractography latent spaces whose
features can be interpreted in terms of the input data features is a research avenue
that might be worthwhile investigating.

Driving the autoencoder neural network optimization process using additional loss
terms, such as triplet, N-pair, or contrastive losses (see [Kho20] for a recent revision)
has also been used by other authors [Li22, Xue22]. Incorporating an additional task
to the latent space in order to constrain the learning process, possibly increasing the
representational ability of the latent space [Mak16, Ber19], could also be useful in
the context of tractography. It remains to be investigated which task or which dMRI
or tractography features would help constraining the latent space in such a way that
it may be beneficial for a downstream task. It would be necessary to quantify the
benefits of each additional constraint that may be incorporated into an elementary
deep learning tractography model in order to identify and isolate the useful strategies.

In summary, as the foundational principles of tractography autoencoders have
been set, further work is required to build increasingly proficient and dependable
models. A formal study analyzing the advantages and limitations of each extension
to the existing models could be informative towards unlocking further the potential
of tractography models.

Adding Anatomical Constraints
Incorporating anatomical priors to autoencoder tractography models as a way to in-
crease the information in the latent space has not been investigated yet. Because
pure geometric information as contained in the streamline data is usually not enough
to provide an accurate portrait of the underlying fiber configuration [Jba11], incor-
porating anatomical priors to autoencoder models might be beneficial in order to
increase their ability to disentangle the factors of variation in the input data, or
to increase their representational power. As the understanding of the white matter
improves, and as paired data from other imaging modalities becomes available, or
still, as dMRI acquisition sequences provide further contrast mechanisms, incorpo-
rating such information to autoencoder-based tractography might help in building
anatomically-informed models. For example, incorporating surface data to mitigate
the gyral bias [VanEss14, Rev15, StOng18, Jeu19] or modeling the density variations
along bundles [Jba11] in autoencoder-based generative tractography might be helpful
towards providing improved models. Such models might offer highly sophisticated,
and more precise and more reliable insight into tractography data, and might help
towards making tractography-derived features (such as structural connectivity) more
quantitative. This may give rise to potential research avenues in a broad range of
topics and applications, including the generation of dual structural and functional
atlases, cross-scale tractography models, or healthy and non-healthy white matter
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anatomy models, for example.
It is experimentally observed [Rhe20b] that, due to the various effects that in-

fluence streamline propagation methods, some measures, such as the bundle vol-
ume or the surface coverage, cannot be improved past a given value. St-Onge et al.
[StOng21] proposed to alleviate this effect with an dynamic, iterative seeding strategy
coupled with Surface-Enhanced Tractography (SET). The deep generative tractog-
raphy method presented in Ch. 4 does not enforce any constraint that could enable
preferentially reconstructing streamlines that provide the maximum amount of in-
formation (e.g., with respect to the diffusion signal). Thus, it may be interesting to
investigate ways to enhance the (diffusion and anatomical) information content of the
latent space, along with developing sampling schemes that might be partially driven
by a desired particular property. In this respect, investigating how information the-
ory measures can improve the deep generative tractography method proposed in this
thesis might be relevant [Moy18].

Other Autoencoder Models
VAEs [Kin14] are a popular autoencoder model that constrain the latent space to
follow a given prior probability distribution. VAEs have been used in the context of
tractography for healthy vs. non-healthy subject bundle anomaly analysis [Fen22a].
The ability of a VAE model to generate plausible streamline observations follow-
ing the same procedure described in Sec. 4.2.1 was qualitatively assessed within the
framework of this thesis. The results obtained were inferior to those of the proposed
regular AE, and thus the model was discarded in further analyses. However, it might
be worthwhile to reassess the possibility of employing VAEs as a suitable deep learning
model for generative tractography purposes.

More recently, masked AEs have been proposed [He22] as an alternative to vision
transformers [Dos21]. Thanks to the self-supervision signal provided by a masking
strategy, masked AEs are more computationally efficient, and outperform large su-
pervised, pre-trained models on a number of tasks and datasets. Although they have
been proposed for computer vision problems, they might constitute a promising model
that can be applied to tractography.

Open Questions
The nature of the deep learning models that have been proven to perform successfully
in tractography tasks is diverse. A number of works [Zho20, Leg21, Fen22b] have
proposed to model the streamline data as a sequence of points, whereas other authors
[Che22] have chosen cast them into a point cloud representation, typically used in
pure computer vision applications and most often issued by surface data sampling
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and acquisition processes. However, it has been argued that ignoring the sequential
nature of streamline data using point cloud representations might be detrimental to
some tractography analysis tasks [Gar12b]. Finally, it has also been proposed [Zha20]
to build feature vectors from the streamline data to serve as the input data to a neural
network. Thus, it remains to be investigated which data representation fits better
the nature of tractography data, or how the task performance is affected by such a
choice.

Some bundles are credited as being hard to track when using conventional trac-
tography methods [MaiHei17]. Additionally, this effect is also heavily influenced by
the bundle segmentation method [Sch21b], as seen in [Was18b] and [Was19]. The
autoencoder-based bundle segmentation method introduced in this thesis (see Ch. 3)
exhibits a reduced variability in performance across bundles. At the same time, the
experiments for the generative tractography model proposed in Ch. 4 showed that
sampling new streamline observations required probing a variable number of sam-
ples depending on the bundle. As different bundle definitions are used by different
authors, it remains to be investigated whether modern, deep learning-based trac-
tography methods are impacted by the biases that such definitions introduce when
classifying streamlines or reconstructing them, or whether some bundles are consid-
ered hard to learn, or yet whether regardless of the method or the priors that might
be used, they fundamentally arise due to the tractography streamline model itself
being a coarse summary of the underlying microstructure and being less suitable for
some purposes.

It remains to be investigated what a good representation is in the context of trac-
tography streamlines. It has recently been stated [Loc19] that purely unsupervised
methods cannot learn disentangled representations, i.e., that some form of super-
vision might be necessary. Locatello et al. [Loc19] also disputed the idea that a
better disentanglement leads to improved results in downstream tasks, or that they
allow for a better sample complexity2. It is widely acknowledged that deep learning
methods require large amounts of data to be trained appropriately. Semi-supervised
(also named weakly supervised) (see [Eng20] for an overview) methods attempt to
learn when the available data includes both annotated and unannotated data. Self-
supervision [Ros05] has been shown to be an effective method to improve the accuracy
of the neural network estimations in such situations. Few-shot (and its one-shot or
zero-shot variants) learning techniques [FeiFei06, Lak11] attempt to use increasingly
fewer data, or still dataset distillation [Caz22] methods propose to build new datasets
with as few samples as possible containing as much information as possible for the
success of a deep learning method. Streamline propagation methods can provide an

2 The sample complexity of an ML algorithm represents the number of training samples that it needs
in order to successfully make predictions.
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arbitrary amount of data. However, as the data increases in a tractogram, the more
expensive it becomes to annotate the data accurately, or the larger is the amount
of data that might be implausible or bear the wrong bundle label, for example. For
these reasons, both self-supervision applied to a semi-supervised context [Lu21] and
few-shot learning [Lu22] have been applied to tractography segmentation tasks. In-
vestigating how the performance of a given deep learning tractography method de-
teriorates as the amount of data or available labels decreases might be interesting
to provide a lower bound. This might be useful when new data has to be labeled
according to a new atlas, or to identify bundles that might require additional samples
(or labels) for an appropriate training (or performance result), or to propose directed
data augmentation strategies, for example.

The data used in the context of this thesis includes phantom data, clinical-style,
realistic synthetic data, and in vivo healthy young adult human brain data. The
methods proposed have not been applied to non-healthy subjects. Investigating the
effects on performance of using non-healthy subject data remains to be investigated.
For example, tumors can displace, disrupt or destroy tracts (see [Yeh21] for a recent
overview of tractography in brain tumors and traumatic brain injury populations).
Thus, appropriately modeling streamlines representing such fiber pathways in non-
healthy subjects, which would likely be considered as implausibles in healthy pop-
ulations, require further investigation. A displaced or disrupted pathway could be
considered as being a form of (considerably) perturbed healthy pathway, and thus
incorporating some prior knowledge into the considered DL model might be required
for a successful training [Sch21d].

Despite the limited ability to establish a causal relationship in current DL mod-
els (see [Sch21d] for a recent overview), this thesis shows that they offer significant
improvements to several key aspects of tractography. This work has not attempted
to provide tractography models over which the ability to discover and describe the
exact factors in the data influencing their predictions is possible.
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Appendix A

GESTA: Supplementary materials

This appendix contains to the supplementary materials corresponding to the article
presented in Ch. 4.

Human Connectome Project (HCP) data experiment
A subject from the Human Connectome Project (HCP) dataset [Gla16] is used to
perform whole-brain generative tractography on an in vivo dataset. The data were
acquired using an HCP scanner equipped with high-end hardware enabling diffusion
encoding gradient strengths of 100 mT m−1 at 1.25 mm isotropic spatial resolution
along 270 gradient directions. The available preprocessed data is used here.

The tractography data was reconstructed using global tracking [Rei11]. The HCP
data were registered [Ava11] to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset
space following [Leg21]. The Tractometer tool [Côt13, MaiHei17] was employed to
obtain the bundles of interest, as the data had been registered to the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge data space. The corpus callosum, initially available as a
single bundle, is split into the 6 groups defined in Rheault [Rhe21], and each group
is sampled separately. P =100% seed streamlines are used to generate N = 15 000
streamlines for each bundle using the unassisted seeding mode of GESTA. Table A.1
shows the values used for the streamline plausibility assessment.

The overlap and overreach are used for evaluation purposes. As the data had been
registered to the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset space in Legarreta et
al. [Leg21], and as no re-training is done in this work, it naturally follows measur-
ing the performance in terms of the overlap and overreach with the ISMRM 2015
Tractography Challenge dataset models.

Table A.2 shows the bundle overlap and overreach of the latent-generated stream-
lines for both streamline plausibility criteria compared to those of the seed stream-
lines on the HCP dataset. On average, GESTA increases the overlap significantly
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Table A.1: Plausibility criteria values for the HCP dataset. LOA: local orientation angle; WM:
white matter occupancy; T/F: binary requirement (true/false). Note that ADGC includes the ADG
criteria.

HCP

ADG

Length (mm) 20–220
Winding (◦) <340

LOA-to-fODF peak (◦) <40
WM ratio (%) >95

ADGC GM T/F

by proposing new, anatomically plausible streamlines using the available set of seed
streamlines. An increase is observed in the overreach as a result of using a soft re-
quirement for the white matter volume occupancy criterion and a slightly dilated WM
mask.

Table A.2: HCP dataset reconstructed seed streamlines’ and generative streamlines’
overlap and overreach. N = 15 000 streamlines are generated for each bundle with a
bandwidth factor of value 1.0, and the plausibility is evaluated using the ADGR and
ADGCR criteria. Mean and standard deviation values across bundles.

ADGR ADGCR

Seed ratio (P%) OL OR OL (↑) OR (↓) OL (↑) OR (↓)

100 0.29 (0.17) 0.12 (0.12) 0.74 (0.15) 1.36 (0.71) 0.62 (0.15) 0.88 (0.48)

Ten (10) bundles obtained using the proposed generative tractography method
for the HCP dataset are shown in figure A.1. As it is the case with the “Fiber
Cup” and ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge datasets, GESTA populates each
of the bundles with anatomically plausible streamlines using a limited set of seed
streamlines: it increases by 2.6 times the average overlap across bundles for the
ADGR criterion. Although the number of seeds varies notably across bundles (see
the difference between the MCP and both POPT bundles), the rejection sampling
procedure is still able to produce new samples using an extremely modest set of seed
streamlines.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

Figure A.1: GESTA applied to the (a) fornix; (b) MCP; (c) left SCP; (d) right SCP; (e) left UF;
(f) right UF; (g) left POPT; (h) right POPT; (i) left OR; and (j) right OR bundles of the HCP
dataset. For each bundle: left: seed streamlines; right: GESTA-generated plausible streamlines. All
available streamlines are used for seeding in the latent space; and streamlines are evaluated using
the ADGCR criterion. Seed streamlines are in the ISMRM 2015 Tractography Challenge dataset
space; latent-generated streamlines are in subject space.
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author contributions in the scientific papers published as the result of this thesis:
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analysis and interpretation.
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A
analysis

principal component, 36
anisotropy, 13, 21
autoencoder, 35, 36, 38, 84, 98, 146,

149–151
variational, 36

axon, 6, 8, 26, 30
myelinated, 7
unmyelinated, 7

B
b-value, 18, 20, 21
bias

gyral, 29
length, 29

brain, 6, 11, 13, 17, 24, 26, 30
human, 1, 6–8, 11, 20, 146, 148,

154
bundle, 2, 8, 29, 84, 98, 146

hard-to-track, 3, 147
bundling, 2, 84

C
CINTA, 84, 146
classification, 5, 146
clustering, 4, see bundling
coefficient

diffusion, 20
complexity

sample, 153
time, 39, 84

connectivity, 2, 146
matrix, 29
structural, 2, 11, 26

connectome, 2, 4, 30, see connectivity
connectomics, 147, see connectome
cortex, 6, 7
curve

receiver operating characteristic,
38

D
deconvolution

spherical, 24
dendrites, 6
diffusion, 12, 13, 16–18, 20, 22, 26
disentangle, 35, 150, 151

E
embedding, 36
encoder, 35

F
fascicle, 8, see bundle
fiber, 8, 20, 30

association, 8
commissural, 8
projection, 8
U-shaped, 9

field
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INDEX

magnetic, 13–16
orientation

local, 4
filtering, 4, 38
FINTA, 38, 146
fluid

cerebrospinal, 8
function

cost, 31, 33, 34
loss, 31, 32

G
generative, 4, 98
GESTA, 98, 146
gradient

field
magnetic, 15, 16, 18

H
hemisphere

cerebral, 7, 11

I
imaging

diffusion tensor, 20, 21
magentic resonance, 20
magnetic resonance, 1, 149

diffusion, 1, 2, 11, 13, 26, 146,
151

functional, 1
structural, 1

interface
white matter-gray matter, 13, 29

L
layer, 32, 33

hidden, 32
input, 32
output, 32

learning
deep, 1, 2, 4, 33, 34, 146, 147, 152

machine, 1, 31
reinforcement, 31
representation, 3, 35, 149, 150
self-supervised, 31, 150
supervised, 31

weakly, 31
unsupervised, 3, 31, 146

M
matrix

connectivity
structural, 39

matter
gray, 7, 9, 13
white, 1, 7, 13, 20, 30, 98, 146,

148, 149, 151
deep, 9
superficial, 9

model
recurrent, 150, see neural network

motion
Brownian, 12, 20

N
neighbors

k-nearest, 84
network

neural, 30, 31, 33, 34
convolutional, 36
recurrent, 36

neuron, 6, 32, 33

O
orientation

fiber, 13, 20, 21, 23, 26, 28, 29
local, 2–4, 26, 27, 29

P
parcellantion

tractography, 150, see bundling
pathway
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fiber, 20, 26, 29, 146, 154
propagation

streamline, 4, 152, 153, see
tractography

R
region

hard-to-track, 29
representation

disentangled, 153

S
sampling, 4, 98, 146, 153
segmentation

bundle, 153, see bundling
tractography, 4, 154, see bundling

sensitivity, 2, 38
sequence

pulse, 13, 15
space

latent, 36, 38, 98, 150–152
q-, 17, 23

specificity, 2, 38
streamline, 2–4, 26–30, 38, 98, 147,

150–154

implausible, 38, 146
plausible, 38, 98, 146

synapse, 6

T
tensor

diffusion, 21, 22
time

diffusion, 16, 18
echo, 15
relaxation, 15
repetition, 15

tracking, 26, 28–30, see tractography
tract, 8, 26, see fiber
tractogram, 2, 26, 27
tractography, 2, 4, 11, 26, 29, 30, 38,

84, 98, 147–149, 151–153
deterministic, 28
global, 29
probabilistic, 28

tractometry, 26
training, 31, 33–35, 154

unsupervised, 4, 150, see learning
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